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ABSTRACT
The President of the United States, In 19^> requested that 
particular attention be given to the problems peculiar to farmers 
with lev incomes* In this connection, increased attention has 
focused on a means of raising rural income by the decentraliza­
tion of industry to provide off-farm employment in low-lncome 
rural areas. More concern, however, has been devoted to surveys 
and substantiations of the problem than to systematic appraisals 
of practical solutions. The present study is an effort to per­
form the latter task. It centers on a single factory in a se­
lected lev-income area of rural Louisiana and attempts to 
describe its impact in a triadic focus: upon the workers, upon
agriculture, and upon the community.
The study is substantive in design and consists primarily 
of statistical material. A situational frame of reference is 
utilized in the study approach. The "situation" is defined as 
an event--the introduction of industry into a low-lncome rural 
area— and the investigation is focused on the resulting adjust­
ments •
To obtain the desired data, schedules and personal inter­
views were utilized with two sample groups: (l) a 1*0 per cent 
random sample of the plant employees, and (2) a probability 
area sample of the open-country people living within commuting
xvi
distance of the factory. The latter group was vised to provide a 
basis for certain comparisons between the plant employees and 
local non-employees, and to reflect the wider impact of the 
plant. In the course of the study, 20l+ plant employees and 
302 open-country families were interviewed. The data were coded, 
verified, and punched on IBM cards. Desired information was ob­
tained through machine runs and tabular analysis.
Two sets of findings stand out:
(1) Rural industry does have a definite economic effect 
on the laborers employed, and is an effective means of raising 
rural levels of living. The income of the factory workers was 
considerably higher than that of the average open-country resi­
dent, and the level of living of the plant employees had risen 
much more, relatively speaking, than that of the respondents in 
the open-country sample. Females and nonwhite employees, espe­
cially, had benefited from their plant employment.
(2) Outside its economic impact, however, rural Industry 
is unlikely to effect much basic change in rural areas. The fac­
tory studied had not disturbed the social participation and habits 
of its employees, nor their leisure tine activities. It had made 
very little change in their agricultural practices, and had not 
affected community life significantly. Nevertheless, the vast 
majority of the plant employees and two-thirds of the open-country 
respondents felt that the factory had "helped" the community.
xvii
The general conclusion is that vhile rural industry may 
he one answer to the economic problems of certain rural areas, 
it Is unlikely to disturb the social values and basic habit- 
ways of the local people. Be this advantage or disadvantage, 
it should be significant to those interested In establishing 




In recent years the rural South has been subjected to 
widespread change. Changes in occupations of rural people, in 
technological advancements, in levels of living, and in rural 
community life have been pronounced.1 The trend toward Industry 
as a major source of Income has been especially marked. Ac­
cording to one writer, during the last decade and a half "the 
South has experienced the most rapid growth in industrial Jobs
and payrolls in its history. Industrial employment almost
odoubled and payrolls increased by more than five times."
Other writers, however, axe careful to point out that 
despite gains in recent years the South still remains a compara­
tively low-income area, characterised in the main by low produc- 
tlvity in agriculture and under-utilization of resources. The 
195*t census of agriculture revealed that 60 per cent of the
*Cf• Arthur 7. Raper, A Graphic Presentation of Rural 
Trends (Washington: United States Department of Agriculture,
Extension Service and Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Hey,
1952), p. 2.
^Vernon V. Ruttan, "Industrial Progress and Rural Stagna­
tion in the Hew South," Social Farces, XXXIV (December, 1955)# H*»-*
^Olenn X. McLaughlin and Stefan Roboek, Why Industry Moves 
South, Rational Planning Association, Committee of the South Re­
port Ho. 3 (June, 19*t9)> P* 12.
1
commercial farms In the South had a total value of products sold 
of less than $2,500 and that only one out of five southern conmer- 
clal farms had as much as $5,000 in cash sales.
Thus, the farm-income problem of the South is still very 
much in evidence. So evident, in fact, that in his Special Message 
on Agriculture delivered on January 11, 195̂ , the President of the 
United States requested that particular attention be given to the 
problems peculiar to farmers vith low incomes.' In 1955* farm 
families with low earnings (under $1000) comprised more than one- 
fourth of all farm families in the United States.^ It is well 
known that the great majority of these are concentrated in certain 
areas, mostly in the South. In fact, one recent study listed 900 
southern counties in the low income and level-of-living category.1 
In some southern counties, 90 per cent of the rural families have
Qeorge V. Douglas and Arthur B. Mackie, Some Social and 
Economic Implications of Part-Time Farming," Proceedings of the 
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology Section of the~Associ- 
atlon of Southern Agricultural Workers, Birmingham, Alabama, Feb. 
5^57"1957, p. 5-
^Development of Agriculture's Human Resources. A Report 
on Problems of Low-Income Farmers Prepared for the Secretary of 
Agriculture (Washington: United States Department of Agriculture,
April, 1955), P. Hi-
6Ibid., p. 1.
^Thomas R. Ford, Comments on "Implications of Changes 
in Rural Manpower in the South," by William H. Metzler in Pro­
ceedings of the Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology Sec­
tion of the Association of Southern Agricultural Workers, op. 
d t ., p
3
Q
been classified as "low-income."
An additional problem Is presented by the excessive net 
replacement ratio of the farm population, which is approximately 
twice as high as Is needed to replace farmers who die or retire.
This means that one-half of the boys who grow up on farms In the
9South must leave southern agriculture or become surplus labor*
In the case of Negro tenants and sharecroppers, an even larger
10percentage must find employment off the farm. Labor surpluses 
will become even more pronounced should present trends In agrl- 
mechanlzation persist. It was estimated In 19^9 that by 19&5 
the number of needed farm workers may be reduced by as many as 
2,000,000 persons.11
Thus, low Income farms and huge reserves of surplus labor
have combined to present a formidable challenge to all who are
concerned with the future of the rural South. In this connection, 
much thought and discussion In recent years has centered around
^Harold F. Kaufman, Rural Families With Low Incomes: 
Problems in Adjustment, Sociology and Rural Life Series No. 9, 
Mississippi State College Agricultural Experiment Station 
(Starkville: February, 1957)* P* 1*
9J. M. Stepp, "Industrial Development and Lov-Income 
Farm People in the South," Proceedings of the American Associa­
tion of Southern Agricultural Workers, 53Jv (19W 3), 58.
10C. E. Neal and L. W. Jones, "The Place of the Negro
Farmer in the Changing Economy of the Cotton South," Rural 
Sociology, XV (March, 1950), **0.
^McLaughlin and Robock, 0£. cit., p. 13*
b
a means of supplementing rural income by the decentralization of
12industry to provide off-farm employment in rural areas.
Actually, considerable attention has been focused on the 
economic problems of the South since the early thirties. Appar­
ently, however, more attention has been devoted to surveys and 
substantiations of such problems than to systematic appraisals 
of practical solutions. Administrators and interested parties 
are now realizing that additional study is needed.
I. NEED FOR STUDY
It was estimated In 1950 that in the next ten years billions
of dollars would be spent on industrial expansion and new plants
13in rural areas and small towns. A large share of the expansion 
was expected to occur in the rural South. What would be the re­
sult? This was the basic question which prompted the present 
study.
In the light of previous knowledge, technological change
1 pStefan H. Robock, "Rural Industries and Agricultural 
Development,11 Journal of Farm Economics. XXXIV (August, 1952),
3U6. See also ̂ anciVT?. McVay, factory Meets Farm in Borth 
Carolina. North Carolina State College Agricultural Experiment 
Station Technical Bulletin 83 (Raleigh: October, 19^7), P* 3;
Rudolf Haberle, "War-Time Changes in the Labor Force in Louisi­
ana, " 8oclal Forces. XXIV (March, 19^6), 298; and Development 
of Agriculturets Hi man Resources, op. oit., p. 30.
13Earle Hitch, Rebuilding Rural America: Hew Des*g«* for
Community Life (Mew York: Harper A Brothers, 1950), pp* 219-220.
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vaa almost certain to bring social consequences and problems of
Ikadjustment. The need for research has been noted by many. In 
1957 George Douglas and Arthur Mackie, in a paper on social and 
economic consequences of part-time farming, were careful to point 
out that:
while location of industries in rural areas has created 
additional income opportunities for farm families, it 
has also created many problems of adjustment . . • Many 
of the social and economic implications • * • are not 
readily apparent, and additional investigations of its 
implications are needed to provide a basis for the develop­
ment of programs to deal with the problems of adjustment.*5
In 1955 *■ group of social scientists stated in a formal 
document prepared for the Secretary of Agriculture that in recent 
years:
most agricultural research has been applied to technical 
problems of production and marketing. Only limited 
research effort has been directed toward: Fitting farm
units to the changing economic environment; the processes 
of change in farming, farm population, and levels of 
living; or the efficient use and extension of credit, and 
changes in land tenure. These types of research are 
especially important in low income areas
The need for more sociological research on low-inoome 
problems of rural areas was also noted by A. Lee Coleman in a 
paper on that subject presented at the 1957 meeting of the
M. Maclver and Charles H. Page, Society: An Introduc­
tory Analysis (Mew York: Rinehart and Company, Inc., T9U9}, P. 555.
^Qp. Cit., p. 1.
•̂̂ Development of Agriculture's Human Resources, op. cit.,
p. 19.
6
Association of Southern Agricultural Workers. Coleman listed 
four promising lines of study: (l) population analysis; (2)
communications research; (3) level of living research; and es-
17peclally (U) research on attitudes, values and motivation.
Olaf Larson has raised the question of why the concentre- 
tion of low income farmers in certain problem areas has been so 
persistent. He suggests that the causes for this phenomenon in­
clude certain institutional and cultural barriers to social change,
1Aand that here again are areas for sociological research.
Douglas and Mackie stress the need for investigations to 
determine the attitudes toward farming of the rural people who
work in nonfarm occupations and the attitudes of farmers toward
19industrial work. The growing recognition of the importance 
of values as keys to behavior has focused increasing attention 
on such research. The need for designing programs which take 
cognizance of social values is becoming more apparent, and infor-
17A. Lee Coleman, "Sociological Research and the Low-Income 
Farm Problem," Proceedings of the Agricultural Economics end 
Rural Sociology Section of1 the Association of Southern Agricul­
tural Workers, Birmingham, Alabama, Feb. U-£7 1957, p. kT
Olaf F. Larson, "Sociological Aspects of the Low-Income 
Problem," Journal of Farm Economics, XXXVII (December, 1955), 1^17* 
See also Alvin L. Bertrand, "Some "Socio-Cultural Factors Related 
to the Competitive Position of Southern Agriculture," Proceedings 
of the Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology Section of the 
Association of Southern Agricultural Workers, Dallas, Texas, Feb. 
1-3, 195^, P. 1.
~^0p. cit., p. 16.
7
mation Is needed on the value-related attitudes of low-income people
20concerning specific aspects of their situation.
One writer summed up the importance of the value emphasis
in research when he said:
Can ve be sure that these people want to take other jobs 
and would be better off by doing so? To some, possibly 
a good many, this slower-paced less productive way of 
life constitutes an escape from the insistent demands of 
the more competitive industrial world* There is danger 
that in stressing material income we may undervalue some 
very important nonmaterial kinds of income.23-
In the light of the above and similar statements, the need 
for the present study seemed evident. So often it happens that 
when solutions to problems are proposed, the many ramifications 
are overlooked and no attempt is made to see beyond immediate 
results. In an effort to avoid this error, the Department of 
Agriculture (which has focused on the development of industry in 
rural areas as a practical solution to the economic problems of 
certain farm sections) undertook to support the present research.
20Coleman, loc. cit.
^Murray Benedict, as quoted in Arthur Moore, Underemploy­
ment in American Agriculture, A Problem in Economic Development, 
National Planning Association Planning Pamphlet No. Tt (January, 
1952), p. 10. For additional comments on the need to consider 
"values" in administrative programs, see Robert V. Harrison and 
Walter M. KoH morgen, "The Place of French Speaking Farmers of 
Southern Louisiana in Future Land Development and Reclamation 
Projects," Journal of Land end Public Utility Economics. XXII 
(August, 19k6), 231; and Joseph A. Kahl, Ob* American Class 
Structure (New York: Rinehart and Company, Inc., 1957)> P» 109*
8
It was felt that before realistic piarming could be done for rural
industrialization programs, research should be accomplished in a
22rural area where sizeable Industry had been introduced* This 
would indicate what changes had occurred and how they were brought 
about. It would indicate the effectiveness of industry in raising 
the level of living of farm people, and it would provide data 
needed by state and local groups Interested in attracting Industry. 
For these and other reasons which will become apparent, the study 
was undertaken.
II. OBJECTIVES
It is the aim of this study to investigate the role of 
industry in a low-Income rural area in terms of the type of workers 
Involved, and in terms of the effect of industry upon levels of 
living, agriculture, and the community in general* More specifi­
cally, objectives of the study are:
(1) To determine the characteristics of workers employed 
in a "typical" rural industry, and to ascertain the operation of 
selectiveness (if any) involved.
(2) To investigate the attitudes and opinions of workers
^See Paul H. Price, Alvin L. Bertrand and Harold V. Osborne, 
The Effects of Industrialization on Rural Louisiana: A Study of
Kant Employees (Baton Rouge: Department of Rural Sociology,
L.S.U., and Farm Population and Rural Life Branch, AMS, U.S.DJU, 
Washington, D. C., January, 1956)*
9
and residents toward industrial employment, and to measure their 
knowledge of the labor market, their willingness to migrate, and 
their evaluations of nonfarm Job conditions.
(3) To determine the influence of industrial development 
upon the levels of living of the employee families, and to make 
general comparisons with non-employee families in the plant area.
(k) To investigate the social participation of workers 
and their use of leisure, to ascertain changes occasioned by 
plant employment, and to make general comparisons of the social 
participation of plant emplo -"5e« and non-employees in the local 
area.
(5) To evaluate *he effects of industry upon agricultural 
enterprises in the area, and especially to determine the specific 
changes occurring on the farms of operators employed in industry.
(6) To investigate the opinions of both employees and non- 
employees on general changes in the coaanwlty since the coming of 
industry, and especially to ascertain their evaluation of the 
factory.
(7) To indicate the implications of industrial develop­
ment for action programs of interested agencies.
III. SCOPE (F THE STUDY
The breadth of the listed objectives is more apparent than 
real. The study is quite narrow in scope. In fact, it is focused
10
on a single Industrial, plant in a single area of rural Louisiana.
Its seemingly broad approach stems from the Intensive character of 
the investigation. Such a focus vas one reason for undertaking 
the study. It also constitutes a limitation. It is true that 
findings may not be generalized to all rural industries* They 
should be applicable, however, in cases where similar Industries 
are Involved. And, as will be seen, the plant studied herein is 
fairly typical of many Industries which might locate in rural areas. 
Thus, the focus seemed Justified.
Another distinctive feature of the present study (other 
than its intensive rather than extensive scope) is its inclusion 
of two separate sample groups. The research seeks to determine 
not only the effects of a rural industry upon those employed, 
but also to see what effects, if any, are evident in the sur­
rounding area, particularly in agricultural practices and levels 
of living. In this respect the study is actually two-in-one. A 
second reason for inclusion of the open-country sample is to af­
ford a group for certain comparisons with the plant employees.
Both groups are discussed in more detail in the section on 
sampling.
IV. DEFINITION Cf TERMS
Two terms which appear extensively in the study demand 
preliminary explanation. ”Low-inco«ne" is, of course, a relative
11
term, but for the purposes of this study a low-income farm family 
Is one with total annual earnings of less than $1,000* As pre­
viously brought out, such families made up one-fourth of all farm 
families in the United States in 1955> and as shown in the last 
national census, in more than half of the counties in the South­
east the typical farm family had an income of less than $1,000 a 
y e a r . jt is pertinent to note that 01 af Larson, in a functional 
definition, describes a low Income farm family as one whose income,
regardless of amount, is insufficient to provide the goods and
2kservices considered a desirable minimum.
"Rural industry" is the second term which may need clari­
fication. Rural industries have been variously and vaguely de­
fined, but two definitions have achieved general usage. The 
first identifies rural industries as "industries with a more 
or less 'organic' relation to their rural surroundings with 
regard to both labor and materials." The second includes "any
manufacturing plant that is so located that a considerable pro-
25portion of its workers may be expected to be rural people.” '
The rural Industry in the present study meets both criteria.
Special use is also made of three other terms which ap-
2^Development of Agriculture's Human Resources, op. cit., 
p. 1; and Vernon W. RuEtan, oj>. cit., p. Ilk.
^Qp. cit., p. iklQ.
2^Robock, 0£. cit., p. 3 7̂*
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pear throughout the study and which should be carefully noted.
In analyzing the data by residence, the following categories are 
used: town, nonfarm, and farm. Those interviewees living in an
incorporated center are considered town residents; those living 
outside an Incorporated center but not living on a farm are con* 
sidered nonfarm residents; those living on a farm are considered 
farm residents.
Other terms used in more limited ways and less extensively 
will be defined in context.
V. METHOD CF STUDY
The present study is best described as applied research.
Its stated purpose is to evaluate objectively the effects of in­
dustry upon rural areas (in terms of workers involved, agricul­
tural effects, and general community changes) in order to aid 
realistic planning for rural industrialization programs. Thus, 
the study is primarily substantive in design. It consists of 
factual material of a statistical and case-descriptive nature 
with a minimum of theoretical formulation. Edmund deS. Brunner 
points out, however, that a surprising amount of theory is Im­
plicit in many studies of this type, and suggests that quanti­
tatively stated conclusions might well be summarized in conceptual 
phrases and brief indications made where findings agree with, 
modify, or raise questions about certain theoriesThis, the
26Edmund deS. Brunner, IPie Growth of a Science: A Half-
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author has attempted to do In the pages which follow.
Frame of Reference and Approach
As evidenced In foregoing sections, this Is a study In 
change. It Invokes the microscopic viewpoint, however, and con­
cerns itself with adjustments and unit changes rather than the 
broad theoretical problem of change In general. The study, in 
this respect, is well in line with recent trends noted in social 
change analyses wherein (l) emphasis rests on a factual, objective 
study of limited change discernible in a brief time period in a 
particular area, (2) where concern is shown over the operation of 
values, meaning, and subjective aspects in general, and (3) where 
the human agents (their essential characteristics, motivations, 
etc.) in the social-change process are carefully considered.2^
Little concern was devoted in the beginning to theoretical 
formulation. However, since interest was centered on adjustive 
behavior to a particular situation— the introduction of industry 
into a low-income rural area— it was decided to employ a general 
"situational frame of reference." This would allow the study of
Century of Rural Sociological Research in the United States (Hew 
York: Harper and Brothers, 1957), P - 151* See also William J. 
Goode and Paul K. Hatt, Methods in Social Research (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Ccaqpany, Inc., 1952), pp. 29-39-
27Alvin Boakoff, "Social Change: Major Problems in the 
Emergence of Theoretical and Research Foci," Modern Sociological 
Theory in Continuity and Change. Howard Becker and Alvin Boakoff, 
edltorsTNew York: The Dryden Press, 1957), p. 268.
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change as outlined above. Moreover, through its counterpart, the 
"definition of the situation," it would emphasize the importance 
of subjective aspects involved in reaction to change, which, as
noted in the "need for study" section, is often overlooked by ad-
28ministrators seeking a solution to practical problems.
It was W. I. Thomas, of course, who introduced this ap­
proach in the classic work by himself and Florian Znaniecki, The
29Polish Peasant in Europe and America. Its importance and utility 
Is emphasized by Thomas' belief that behavior cannot be understood 
apart from the situation in which it occurs and to which it is a 
potential adjustment. To him, "Every concrete activity is the 
solution of a situation."3°
C. J. hammers, in discussing this approach, defines a situa-
28See Alvin L. Bertrand (ed.), Rural Sociology: An Analysis
of Contemporary Rural Life (Hew York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc., 195o), p. £. Bertrand points out that individuals do not act 
according to rigid or unchanging patterns, but on the basis of 
their interpretation of a given situation. Hence, the concept 
of "meaning" must be considered in the study of individual behavior.
For an extended discussion of the concept of "meaning,1 cf. 
Max Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic Organization, trans.
A. M. Henderson and Talcott Parsons (Hew York: Oxford University
Press, 19*t-7), PP» 88-112.
^(second edition; New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1927), 2
vols. The work was originally published in 5 vols. between 1918- 
1920 by Richard 0. Badger, Boston. Vols. I and II were originally 
published by the University of Chicago Press, 1913.
■^Edmund H. Volkart, Social Behavior and Personality: Con­
tributions of W. I. Thcmaa to Theory and Social Research (Hew York: 
Social Science~Research Council, 1951), p. 6, citing W. ’I. Thcmaa 
and Florian Znaniecki, The Polish Peasant in Europe and America 
(second edition; New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1927), Vo1* P* 38.
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tlon as "a configuration of physical, social, psychic, and biologi­
cal factors in the context of vhich an individual feels, thinks, 
and behaves at a certain moment. In similar fashion, but more 
simply, Thomas defines the "situation" as the configuration of 
factors vhich condition behavior.^ All such factors are seldom 
taken into account in actual practice, however, and from the full 
situation certain features are usually selected for emphasis. As 
Ada Sheffield has put it, "ve must differentiate between the 'total* 
situation and the more immediate functional s i t u a t i o n . B y 
"functional" is meant only those factors vhich are taken into 
account as operatively relevant in a particular problem.
Such procedure is followed in the present study. As stated, 
the focus is on adjustive behavior to a prescribed and limited 
situational development--the introduction of industry into a lov- 
income rural area.
Of course, as has been noted, it is not the situation itself, 
but rather the "definition of the situation" that becomes a factor
31C. J. Lamaers, "The Situational Approach," Studies in 
HoiUanri flood Disaster 1953 (Washington: Committee on Disaster
Studies of the National Academy of Sciences, National Research 
Council, 1955), Vol. II, Part II, pp. 116-122.
32Volkart, oju cit., p. 27*
^Ada E. Sheffield, "The 'Situation* as the Unit of Family 
Case Study," Social Forces, IX (June, 1931), ^67*
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1̂*.in social change. Thomas was careful to Indicate that the con­
cept of "definition of the situation" Is a necessary adjunct to 
that of the situation Itself, the definition forming the link that 
connects adjustive behavior to the situation* In The Unadjusted 
Girl he wrote that "preliminary to any self-determined act of be­
havior there Is always a stage of examination and deliberation 
which we may call the definition of the situation."3'*
The concept of "crisis" is also included in the situational 
approach used herein. According to Thomas, when influences appear 
which disrupt habits, or when the habitual situation is altered, 
a crisis exists, "a threat, a challenge, a call to new action," 
which becomes a major factor in originating new developments.
Finally, it seemed important that in conjunction with the 
definition of the situation some account should also be taken of 
values and attitudes in the analysis of adjustive behavior* To 
Thomas, the individual always possesses a repertory of attitudes 
(tendencies to act) and values (goals toward which the action is 
directed), and both are crucial to the situation.37 According to
Robert Bierstedt, The Social Order: An Introduction to
Sociology (Mew York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1957),p. 505*
(Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1925), P* U2.
3*Volkart, op. cit*, pp. 12, 13*
37Ibld.t p. 87*
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Znaniecki, change is largely explained by causal interaction be­
tween them.Values especially affect and effect social change 
by acting as rejection-selection standards, supplying the ends 
toward which behavior is directed and ruling on the forms of 
behavior acceptable for achieving those ends.
One writer lists three major ways in which value-Judgments 
are related to problem phenomena: (l) they determine what is and
what is not a problem; (2) they help to create the problem and thus
become a part of the causation; (3) they Interfere with the problem's
kosolution. Thus, it seemed necessary to consider values, at least 
in a general way, In the present study. It was especially felt 
that the importance of values should be brought to the attention 
of administrators and planners of action programs relating to rural 
areas.
In brief, then, three major concepts form the frame of 
reference for this research: the situation, the definition of
the situation (including reference to attitudes and values), and 
the concept of crisis. The approach has limitations, of course.
The situational concept is often vague. In Thomas' own writings
^Florian Znaniecki, Cultural Sciences: Their Origin and 
1 Development (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1952), P• ^38*
^Richard Du Wore, "Persistence and Change in Local Values 
of Two New England Ccemunitiea," Rural Sociology, XVII (September, 
1952), 212.
^Abbott P. Herman, An Approach to Social Problems (New 
York: Oinn and Company, 19^9), P* 36.
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It seemed to mean at times a group or an institution while at
4lother times it was an event or an individual experience. Thus,
it seemed to have no limits. Likewise, the concept of crisis has
been challenged, especially as being unidentifiable except in ret­
ire?rospect. In spite of such weaknesses, however, these concepts 
seemed to be the most useful available for approaching the problem 
involved in the present study.
The situation la defined herein as a particular event--the 
introduction of industry into a low-income rural area. With so 
narrow a definition, some of the vagueness generally associated 
with the concept should be avoided. The focus of the study, as 
noted earlier, is on the adjustive behavior occasioned by the new 
situation. Bare, the concepts of "definition of the situation" 
and attitudes and values have relevance. Finally, the concept 
of crisis is utilized in the study of change. One of the basic 
premises of the study was that the factory would disturb old 
habits and occasion new developments. This was one of the general 
hypotheses or assumptions which guided the research. Another was 
that changes would be occurring at different rates of speed. 
Economic changes were expected to run ahead of social adjust- 
ments and change in habits. J
^^Volkart, qp. cit., p. 29. **2rbid.
referent here, of course, is Qgbum's lag hypothesis. 
See William F. Ogburn, Social Change with Respect to Culture and
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In terms of specific hypotheses operationally stated for 
testing, however, only one was set forth in the beginning. The 
Department of Agriculture has been especially Interested In 
raising levels of living In low-income areas. The hypothesis was 
suggested that the development of industry in rural areas would 
make possible the achievement of higher levels of living by in­
creasing incomes. In fact, the Impetus for this study of the 
impact of industrialization on a rural area was derived from 
the suggestion. While other pre-established hypotheses were not 
specifically formulated for testing, it was expected that the 
research and the analysis of data would yield fruitful insights 
and make possible the formulation of hypotheses to be tested 
empirically in future projects.
Design of Study and Study Procedure
The nature of the study presented a number of methodo­
logical problems. Selection of the study area, construction of 
questionnaires, and choice of sampling techniques all required 
considerable time and attention. Each of these is briefly dis­
cussed below.
Selection of the study area. Selection of the study area
Original Nature (New York: The Viking Press, Inc., 1928), p.
200; and William F. Ogburo, "Stationary and Changing Societies," 
American Journal of Sociology, XLII (July, 1936), 31.
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was somewhat complicated by the predetermined requirements set 
for the sample locality. Objectives of the study called for in­
vestigation of a sizeable industry located in a lov-incame rural 
area in recent years. This posed two problems: (l) determination
of the low-income areas of the state and (2) ascertainment of in­
dustries located in such areas. Fortunately, the first problem 
was solved by the Department of Agriculture in the report men­
tioned earlier, Development of Agriculture1 s Human Resources, 
which delineated the low-income and level-of-living areas in agri­
culture for the United States as a whole. Areas were classified 
as serious, substantial or moderate low income according to several
JJicriteria.
Next, it was necessary to locate a sizeable Industry in 
either a serious or substantial low-income area. This problem 
was solved by a review of the records of the Louisiana State 
Department of Commerce and Industry on location, size, and year 
of first operation of Industries in the state. By matching the 
location of sizeable industries to low Income rural areas, the
UiDevelopment of Agriculture1s Hi man Resources, op. cit., 
p. 7. The three criteria were (l) Less than $1,000 residual farm 
income to operator and family with level-of-living index below 
the regional average and 25 per cent or more of cosaaercial farms 
classified as lov-produetion; (2) Level-of-living index in lowest 
fifth of the nation; (3) fifty per cent or more of coomeroial 
farms classified as low-product1on• Serious low income and level- 
of -living areas are characterized by all three criteria, substan­
tial areas by any two criteria, and moderate areas by any one 
criterion.
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field was narrowed to seven potential survey areas. Letters were 
written to the management of the industrial plant in each area 
briefly discussing the proposed study and requesting a personal 
Interview. In time, personal visits were made to all of the 
plants. The study was explained In more detail on these visits, 
and the local management was sounded out to determine if needed 
cooperation could be secured. A number of key questions were 
also asked, relating to the sex and race breakdown of the em­
ployees, their general residential locations, the number of farm­
ing people employed, the yearly payroll, etc., which might be 
helpful in choosing the study area. In addition, such visits 
afforded an opportunity to look over the locality of the plant.
None of the areas examined exactly fitted the construct 
for the study. It was decided after careful screening, however, 
that research design criteria were best met by a small rural
community (approximately 1,000 population) In Tangipahoa Parish,
Usan area previously designated as substantial lcw-income. ' A wire- 
bound box factory was located in the small town (Roseland) and 
represented the only sizeable industry in the area. The plant 
manufactured wooden crates suitable for packing fruits, vegetables, 
and other products. The work did not require highly trained and 
skilled workers, and in both its raw product (wood) and Its labor
**5Ibid.
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requirement a, the plant vae somewhat typical of many which might 
locate in rural areas* The factory had begun operation In 1951 
and at the time of study employed approximately lt-70 workers*
Questionnaires and interviewing procedure * Schedules and 
personal interviews were used to obtain the desired data* Since 
interest centered in the effects of the plant upon the people of 
the surrounding area as well as the workers, it was necessary to 
use two schedules.
The first, for plant employees, was designed to determine 
their demographic characteristics, their residential and occupa­
tional backgrounds, their attitudes and opinions toward industrial 
employment, their opinions toward general community changes in 
recent years, and changes in their levels of living, social par* 
ticipation, and agricultural practices. The second, for open- 
country families, was designed to obtain as closely as possible 
the same type of information, as well as certain additional data 
on their feelings toward off-farm work and future plans* Both 
schedules contained the usual basic identifying information and 
questions on socio-economic characteristics*
After their initial construction, the schedules were sent 
to the Division of Farm Population and Rural Life, Agricultural 
Marketing Service, U*S*D*A*, for corrections, changes, additions, 
and approval, nils was necessary In view of the federal support
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of the study. Upon their return, duly corrected and considerably 
expanded, they were pre-tested in the sample locality. After 
minor revisions they were returned to Washington for final ap­
proval and preparations were made for the actual field work. A 
sample of each schedule is included in the appendix.
Sampling techniques. Limited resources made it impossible 
to interview all of the plant employees. For this reason, it was 
necessary to use a representative sample. This was obtained by 
securing a card on each employee from the personnel manager, ar­
ranging the cards alphabetically, and randomly drawing the names.
It was decided that 200 interviews would be adequate, so in order 
to allow for such expected occurrences as inability to contact 
certain employees, refusals, etc., every other name from the alpha­
betical list was drawn, beginning with card one. This provided a 
sample of 23k names. By taking every other person, the representa­
tiveness and the adequacy of the sample were assured. In fact, 
careful checks showed an almost one to one correspondence between 
the sample and the total number of employees on such factors as 
sex, race, and residence, which are considered throughout the 
study. Considerable difficulty, however, was experienced in 
locating interviewees. After repeated attempts had been mads to 
contact each of the names drawn, only 163 persons had been inter­
viewed. Seventy-one either could not be located or had not been
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found at home on at least two calls. Two-thirds of the initial 
draw had been located, so in order to obtain the needed thirty- 
seven respondents (to make a total of 200), every fourth card of 
the remaining names was drawn. This yielded 58 additional possible 
interviewees. In this manner the desired number of employees were 
located and a total of 204 were interviewed.
The open-country sample presented a different problem. 
Initial talks with the plant manager and personnel supervisor 
indicated that most of the workers lived in the local area and 
that few traveled more than 20 or 25 miles to work. On this basis 
the cocuuting area was set at a twenty-five mile radius of the box 
factory, and probability area sampling was done within this zone.^^ 
In the beginning, a circle with a 25 mile radius was drawn around 
the conmunity in which the plant was located. Populated parts of 
four parishes, Tangipahoa, Livingston, St. Helena, and Washington, 
fell in the commuting zone. (See Figure 1.) Parish highway maps 
for each of these were secured from the State highway department 
and forwarded to the Statistical Clearance and Standards Office, 
Agricultural Marketing Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
where the sample was drawn.
an explanation of probability area sampling, see 
Earl E. Houseman and T. J. Reed, Application of Probability Area 
Sampling to Farm Surveys, Agriculture Handbook So. 67 (Washington: 
Agricultural Marketing Service, United States Department of Agri­
culture, May, 195*0*
STUDY AREA
Vlgare 1. Geographic locafcioa of study area
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Since the sample concerned only the open-country, 3 urban 
places and incorporated and unincorporated rural places of more 
than 100 population were delineated, and the area remaining was 
designated as the "open-country." The sample segments were then
hrjdrawn only from this area. 1 In all, 302 interviews were taken 
from this sample group.
hiBriefly, the procedure used in the present study was 
as follows. The sample area was initially divided into counting 
units. These units were smaJ3 areas of varying size bounded by 
roads or other distinctive geographic features. A counting unit 
contained a minimum of about eight dwellings, a of about
thirty. The units were then subdivided into segments based on 
the total number of farms and dwellings contained and identifiable 
boundaries available. It had been decided previously that the 
average segment should contain not more than ten total dwellings.
A table was then set up listing the counting units by number, the 
total number of dwellings contained, the number of segments as­
signed, and the cumulative number of segments assigned.
It was predetermined that approximately 300 schedules 
should be taken in the open-country. With this in mind, and 
allowing for map inaccuracies, refusals, inability to make con­
tact, etc., enough segments were selected to yield the desired 
number of respondents. The sampling rate chosen was one in 16 
or a per cent sample of the total number of segments. The 
starting point for the first sample segment was arbitrarily 
selected at the mid-point of the sampling rate, or the eighth 
segment. Thereafter, it was an automatic matter of selecting 
every sixteenth segment far sampling purposes* In a ratio of 
two to one. segments were classified as red (primary) and green 
(secondary) units. These were designated as to color when se­
lected, in the process of proceeding down the column of accumu­
lated number of segments by following a systematic arrangement 
of R, R, 0; R, R, 0. The segments designated as red were marked 
in red on the highway maps and numbered serially in serpentine 
order. The remaining sample segments were marked in green and 
assigned serial numbers at random. The field procedure was to 
enumerate all red segments first in any convenient order, but, if 
needed, the green segments were to be enumerated in the order in
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It is true that the two samples may not be strictly compared 
In a demographic sense. The open-country sample vas chosen, how­
ever, to reflect the impact of the plant upon the levels of living 
and agricultural practices of the area, and to provide a group for 
general comparisons with the plant employees, especially on opinion 
questions. It vas felt that If caution vere taken to avoid unwar­
ranted comparIsons, use of the two groups would afford a number of 
advantages.
Field and analytical procedure. Schedules vere taken from 
February to May, 1957, by a team of eight interviewers. Five of 
these vere graduate students and three vere undergraduates at 
Louisiana State University. Most of the plant employees were 
interviewed on week-ends since all interviews vere taken in the 
homes, but the open-country Interviews vere taken both on weekends 
and during the week. No refusals were encountered from the plant 
employees and very few from individuals in the open-country sample 
group. Many of the respondents were suspicious at first, but most 
became interested and responded well as the interview progressed. 
Advanced publicity vas believed to be partly responsible for the 
excellent response. Notices from the plant management vere posted 
on the bulletin board inside the factory informing the workers 
that a survey was to be held and requesting their cooperation.
which numbered. In the actual survey it vas necessary to enumerate 
all segments, both red and green, to obtain the desired number of 
schedules•
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Local newspapers also carried a brief article on the survey, but 
this proved ineffective in reaching most of the open-country re­
spondents. Actually, news of the study vas spread most rapidly 
by vord of mouth.
Interviewers vere briefed before entering the field and 
general intervlevlng instructions vere given. Regular sessions 
with the interviewers vere also held each week throughout the 
survey period, at vhich time the schedules they had taken the 
week before were discussed and clarified. Previous to the 
meeting, each schedule vas checked by the field supervisor for 
completeness. Throughout the survey, the teams vere assigned 
either a group of plant employees to interview or a certain 
number of open-country segments in vhich to work. Efforts vere 
made to group the names or segments in certain areas so as to 
facilitate the interview process. Interviews generally lasted 
from thirty minutes to an hour.
As stated previously, considerable difficulty vas ex­
perienced in locating many of the employees. This vas especially 
true of the Negro workers. On the other hand, the difficulty in 
interviewing the open-country people vas not location, but finding 
respondents at home. Also, interviewers had been instructed to 
interview the head of the household. In some cases this vas im­
possible and it was necessary to interview the wife. Information 
was obtained on the household head, however, when individual data,
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such as occupational history, vere called for. This sometimes pre­
sented difficulties, but the procedure seemed proper under the cir­
cumstances •
In the open-country survey, all segments vere enumerated 
twice, i.e., two calls vere made on any house where an initial 
call yielded no response. Attempts vere made to interview all 
houses in each segment.
Once the field work had been completed, the data vere coded, 
verified, and punched on IBM cards. Desired information vas then 
obtained through machine runs and set up in tabular form. The 
analysis is based largely on the tables constructed.
Plan of Study
This study is organized into three major divisions: (l) In­
dustry and the Worker; (2) Industry and Agriculture; and (3) In­
dustry and the Community. Attention is directed first toward 
industry and the worker--the type of worker employed, in terms 
of demographic, residential, and occupational characteristics, 
attitudes and opinions toward industrial employment, levels of 
living, and social participation. Changes in certain of these 
factors are discussed and some comparisons are made between the 
two sample groups. The second major division concerns the effect 
of industry upon agriculture In the area, changes vhich have 
occurred, plans for the future, and comparisons of farm and
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nonfarm work. Again, comparisons are made between the two sample 
groups. The third major division discusses general effects of the 
plant upon the community (as seen by both plant employees and open- 
country respondents), and evaluations of the factory by both groups. 
The report Is concluded by a summary and Interpretation of findings.
In general, the study Is based both on the observational 
method and statistical procedure. The use of historical data Is 
limited since Interest Is focused primarily on adjustive behavior 
to a particular situational change. In most cases the analyti­
cal techniques employed consist of simple percentage distributions. 
Where applicable, certain indexes have been utilized. An attempt 
is made to analyze the data systematically In terms of race and 
residence and in most cases, sex.
Description of the Study Area
Hie sample locality, as noted earlier, was located In south­
eastern Louisiana, and included parts of four parishes, Tangipahoa, 
Livingston, St. Helena, and Washington.^ Estimates (based on 1950
46According to Volkart, Thomas followed somewhat the same 
procedure. See op. cit., p. 20.
‘W on the study area are drawn from: U. S. Bureau of
the Census, Seventeenth Census of the United States: 1950. Popu­
lation. Vol. II. Characteristics of the Population, Partl8, 
Louisiana (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1952), Tables
41, 42, 46 and 49; U. S. Bureau of the Census, U. £k Census of 
Agriculture: 1954. Vol. I, Counties and StateTcoiwalo Areas,
Phrt 24. Louisiana (Washington: OoveroasnFTrinting Office, 1956),
Tables 1-4; and~Prlce, Bertrand and Osborne, oj>. cit., pp. 6-6.
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census data) indicated that approximately W+, 000 people lived 
within a 25 mile radius of the box factory. Detailed informa­
tion on this particular group was not available, but census data 
for the parishes as a whole depicted a predominantly rural area. 
Only 27 per cent of the residents were classed as urban in 1930. 
Rur&l-nonfann residents made up k2 per cent of the total popu­
lation. Almost one-third of the people were nonwhites.
The population of the area was quite young. One-half of 
those counted in the last census were under 21 years of age. 
Educationally, the four parishes ranked slightly above the 
average for the state as a whole. The median number of school 
years completed, in 1930, ranged from 1 .k years in St. Helena 
Parish, to 6.2 years In Washington Parish. Agriculturally, the 
study parishes were devoted largely to dairy farming, though 
considerable acreages were used for strawberries and vegetable 
crops as well as cotton. Farms in the area were generally small 
in size, averaging slightly less than 60 acres in 195^* The 
majority of the farms were family owned and operated.
The box factory studied had begun its operation In 1931 
and had run continuously since that time. Though managed and 
operated by local people, it was actually a branch plant with
a parent firm in Ohio. Personal observations indicated a
50paternalistic type of management and administration. At the
50This was especially true in regard to the Negro
time of the study, almost 500 workers vere employed, and the 
plant had a yearly payroll of approximately one million dollars.
workers. For Instance, the author noted on a number of occasions 
that the personnel manager addressed the colored employees as 
"boy." "What do you want, boy?" "What is it, boy?" regardless 
of the age of the "boy" vere frequently heard.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF AVAILABLE LITERATURE
Review of related literature was complicated by the nature 
of the present study. The study was focused primarily on social 
and economic effects of rural Industry, but aspects of low-income 
and part-time farming research were also included, and both topics 
are characterized by an abundance of literature. For instance, the 
Department of Agriculture published a selected list of references 
in 1955 on low-income farm people which included 782 separate 
entries.1 Over 150 of these studies dealt with various aspects 
of off-farm employment and part-time fanning. Library research, 
however, indicated that many of these reports were repetitive or 
not extensive enough to warrant separate discussion. The same 
may be said of numerous other sources which were reviewed. Host 
contained only brief comments of pertinence to the present work.
The information gained, in many such cases, has been utilized In 
other parts of this report. Only the broader and more closely
^Elizabeth Gould Davis, Low-Income Farm People: A Selected
List of References. United States Department of Agriculture Library 
List No. 62 I Washington: 19??)* A similar list on part-time
farming was published in 1939* See Nary G. Lacy and Helen E. 
Hennefrund, Part-Time, Farming in the United States: A Selected
List of References, Agricultural Economics Bibliography No. 77, 
Unite<T*States bepartmect of Agriculture (Washington: 1939)* Tor
comments on part-time fanning research see L. A. Salter, Jr. and 
L. F. Diehl, "Part-Time Farming Research," Journal of Faim Economics 
XXII (August, 19to), 501-600.
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3^
related writings are considered in the present chapter.
An attempt has been made to order the discussion of litera­
ture reviewed by organizing the studies around a major focus* In 
this manner the present chapter has been divided Into three sections* 
Studies devoted primarily to part-time farming are discussed separ­
ately from those concerned only with the effects of industry upon 
agriculture. The remaining reports, though varying considerably 
in scope and emphasis, are considered as "general" studies and are 
discussed together In the first section which follows.
I. GENERAL STUDIES
Considerable search revealed but one study comparable in 
scope to the present undertaking. In 193^> T. B. Manny and Wayne
C. Nason completed a research project far the Department of Agri-
2culture entitled, Rural Factory Industries. The study was planned 
and initiated by Charles J . Gelpin, then head of the Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics, in an effort to measure the contribution 
of rural industries to farm incomes and to analyze the effect of 
industry on rural coenunities.
The study approach, though not clearly explained, consisted 
of brief analyses of a large number of manufacturing plants scat-
2T. B. Nanny and Wayne C. Nason, Rural Factory Industries, 
United States Department of Agriculture Circular No* 312 (Waahlng- 
ton: April, 193*0.
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tered through a number of Eastern states. Personal Interviews 
were used to obtain data from farm residents employed by the 
factories and from leading business, civic, and professional 
people in the various conaounltles involved. Because of the simi­
larity of this study and the present research, findings are dis­
cussed in some detail.
In general, Manny and Nason found that:
(1) Most of the factories studied vere making a consider­
able contribution to the total cash incomes of their respective 
coomunlties, even though wages vere generally low.
(2) Factory officials vere veil satisfied with laborers 
living on farms and believed that rural labor possessed practi­
cally all the skill needed for employment.
(3) Slightly more than one-fourth of the plant vorkers 
lived on farms, but most of these vere small, nonspecialized 
operations•
(4) Practically no changes in types of farming occurred 
as the result of factory employment.
(3) The majority of the younger employees felt that fac­
tory employment had helped to keep young people on the farm.
(6) Most of the civic and business leaders Interviewed 
gave favorable opinions regarding the impact of Industry on 
their coomunlties. More hone ownership, better furnishings, and 
better living conditions vere stressed as direct results of higher
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Income,
(7) Almost all of the leaders Interviewed felt that the 
factories had helped raise family living levels on surrounding 
farms and had decreased the Isolation of farm residents through 
Increasing their contacts with other people,
(B) Most of the civic leaders believed that community 
schools had benefited by the presence of factories, that medical 
facilities had been helped, and that better stores, better churches, 
paved streets, and more community organizations vere due In part to 
Industry,
Many of the above findings are striking In their similarity 
to those of the present research* This Is especially significant 
because the study designs were quite different. The present study 
Is focused on a single factory in a single rural area and attempts 
an intensive and systematic analysis of its effects, Manny and 
Nason's work was extensive In nature, briefly covering more than 
120 factories in 15 different states. Moreover, Nanny and Nason 
vere primarily interested in the effects of the factories upon 
agriculture and the community. The present study is equally in­
terested in the effects upon the workers. Thus, though comparable, 
the two studies differ considerably in methodology and scope.
In 19kB, James M, Stepp and J, S. Plaxlco completed a 
study on the labor supply of a rural industry, which is relevant
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3In many respects to the present research. The authors Initially 
assumed that movement of surplus farm population to nonfarm occu­
pations is not inevitable, and that provision of employment oppor­
tunities in the lov-incooe areas themselves offers the best solution 
to the reluctance of rural people to shift from agricultural to 
nonagricultural pursuits.
This contention raised a number of questions which Stepp 
and Plaxlco attempted to answer through the study of a new wool- 
spinning mill that had begun operations one year earlier in a low- 
income rural county of South Carolina. The authors were especially 
interested in the extent to which farm people qualify for Jobs in 
rural industries, in the previous work experience of the labor 
force of a rural industrial plant, and in the size of area which
must be covered to estimate the economic and social effects of
Itrural industrial development.
Personnel records of employees were studied to obtain back­
ground data on the workers, and supplementary schedules were utilized 
to determine bow far employees commuted to work, whether or not they 
lived on farms, and what type of farm operations were conducted. A 
number of merchants and businessmen in the town were also inter-
3The Labor Supply of a Rural Industry: A Case Study of the
McCormick Spinning Mill- South Carolina Agricultural Experiment 
Station Bulletin 376 (Clemson: July, 19**8).
ibid., p. 9*
viewed for information on the effects of the mill upon business 
activity.
In general, the researchers found that:
(1) Approximately two-fifths of the workers lived on farms 
but that only one-third of this percentage did farm work themselves. 
However, a large number of the interviewees had had farm experience 
at some time in their work history.
(2) Most of the workers were local people, bom in the plant 
locale, and had been previously employed in unskilled work in the 
surrounding area.
(3) Many of the employees who did farm work themselves had 
shifted from crops to livestock in order to utilize more effec­
tively their time available for farm work.
(4) Local businessmen expressed the general opinion that 
little new purchasing power had been brought into the community 
by the factory. This opinion was based on the fact that the 
majority of the employees had been employed in industrial plants 
prior to the coming of the mill, and had previously spent their 
money in the town. In addition, mill workers living outside the 
local area continued to trade in their local centers.
Stepp and Plaxico concluded from these findings that the 
economic effects of a new rural industry are usually diffused 
over a wide area and that a single county or trade area is too 
small a unit in which to attempt a study of its over-all effects.
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A study made by Dorothy Dickens in 1951, The Rural Family
and Its Source of Income, showed that building factories does not
5necessarily mean raising farm income. The study compared the 
manner of living of rural families in two industrialized counties 
of Mississippi with different types and degrees of industrializa­
tion.
General conclusions vere that off-farm work provided a 
much better living than farm work; that people in off-farm work 
participated more often in community organizations than did 
families in the farm group; and that even after food and housing 
expenses vere deducted to obtain residual Income, the income of 
off-farm and part-farm families vas approximately twice that of 
fann families.
As to the effect of industrial employment upon farm acti­
vities, Dickens found that where plants employed mostly men, 
move farm families had given up fans operation or farmed on a 
smaller scale, generally at a small net loss. Where women were 
generally employed, farm operations vere not affected as much.
The author concluded that industrialization does offer oppor­
tunities for members of lov-income farm families to shift into 
better paying Jobs, but that it may not help those who continue
^Mississippi State College Agricultural Experiment Station 
Bulletin kQl (Starkville: March, 1951 )•
In The Changing Village, F. 0. Thomas briefly surveyed the
social and economic effects of the establishment of a small fac-
7tory in an English village. Especially pertinent to the present 
study was the finding that considerable objections to the factory 
vere raised in the beginning for fear of its competition for farm 
labor and its employment of women* These objections apparently 
vanished, however, before the economic advantages of Increased 
income which the village as a whole enjoyed. The factory, ac­
cording to Thomas, also had certain social effects in the estab­
lishment of new village activities and the development of new 
social attitudes of independence and security. The author en­
thusiastically concluded that the rural location of industry is
6the basic answer to the economic development of rural society*
Finally, some broader Implications of rural industrializa­
tion vere brought out in the book by Rupert B. Vance and Nadia 
Danilevsky, entitled All These People: The Nation*s Human Re-
9sources in the South. The Southeastern Piedmont was the area
6Ibid.. p. 20.
?The Village : An Essay on Rural Reconstruction
(reprint; London! Themes Nelson and Sons, Ltd^isTOTy:-------
6Ibld., p. 150.
Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 19^6),
Chapters 18 and 20.
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In question, and implications of its industrialization vere the 
major foci. The authors emphasized the point that industrializa­
tion of the area had naturally affected the whole distribution of 
occupations, but especially that the proportion of workers in agri­
culture had fallen and the proportion in manufacturing and "white 
collar" occupations had increased.1^ Moreover, the expansion of 
Industry had caused a contraction of agriculture. Farms had be­
come smaller, more intensive, and more diversified after industriali­
zation of the area.
II. STUDIES OF PART-TIME FARMING
Numerous studies on part-time farming have emphasized the 
relationship between agricultural activities and industrial de­
velopment. Since the present study was also focused on the re­
lationship between agriculture (though not necessarily part-time 
farming) and industry, it was felt that such studies might well 
have Implications which should be noted. In this connection, 
several publications vere reviewed and pertinent findings are 
presented below.
Two studies of part-time farming by industrial workers vere
^ C f . Rudolf Heberle, “War-Time Changes in the Labor Force 
in Louisiana," Social Forces, XXIV (March, 19^6), 290-299; and 
Alvin L. Bertrand, Agricultural Mechanization and Social Change 
in Rural Louisiana, Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station 
Bulletin (Baton Rouge: June, 1951)•
1*2
done In Louisiana In 19*0.* The first, by C. A. Boonstra and 
Hilliard Jackson, entitled Part-Time Fanning in a Rural-Indus­
trial Area of Louisiana, concerned the farm activities of workers 
employed at a large paper mill in Washington Parish.11 The 
principal concern of the study was whether or not industrial 
workers in rural areas should be encouraged to do part-time 
farming* Consequently, the study of farm organization, esti­
mated earnings, and attitudes of part-time farmers employed at 
the mill formed the center of attention*
Findings of the study showed that most of the part-time 
farmers were young adults, primarily local people who had worked 
at the plant longer than they had farmed. Very few were former 
full-time farmers who had reduced operations after plant em­
ployment •
Reasons given by the interviewees for part-time farming 
were: (l) to provide future security against old age or the
possibility of loss of employment, (2) to reduce living expenses,
(3) belief in the farm as a better place to rear children, and 
(k) enjoyment of the country as a way of life. Disadvantages 
of part-time farming mentioned by the interviewees were, mainly, 
transportation expenses and lack of conveniences. The majority 
of the part-time farmers, however, said that they would prefer
^Louisiana Agricultural Kxperiment Station Bulletin 333 
(Baton Rouge: June, 19^1)•
^3
full-time farming to industrial vork if as good a living could 
be obtained.
Perhaps the outstanding finding of the Boonstra-Jackson 
study was the fact that part-time farming in the area was not 
an activity by which low-income mill workers supplemented their 
earnings. It was rather a means by which the better-paid workers 
sought to obtain a more satisfactory way of life, as they defined 
it.
The second study, entitled Part-Time Farming by Industrial 
Workers in Louisiana, was done by Therel R. Black as a Master's
thesis project in the Department of Sociology, Louisiana State
12University. The part-time farmers In Black's sample were 
selected from wage earners employed at the Standard Oil Refinery 
in Baton Rouge. In general, the study concerned the origin and 
socio-economic background of the workers, their demographic 
characteristics, the kind of farming they engaged in, their 
attitudes toward and motivations for farming, certain problems 
they encountered, and some aspects of their social relations with 
neighbors and fellow workers.
Black, as did Boonstra and Jackson, found part-time farming 
to be more of an attempt of well-paid Industrial workers to return 
to the land than a means of supplementing low industrial income.
12(unpublished Master's thesis, Louisiana State University, 
Baton Rouge, 19^1) •
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Agricultural activities seemed to be of little economic conse­
quence. In general, it vas found that relatively large farms 
vere operated by the part-time fanners with considerable aid 
from colored farm labor; that the part-time farmers vere veil 
Integrated in their rural social environment, but vere relatively 
inactive in social activities. This vas explained on the basis 
of lack of time caused by an attempt to carry on both farming 
and industrial activity. Data further indicated that the part- 
time farmer had a higher level of living than his farmer neigh­
bors, but no noticeable difference in status vas found.
On the whole, the workers interviewed felt that part-time 
farming had more advantages than disadvantages. "Economy" vas 
the most frequently cited advantage. This vas followed by love 
of the country, health advantages, better environment for rearing 
children, security, and in general, a "better way of life." Major 
disadvantages listed vere the problems of transportation, poor 
educational facilities, lack of modern conveniences, and lack of 
time to perform both farm and nonfarm work.
A study of part-time farming in an industrial area of east
Tennessee vas made in 19^9 > with findings quite similar to those
13reported by Boonstra and Jackson and by Black. It vas espe-
1 toward J. Bonser, Part-Time Farming in the Knoxville 
Farm-Industrial Area of Bast Tennessee. Tennessee Agricultural 
Experiment Station Bulletin 210 (Knoxville: Nay, 19^9)*
cially significant that almost 60 per cent of the interviewees 
said they would get another industrial Job, rather than fall 
back on farming activities, should their present Job be ter­
minated. This was taken by the author as an Indication of the 
attitude of the interviewees toward industrial work as compared 
to farming activities.
In general, the part-time farmers were considered slightly 
less active than others in community affairs; they were believed 
less likely to be leaders in organizations to which they belonged 
they were considered a stable group; and they vere thought to be 
on the same social level as others in the community. Over half 
of the community leaders thought that the communities would be 
better off with more part-time farming.
One final study stay be mentioned. Daniel E. AUeger, in 
1953, completed a project entitled Agricultural Activities of 
Industrial Workers and Retirees, which vas focused on the agri­
cultural enterprises of gainfully employed non-agrlcultural 
workers and retirees in an industrial area (Duval County) of
IkFlorida. The objectives of AUeger* a study vere to determine 
whether or not part-time farming effectively utilised labor, what
litAgricultural Activities of Industrial Workers and Re­
tirees: A Surrey of flball Agricultural Holdings in an Industrial
Area of Florida. University of Florida Agricultural Experiment 
Station Bulletin 528 (Oainesvllle: October, 1953)•
k6
economic benefits vere involved, end vhat relationships existed 
between industrial development and part-time farming. The study 
also examined the extent to which limited farming activities 
aided in the support of retired or disabled persons.
The major conclusion of the study vas that farms vere 
primarily places to live or means of supplementing income rather 
than commercial enterprises. Almost three-fourths of the farms 
Involved vere under six acres, and only one-fourth of the opera­
tors cultivated more than one acre. Almost 90 per cent of the 
part-time faxmers restricted their operations to gardening. Rea­
sons given for part-time farming vere: preference for rural living,
previous residence in a rural area, the reduced cost of living, the 
security Involved, and the advantages for rearing children. The 
value of part-time farming for recreational purposes vas also 
stressed.
It thus appears that the basic factor in part-time farming 
is not income, but rather the advantages of living in the country. 
Economic advantages apparently come more from savings than from 
earnings.
Other studies emphasizing part-time farming as related to 
industrialisation could be listed, but those discussed above
are indicative of general findings and will serve to illustrate
15the relevance of such studies to the present research.
^See J. 0. Hill, "Where Farm and Factory Meet," Nation’s
7̂
III. STUDIES OF INDUSm AND AGRICULTURE
One of the major purposes of the present study vas to 
examine the Impact of Industry upon local agriculture. Litera­
ture dealing with this aspect of Industrialization vas thought­
fully examined. The most pertinent of these studies are revieved 
below.
Katherine Woods, in a study of the rural Industries around 
Oxford, England, almost forty years ago, noted an "intimate con­
nexion" between rural industries and the agriculture and social
16life of their respective areas. According to Miss Woods, in­
dustries had assisted agriculture by utilizing land and material 
unsuitable for faming use, by introducing a population which 
increased the market for farm produce, by using labor not occu­
pied or only partly occupied in agriculture, by inducing larger 
organizational groupings, and by "introducing into rural life a
different element which makes life more interesting and people
17more intelligent, alert, and progressive.”
On the negative side, she wrote that rural industries may
Business. XXXIII (December, 19^5)* 33# for an interesting account 
of small industries in a small town and the place of faro people 
in them.
^Catherine S. Woods, The Rural Industries Round Oxford 
(Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1921)•
17Ibid., p. *1.
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"burden" agriculture by subsidizing lev wages and keeping down 
the standard of life and work In rural districts, by taking away 
tine, energy, and capital needed on the farm, and even by causing 
seme agricultural enterprises to fall through inability to adapt 
to changing Industrial and commercial methods. She also con­
cluded that small holders, seasonal agricultural workers, and
women who help on the family farm are those most in need of the
18advantages offered by rural industries.
Charles E. Allred and Jasper P. Burnett completed a much 
more intensive study in 1939> entitled Effect of Industrial De-
iqvelopment on Agriculture. Census data, primarily, were used 
to study the relationships of size of farm, value of land, ma­
chinery, tenure, and other factors, to industrial development in 
the state of Tennessee.
These researchers found that industry made for smaller 
farms near industrial centers because of more intensive fanning, 
the higher price of land, and the demand for land for residential 
and industrial purposes. They also discovered that adjustment 
of type of farming to land values frequently occurred. Some in­
dustries, for example, had stimulated changes to truck crops and
18Ibid., p. 50.
•'-̂ Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station, Agricultural 
Economics and Rural Sociology Department, Rural Research Series 
Monograph No. 97 (Knoxville: November, 1939)*
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dairying. Generally, though, it vas found that unless a fairly 
large (20,000 or more) population center vas Involved, the system 
of farming vas not affected enough to change the predominant type. 
Other findings indicated that nearness to industries had consider­
ably improved the financial status of farmers. Industrial devel­
opment had not caused extensive non-resident ownership of land, 
but it had increased the number of tenants. It also had increased 
farm wages through competition for laborers.
In 19^5, W. L. Gibson, Jr., studied the effects of indus­
trialization on the utilization of rural land resources in Henry 
County, Virginia, an area where the transition from an agricul­
tural to an Industrial economy (textile manufacturing) vas al-
20ready veil developed. Gibson concluded that industrialization 
had had three major effects on the use of land: (l) it had con­
verted one-crop farms (tobacco, cotton) to the production of 
perishable food products for local markets; (2) it had caused 
the abandonment of poor farms and their reconversion to forest 
and recreation areas; and (3) it had led to the development of 
part-time farms vhose operators supplemented their incomes by 
Industrial work.
Agricultural enterprises, in short, had become subsidiary
20"Industrialization and Rural Land Utilization," The 
Southern Iconomic Journal. XI (April, 19^5), 353-359*
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to manufacturing enterprises, serving mainly to provide sustenance 
for the factory workers and their families. Of especial Interest 
vas the fact that people who had remained in full-time fanning 
had changed their farm enterprises to the production of perish­
able products. This showed an impact on non-industrial workers.
One of the more intensive studies on agricultural-industrial 
relationships vas done in 19^6 by Francis E. McVay. In a study 
of the impact of industrialization on agriculture in two rural 
counties of North Carolina, McVay attempted to measure the nature 
and extent of the effect of industry upon the use of agricultural 
resources and the incomes and levels of living of the people. Full 
and part-time farms vere compared, i.e., farms with and without 
members in off-farm work. Data vere collected on schedules com­
pleted by enumerators through personal interviews.
One of the outstanding findings, which contrasts somewhat 
with results of other studies, vas that relatively little part- 
time farming developed after industrialization. The farm resident 
either worked full-time or not at all off the farm. McVay found
21"The Impact of Industrialization Upon Agriculture in 
Two North Carolina Piedmont Counties," (unpublished Doctor's 
dissertation, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 19^6).
A shortened version of this dissertation vas published as a bul­
letin of the North Carolina Agricultural experiment Station in 
19k7* See Francis X. McVay, Factory Msets Farm in North Carolina:
A Study of the Impact of Industrialization Upon Agriculture in 
Gaston and Davidson Counties, North Carolina State College Agri­
cultural Experiment Station Technical Bulletin 83 (Raleigh;
October, 19**7)*
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a strong positive correlation, however, between the amount of off* 
farm work and income. In fact, even the highest average farm re­
turns vere lower than the lowest off-farm returns. He also found 
a high correlation between levels of living and off-farm work, 
which he explained by the higher income provided by industrial 
employment.
Little change was noted in agricultural practices as a re­
sult of off-farm employment of a farm family member. There was 
a slight tendency for cultivated crop acreage per farm to decline 
as off-farm work increased, but no statistically significant re­
lationships vere found.
One other study deserves mention. John Fred Holly did a 
study in 19^9 entitled, "Elizabethton, Tennessee: A Case Study
of Southern Industrialization," which gave considerable atten­
tion to the effects of industrialization upon the agriculture of 
22the area. The following agricultural trends vere noted as a 
result of rapid industrialization: a decrease in the number of
farms, in the acreage of farms, in the acreage in crops, and in 
the value of crops; an increase in the value of farms and farm 
equipment, and in the value of livestock. The chief effect of 
industrialization on agriculture in the area was described as 
the development of amat 1 scale non-coeaaerical fanning activities
(unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Clark University, 
Worcester, Massachusetts, 19^9)•
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to supplement industrial wages.
Holly also noted that, in the short run, many maladjust­
ments vere created in the lives of those shifting from agriculture 
to industry. Increased money income, city life, shift work, and 
migration were believed to have disrupted the easy going life of 
the "ruralite." In the long run, however, and more significant, 
vas the fact that apparently the workers had made a rather com­
plete adjustment to the situation.
Several of the studies discussed above have referred to 
community changes initiated by industrial development in a rural 
area. Two additional sources relating to this phenomenon will 
be briefly mentioned. Dwight Sanderson, many years ago, noted 
several advantages of the decentralization of certain Industries 
in his book, The Farmer and His Community.*^ The increased pur­
chasing power of the comnunity, making possible better stores and 
businesses and professional service, and the Increase of wealth, 
making for better schools and churches, vere cited as especially 
important.
The same conclusions vere presented in 1956 by R. J. Col-
24bert in a paper entitled "Comnunity Development in Wisconsin."
23(Hew York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1922).
24The Role of Industry in Rural Development, Proceedings of 
the Third Coanunity Development Workshop conducted by the Depart­
ment of Sociology and Rural Life, Mississippi State College, October
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Colbert cited the increase in population and in the number of new 
homes as the outstanding result of Industrial growth in a small 
community. He also noted that the increase comes not from out­
siders, but rather from the young people bora and reared in the 
comnunity who remain there because of job opportunities. Improve­
ments and expansions in services, a larger volume of business, and 
an improvement in educational, recreational, and health facilities 
were listed as concomitants of industrialization.
It should be evident that this review has not been exhaustive. 
It was not intended to be. Rather, the author has tried to be se­
lective and indicative of the different sources which ore available 
to the interested researcher. Many more studies were consulted, 
but their limitations better fit them for conraent in other parts 
of this report.
18, 1956; Conference Series 3 (Starkville: November, 1956),
PP. 31-39-
CHAPTER III
INDUSTRY AND THE WORKER: GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
What type of worker does a rural industry employ? This 
vas the Initial question of the present study. Its answer is 
basic to understanding the adjustments related to the situational 
change considered herein. Accordingly, demographic characteris­
tics and residential and occupational data are the foci of atten­
tion in the present chapter.1 Such factors play an important 
role in the way situations are defined. They also determine in 
large measure the adaptability of a population to a new situation,
as well as migration patterns, social participation, and desired
2goals. It thus seemed fitting to begin the analysis with a con­
sideration of these basic data. As noted previously, the findings 
' * are based on a representative sample of the plant workers. A 
composite description of such findings is presented in Figure 2.
I. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTTOISTICS
Race and Sex
It should be noted in the beginning that almost 60 per
^This chapter deals only with the plant employee sample group. 
The reader is referred to Appendix A for a tabular description of 
the demographic characteristics of the open-country sample.
pCf. Paul H. Landis and Paul K. Hatt, Population Problems:
A Cultural Interpretation (second edition; New York: American
Book Company, 195*0 > Parts III and IV.
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Figure 2. Selected a— ographlc character latlca of plant employees interviewed.
cent of the workers interviewed were nonvhite. (See Table I and 
Figure 2.) This percentage was large In comparison to the propor­
tion of nonwhites In the total population of the sample area, but
in view of the type of Industry under study and the higher general
3unemployment among rural Negroes, It was not too surprising. It
seemed to show, In fact, that the factory was reaching those most
kin need of employment.
TABLE I




Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
White 83 k0.7 57 38.3 26 47.3
Nonwhite 121 59.3 92 61.7 29 52.7
Total 20k 100.0 1U9 100.0 55 100.0
See Paul H. Price, Alvin L. Bertrand, and Harold W. Osborne, 
The Effects of Industrialization on Rural Louisiana: A Study of
Plant &nployeea (Baton Rouge: Department of Rural Sociology, L.S.U.,
and Farm Population and Rural Life Branch, AM3, U.S.D.A., Washington, 
D. C., January, 1956), p. 9*
See also Rudolf Heberle, The Labor Force In Louisiana (Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 19^6), p* 55* According
to Heberle, almost two-thirds of all Negro male workers employed 
in manufacturing industries in Louisiana were working in the lumber, 
furniture and wood working, and paper industries.
ItThis would tend to refute the statement by Lewis W. Jones
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The majority of the worker* were males, but slightly more 
than one-fourth of the sample group were females. A considerably 
larger proportion of the white than of the nonwhite workers were 
women. (See Table II.) This fact may be partly explained by the 
Inclusion of the office staff in the sample. No nonwhite women 
were employed as clerks or secretaries.
TABLE II
DISTRIBUTION OF PLANT EMPLOYEES ACCORDING TO SEX, BY RACE
Sex Total White Nonwhite
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
Male lk9 73.0 57 66.7 92 76.0
Female 55 27.0 26 31.3 29 2k.0
Total 20k 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0
Age
In areas of surplus labor the owners of a new factory usually 
can select their employees for the characteristics they desire.'*
that Negroes in the South have not generally shared in industrial 
employment outside of the cities. See "The Negro Farmer," Journal 
of Negro Education, XXII (Sumer, 1953), 330*
50. C. Stoney. "New Opportunity in a New South," Survey 
LXXXVII (April, 1951), 151* Another reason for the youth of 
workers likely to be employed in a rural industry is the fact
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The operators of the Roseland plant apparently concentrated on 
younger persons* At the time of the survey the median age for 
all workers was 35*7 years. Almost one-fifth of the employees 
were under 25 years of age and only 13 per cent were more than 
50 years old.
As shown in Table III, the female employees were somewhat 
younger on the average than the males. The type of work involved 
and the fact that women tend to drop out of the labor force after 
marriage or the birth of children helps to explain this phenomenon.
Nonwhite workers were considerably younger than white em­
ployees. Two-thirds of the Negro workers were less than U5 years 
old. The explanations for this pattern are not clear. It is 
known, however, that Negro youth drop out of school In larger 
numbers than white youth and are in the labor force at younger 
ages; also, all of the supervisory employees, a naturally older 
group, were white.
Marital Status
Almost four-fifths of the workers Interviewed were married. 
The percentage seemed high but not overly so since rural areas 
generally have a higher percentage of persons lk years and over
that nearly half of the farm population in the low income areas 
is under 20 years of age. See Louis J. Ducoff, "Trends and 
Characteristics of Farm Population in Low-Income Farming Areas,1 
Journal of Farm Economics, XXXVII (December, 1955), lk07*
TABLE III
SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS CF PLANT EMPLOYEES, BY RACE AND SEX
Characteristics Total Male Female White Nonwhite
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number■ Per Cent
Total Employees 20k 100.0 149 100.0 55 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0
Residence
Town 75 36.8 50 33.6 25 45.4 42 50.6 33 27.4
Rural-Nonfaxm 58 28.4 49 32.8 9 16.4 14 I6.9 44 36.3
Rural-Farm 71 34.8 50 33.6 21 38.2 27 32.5 44 30.3
Age
Under 25 36 17*7 27 18.1 9 16.4 l4 16.9 22 16.2
25-3^ 62 30.4 4l 27.5 21 30.1 21 25.3 4l 33.935-44 56 27.4 37 24.9 19 34.6 23 27.7 33 27.3
45-54 42 20.6 36 24.2 b 10.9 18 21.7 24 19.8
55-64 6 2.9 b 4.0 - - - - 5 6.0 1 0.8
65 and over 2 1.0 2 1.3 — — 2 2.4 — —
Median Age* 35.7 36.7 34.0 36.2 34.5
Marital Status
Never married 2k 11.8 18 12.1 b 10.9 10 12.1 14 11.6
Married 159 77.9 119 79.9 40 72.8 66 79.5 93 76.8
Separated 15 7.3 8 5.4 7 12.7 4 4.8 11 9.1Divorced 2 1.0 2 1.3 — — 2 2.4 — —
Widowed k 2.0 2 1.3 2 3.8 1 1.2 3 2.5
VIVO
TABLE III (continued)
Characteristics Total Male Female White Nonwhite
Humber Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Humber Per Cent Number Per Cent
Size of Household
(members)
One 8 3.9 6 4.0 2 3-6 3 3.6 5 4.1
Two 28 13.7 23 15.4 5 9-1 13 15.7 15 12.4
Three 33 16.2 21 14.1 12 21.9 19 22.9 14 11.6
Four 44 21.6 33 22.1 11 20.0 21 25.3 23 19.0
Five 21 10.3 14 9.4 7 12.7 8 9.6 13 10.7
Six or more 70 34.3 52 35.0 18 32.7 19 22.9 51 42.2
Median Size 4.75 4.74 4.77 4.31 5.27
Schooling
Hone 3 1.5 2 1.3 1 1.8 — 3 2.5
Under 5 years 43 21.1 35 23.4 8 14.6 12 14.5 31 25.6
5-8 years 110 53.8 84 56.5 26 47.3 45 5 M 65 53.7
9-12 years 46 22.6 27 18.1 19 34.5 24 28.8 22 18.2
13 years & over 2 1.0 1 0.7 1 1.8 2 2.4 —
Median School #
Years Completed 7.0 0.0 8.3 7.7 6.6
s
TABLE III (continued)
Characteristics Total Male Female White Nonvhite
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
Weekly Burnings
*25-3^ 20 9.8 9 6.0 11 20.0 10 12.1 10 8.335-44 153 75.0 110 73*9 43 78.2 44 53.0 109 90.0
45-54 15 7.1* 15 10.1 — 13 15.7 2 1.7
55-64 7 3.** b 4.0 1 1.6 7 8.4 —65-74 2 1.0 2 1.3 - - 2 2.4 - -
73 &od over 7 3-1* 7 1**7 — 7 8.4 —
Median Weekly
Earnings $41.00 $36.80 $42.20 $39.60
Computed on smaller class Intervals
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vho are married.
In line with usual patterns, relatively more of the male 
than of the female workers were married. (See Table III.) The 
marital status of the white and nonwhlte workers, however, did not 
differ significantly except in the "separated" category. A larger 
relative number of nonwhite than white employees were living apart 
from their spouses.
Family Size
The households of the employees were significantly larger 
than the average size household in the sample locality. The number 
of persons per household in the four-parish sample area ranged from 
3.66 in Tangipahoa to 4.12 in St. Helena.^ The median size of 
household for the plant employees was 4,75. The employees were 
much more rural in character than the sample area as a whole, and 
this fact helps to explain the phenomenon. Actually, the 4.75 
median would probably be larger except for the relative youth of 
the sample group.
There was little difference in the size of household of male 
and female workers, but the size of household of white and nonwhite 
employees differed significantly. The median for nonwhite workers
Û. 3. Bureau of the Census, Seventeenth Census of the United 
States; 1950. Population, Vol. II, Characteristics of“the popula­
tion, Part lB, Louisiana (Washington: Government Printing office,
1952), Table 12, p. 25.
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was 3*^7 persons, as compared with U.31 persons for the white 
workers. Two out of five of the nonwhite workers were living in 
households with six or more members, and 6.6 per cent were living 
in households of ten or more persons.
Education
It was somewhat surprising to find that the median number 
of school years completed by the factory workers was as high os 
7.0 grades. This was still low, but it was considerably higher 
than the median for the rural-farm (5*6) and for the rural-non- 
farm (6.3) populations of the state. The sizeable group of em­
ployees who lived In the small towns in the area and the large 
number of young employees probably account for this situation.
Three-fourths of the workers interviewed had not gone beyond 
the elementary grades. (See Table III.) Slightly more than one- 
fifth had completed less than five years of school, and 1.3 per 
cent (all nonwhltes) had had no schooling at all. Approximately 
one-fifth of the employees reported some degree of high school 
work, but only one in ten had actually graduated. Only one per
Q
cent of the employees had any college training.
7Ibid.. Table 10, p. 23.
8Thls is typical of lcw-income rural areas where, on the 
average, only one out of ten is a high school graduate. See De­
velopment of Agriculture’s Human Resources, A Report on Problems 
of Lcw-income Farmers Prepared for the Secretary of Agriculture 
(Washington: United States Department of Agriculture, April, 1953),
p. 8.
6k
Women employees had had considerably more schooling than 
mole workers. The median number of school years completed was 8*3 
for the former but only b.6 for the latter* White and nonwhite 
workers, however, did not differ In years of school completed as 
much as one might expect. The median number of school years com­
pleted was 7*7 and 6.6, respectively. The work at the plant, seem­
ingly, had been selective of the lesser educated whites In the area.
Wages.
Wages received by plant employees were not high. Three out 
of four interviewees reported weekly earnings ranging from $35 to 
$1*4. The median weekly earning for all employees was $1*0.40. Most 
workers received the statutory minimum wage rate of $1 per hour.
The work performed at this type of factory was largely unskilled 
and minimum wage rates could be expected; too, high wage rates
are not usual in rural areas, and southern Industry in general
9pays low wages.
Male workers earned slightly more than female workers, but 
the difference was not great. (See Table III.) Median weekly 
earnings were $1*1.00 and $38.80 respectively.
0For instance, in 195**, the average weekly wages of southern 
workers were 25 per cent below the average for the rest of the 
United States. See George V. Douglas and Arthur B. Mackle, "Some 
Social and Economic Duplications of Part-Time Fanning," Proceed­
ings of the Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology Section of 
the Association of Southern Agricultural Workers, Birmingham, Alabama, 
February U-6, 1957, p. 5*
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White employees, on the average, also earned slightly more 
than noirwhlte workers, but the point of Importance is that little 
over-all difference existed. The median weekly earning for white 
employees was $42.20. Nonwhite employees' median Income was $39*60, 
a difference of $2.60 per week. This similarity is largely explained
by the fact that both groups did much the same type of unskilled
. iolabor and earned the minimum wage of $1 per hour.
II. RESIDENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS
Residence determines in a general way the conditions of life 
to which people are exposed.11 In turn, these "conditions of life" 
influence the individual's thinking, values, attitudes, and pre- 
deflnitlons which are carried into a given situation. Because of 
this importance, residence is considered separately from the demo­
graphic characteristics previously discussed.
^>avls and Gardner pointed out in their study of Deep South 
that nonlocal factories and sawmills In Old County hired labor as 
cheaply as they could get it, with the result that colored workers 
were employed to do much the same types of labor as whites and were 
even preferred in some instances because they were more willing to 
accept the low wage scale. See Allison Davis, Burleigh G. Gardner, 
and Mary R. Gardner, Deep South: A Social Anthropological Study of
Caste and Class (Chicago; University of Chicago Press, 1941), p. 
478. This preference for nonwhite over white workers was also ex­
pressed by the manager of the Roaeland factory when he stated in 
an interview that he would rather hire Negroes than whites because 
the whites always seemed to be looking for skilled Jobs. This 
infers that the Negroes are more willing to accept the unskilled 
Jobs and, consequently, the lower wage scale.
Lynn Smith and Homer L. Hitt, The People of Louisiana 
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 195277 P* 19*
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Residence Classification
Almost two-thirds of the persons In the employee sample 
lived in the open-country. And most of these (3^*8 per cent) 
lived on farms. The majority of those who lived in a town were 
actually residents of small towns and rural villages and would 
be classed as rural by census definition. For this reason, the 
category "town" lias been substituted for the usual term "urban" 
in the consideration of residence.
As shown in Table III (page 5:))> male workers were almost 
evenly distributed between farm, nonfarm and town residences.
Female workers, however, were primarily town and farm residents.
This would indicate that while rural industry is capable of at­
tracting surplus female labor from the local farms, it apparently 
attracts, even more, the female town residents who are not surplus 
labor but unused labor.
Half of the white employees interviewed lived in the towns 
or villages of the surrounding area. Only one-fourth of the Negro 
workers lived in such places. Negro workers were much more likely 
than white workers to come from nonfarm and farm residences.
In spite of the large percentage of employees who lived 
in the open-country, few were far from nearby towns. Almost seven 
out of ten employees interviewed lived less than three miles away, 
and only one out of ten lived more than six miles from some village 
center. Relatively more females than males interviewed lived within
three miles of a town. Apparently, female workers were not as 
likely as their male counterparts to travel long distances to 
work.
The nonwhlte workers were slightly more Isolated from a 
town or city than the white workers. One-fourth of the white 
employees lived more than three miles from a town, but one-third 
of the nonwhite workers lived this far away.
Residential Mobility
The factory workers were a relatively stable group resl- 
dentially. Approximately 40 per cent of those interviewed had 
lived in the same house for the past ten years, and an additional 
30 per cent had lived in only two houses. (See Table IV.) Less 
than ten per cent of the workers had lived in more than four 
houses in the ten year period.
The male workers were slightly more stable in residence 
than the female employees. Relatively more of the males inter­
viewed had lived in only one house during the ten year period, 
but the median number of residences was almost the same for both 
groups.
White workers had greater residential stability than Negro 
employees, but, again, the difference was not great. (See Figure 
3.) The median number of residences for the interviewees was 2.11 
for the white workers and 2.44 for the Negro employees. Almost
TABLE IV
range cf mobility* cf plant employees, by race and residence
Number of
Residences Total White Nonwfaite Town Nonfarm Farm
lim­ Per Num­ Per Num­ Per Num­ Per Num­ Per Num­ Per
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent
One do 39*2 ko k8.2 ko 33.1 16 21.3 21 36.2 k3 6O.5
Two 6l 29.9 lk 16.9 k7 38.8 23 30.7 19 32.8 19 26.8
Three 33 16.2 10 12.1 23 19.0 19 25.3 7 12.1 7 9.9
Four 12 5.9 7 a.k 5 k.l 6 8.0 5 8.6 1 l.k
Five 13 6.k 9 10.8 k 3.3 8 10.7 k 6.9 1 l.k
Six or 
Mare 5 2.k 3 3.6 2 1.7 3 k.O 2 3.*+ — —
Total 20k 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0 75 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0
Number of residences In past ten years*









FIVE SIX OR 
MORE
Hi.*
Flguro 3* Indax of raaidential nobility (19^7-1957) of plant e^loys n  
intarrlowad.
TO
half of the white interviewees had lived in the same house for
the past ten years, but only one-third of the nonwhite respondents
had not moved in this length of time.
Considerable difference in the number of moves was reported
by the three residence groups. Employees residing in town at the
time of study were the most mobile, and farm-resident employees
were the most stable. Three-fifths of the latter group had lived
12in the same house for the past ten years.
Type of Last Move
It is significant that most residential changes occurred 
within the same residence category. As shown in Table V, farm 
dwellers were most likely to move to another farm and least likely 
to move to town. Open-country dwellers were most likely to move 
to another home in the open-country and least likely to move to 
the farm. Town residents were most likely to move to another 
town or to another residence in the same town, and least likely 
to move to a farm.
In general, male workers changed residential categories 
more often than female workers and white employees more frequently
■^Other evidence indicates that low-income rural families 
largely dependent upon agriculture ere eager to take non-agri- 
cultural jobs but only if they can do so while living In their 
present homes. See Harold F. Kaufman, Rural Families With Low 
Incomes: Problems In Adjustment, Sociology and Rural Life Series
No. 9, Mississippi State College Agricultural Experiment Station 
(Starkville: February, 1957), p. 16.
table V
TYPE OF LAST MOVE OF PLANT EMPLOYEES BY SEX AND RACE*






















Farm to Farm 21 10.3 14 9.4 7 12.7 3 3.6 16 14.9
Farm to Open
Country 11 5-4 8 5.4 3 5.5 3 3*o 8 6.6
Farm to Town or
Village 8 3.9 6 4.0 2 3.6 1 1.2 7 5.8
Open Country to
Farm 4 2.0 4 2.7 — — 2 2.4 2 1.6
Open Country to
Open Country 21 10.3 17 11.4 4 7.3 3 3-6 18 14.9
Open Country to
Town 5 2.4 4 2.7 1 1.8 4 4.8 1 0.8
Town to Farm 3 1.5 2 1.3 1 1.8 - - — 3 2.5Town to Open
Country 5 2.4 4 2.7 1 1.8 1 1.2 4 3-3
Town to Town 46 22.6 30 20.1 16 29.1 26 31.3 20 16.5
Non-Mover 80 39.2 60 40.3 20 36.4 40 48.3 40 33.1
Total 20k 100.0 149 100.0 55 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0
Includes only those moves occurring in period 1947-1957 *
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than nonwhite workers. The generalization that most moves occurred 
within the same residential category, however, held true for every 
case.
The significant point revealed by these data is that factory 
employment does not attract workers away from the farm. The farm 
dweller who seeks factory employment may move to a different farm
more suitable for combined industrial-agricultural employment,
13but he does not move into town. Thus, there is little tendency 
to abandon farm residence when a Job is obtained in a rural in­
dustry. This pattern reflects the values of the individual and 
will be more fully discussed in a later section. It should also 
be noted that the rural factory did not encourage moves from town 
to country where part-time farming could be conducted. This 
should be remembered by those who advocate part-time farming as 
a supplement to industrial wages.
Migratory Implications of Last Move
One of the questions initially considered was whether or 
not the factory would attract people from outside areas to move 
into the plant locality. Hence, an attempt was made to deter­
mine whether the last move of the employees had been within the 
same parish, between parishes, or between states* The results
ce, Bertrand, and Osborne, op. clt., p. 25.
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were only indicative, however, since additional moves could be 
made after initial settlement in the parish.
Approximately 1*0 per cent of the workers interviewed had 
not moved in the past ten years. Of those moving, about half 
had moved within the same parish, six per cent had moved from 
another parish and nine per cent had moved from another state. 
Almost all of the latter group came directly from Mississippi. 
Thus, the factory had not attracted outside migrants into the 
area in significant numbers. Personal interviews with several 
village residents (Roseland) substantiated this point. The 
factory per se had brought little population increase to the 
local community and, according to a number of informants, most 
of those who had moved into the village were part of the drifter 
element who soon moved out again.
The percentage of male and female employees who had moved 
within the parish or between parishes or states, did not differ 
significantly. White and nonwhite employees, however, differed 
considerably in their type of move. (See Table VI.) A much 
larger proportion of the nonvhite than white employees had made 
their last move within the same parish. Thus, though nonwhite 
workers shift residences more often than white workers, they 
tend to do so largely within the same local area.
There was little difference between the last moves made 
by the employees living in town or in nonfarm places at the time
TABLE VI
MIGRATORY IMPLICATIONS OF LAST MOVE CF PLANT EMPLOYEES, BY SEX AND RACE





















Within the Same 
Parish <* 1+6.1 67 45.0 27 I+9.1 31 37.1* 63 52.1
Between Parishes 12 5.9 9 6.0 3 5*5 1+ 1+.8 8 6.6
Between States 18 8.8 13 8.7 5 9.1 8 9.6 10 8.3
Non-Mover 80 39*2 60 I+0.3 20 36.3 1+0 1+8.2 1+0 33.0
Total 20k 100.0 ll+9 100.0 55 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0
-4-P-
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of the study. Approximately three fourths of each group had moved 
within the parish, 10 per cent had moved between parishes, and 16 
per cent had moved between states. The employees who were farm 
residents, however, had made a larger portion (85 per cent) of 
their last moves within the same parish. Only seven per cent of 
those interviewed had moved between parishes and an equal per­
centage between states. This apparently reflects the values at­
tached by the farm resident to "home ties" and his desire to re­
main in the local area.
III. OCCUPATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Occupation, like the factor of residence, seemed important 
enough to warrant separate and more extended treatment than the 
demographic factors treated above. Accordingly, type of present 
occupation, occupational mobility, sources of Job information,
Job training, and coincidence of residential and occupational 
change are discussed in this concluding section.
Occupational Classification
Approximately one-half of the workers at the plant were 
classed as unskilled laborers. As shown in Table VII, however, 
two-fifths of those interviewed were skilled or semi-skilled 
workers. Managers, clerks, and kindred workers accounted for 
6.k per cent of the employees interviewed and 1*5 per cent were
TABLE VII
OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF PLANT EMPLOYEES, BY SEX AND RACE
Occupational
Classification






















and kindred work 13 6.4 9 6.1 4 7.3 13 15.6
Skilled and 
semiskilled 89 43.6 82 55-0 7 12.7 37 44.6 52 43.0
Unskilled 99 1*8.5 55 36.9 44 80.0 30 36.2 69 57.0
Protective and 
service work 3 1.5 3 2.0 — 3 3.6 — —
Total 204 100.0 149 100.0 55 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0
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classed as protective and service workers.
More than half of the males Interviewed were performing 
semi-skilled or skilled labor. In contrast, the vast majority 
(80 per cent) of the females Interviewed were employed as unskilled 
workers.
As shewn In Table VII, no Negroes Interviewed were employed
as managers, clerks, and kindred workers, nor as protective and
service workers. The majority (57 per cent) were employed as un-
ll*.skilled workers, primarily general laborers or helpers. Only 
one-tenth of the white employees were classed as "helpers."
There was little difference, however, in the percentage of whites 
and nonwhite8 employed as skilled and semi-skilled workers.
Town and farm dwellers employed at the plant were primarily 
classed as unskilled laborers. Workers from nonfarm areas, in 
contrast, were employed primarily at skilled and semi-skilled 
Jobs. The sex and race factors discussed previously help to 
explain the residential differences in employment categories.
Occupational Stability
The plant tinder study did not begin operation until 1951*
lkSeveral sources have pointed out that Negroes occupied 
in Industries other than agriculture are overrepresented in the 
laborer category and tend to be concentrated In the less-skilled 
and lower-paying Jobs. See Rudolf Heberle, Social Movements: An 
Introduction to Political Sociology (New York: Jppleton-Century-
Crofts, Inc., 1951), P* 1̂ 9; end Joseph A. Kahl, oj>. cit., p. 235.
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Hence, most of the workers had had more than one Job in the past 
ten years. Almost 40 per cent, however, had only had two Jobs 
In the ten year period, and more than 30 per cent had only had 
three. (See Table VIII.) The median number of employment periods 
was 3.12.
It is especially interesting that almost one-fifth of the 
female workers had only had one Job in the past ten years, and 
only 38.4 per cent had held more than two Jobs. In contrast, Just 
2.0 per cent of the male workers had only worked on one Job, while 
60.4 per cent of them had had more than two. The median number 
of employment periods reveals the sex differential in "occupa­
tional mobility." The median for female employees was 2.70, while 
for male employees it was 3*30.
The median number of employment periods was almost the same 
for both race groups, 3*1^ for the white workers and 3.11 for the 
nonwhite workers. Negro workers, however, had slightly larger 
concentrations at both extremes. (See Figure 4.)
Little difference existed between workers in the various 
residential groups. The median number of employment periods is 
somewhat surprising, however, in that the fans group had the high­
est median, 3*20, and the nonfarm dwellers had the lowest, 2.96.
Type of Last Job Change
The type of move characterizing the last change of employ-
TABLE VIII
NUMXSR OF EMPLOYhEHT PHUCD6* REPORTED BY PLANT EMPLOYEES, BY SEX AND RACE
Periods of 
Bnpioyment





















One 13 6.4 3 2.0 10 16.2 4 4.8 9 7.4
Two 81 39.7 56 37.6 25 45.4 33 39*8 48 39.7
Three 65 31.9 51 34.2 14 25.5 32 38.6 33 27.3
Four 29 14.2 26 17.5 3 5 0 9 10.8 20 16.5
Five 9 4.4 7 4.7 2 3.6 2 2.4 7 5-6
Six or More T 3.4 6 4.0 1 1.8 3 3.6 4 3.3
Total 204 100.0 149 100.0 55 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0
Median Periods of
fiaployment 3.12 3-30 2.70 3-14 3.11
(in past ten years)
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FIVE SIX OR WORE
Figure V. latex of occupational Mobility (nutter of Jobe held in poet ten yeere) 
of plant wgilqyeee Interviewed*
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ment was determined In order to obtain an idea of the occupational 
background of the workers. It may be seen in Table IX that the 
great majority (over 80 per cent) of the last job changes involved 
shifts from nonfarm work to the factory. Almost one-fifth of these 
shifts were from another factory to the Roseland plant. About one- 
tenth of the last job changes of the employees Involved direct 
shifts from farms. The box factory was the first place of employ­
ment for 7 •*+ per cent of the workers interviewed.
As illustrated in Figure the significant point of these 
data is that most of the workers (even those living on a farm) 
had been previously engaged in some type of nonfarm work. This 
point becomes important in discussing the adjustments and changes 
brought about by the factory in the lives and comnunities of the 
workers.
One out of five of the female workers had obtained their 
first employment at the box factory. However, one-fourth of the 
women workers had made a move from another factory to the Roseland 
plant. This may be explained, in part, by the existence of a 
small canning factory in a nearby town where seasonal and part- 
time work had been available. Half of the female workers had 
come from some other type of nonfarm work to the factory and 
about four per cent had come directly from the farm. Of the male 
employees Interviewed, one out of eight had come directly from the 
farm to the factory. However, two-thirds of the males were working
t a b u; ix
TYPE cr LAST OCCUPATIONAL CHANS OF PLANT EMPLOYEES, BY RACE AND RESIDENCE
Type of 
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Factory 21 10.3 9 10.8 12 9-9 3 U.O k 6.9 1U 19.7
Factory to 
Factory 39 19.1 21 25.3 18 U+.9 15 20.0 13 22.k 11 15.5
Other Nonfarm 
to Factory 129 63.2 50 6 0 .3 79 65.3 51 0 8 .0 38 65.5 1̂0 56.3
First Occupa­
tion 15 7.* 3 3.o 12 9.9 0 8 .0 3 5.2 6 8.5
Total SQk 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0 75 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0




FARM TO FACTORY TO OTHER NONFARM FIRST
FACTORY FACTORY TO FACTORY OCCUPATION
TYPE OF CHANGE
Figure 5. Type of last occupational change of plant employees Interviewed
8k
in some other type of nonfarm work prior to their factory employ­
ment and one out of six had been previously employed in another 
factory. Only 2.7 per cent were on their first job.
A much larger percentage of the nonwhite than white employ­
ees, 9.9 as compared to 3*6, were beginning their first Job at 
the box factory. More nonwhite than white workers were shifting 
from other nonfarm work to the factory, and more white than non­
white workers were shifting from some other factory Job to their 
present employment. Almost equal percentages were shifting from 
the farm to the factory. (See Table 3X.)
It is significant that approximately one-fifth of the farm 
residents had left farm jobs to accept their factory employment. 
However, more than half had been previously engaged in other types 
of nonfarm work, the box factory was the first place of employment 
for 8.9 per cent of the farm residents, and 15*5 per cent had 
moved from another factory. The indication is that the factory 
had drawn primarily the surplus labor from the farms and not so 
much the major operators. This point Is discussed further in the 
consideration of industry and agriculture.
Smaller percentages of the town and nonfarm dwellers had 
made their last occupational change from farm work to factory 
work and larger percentages had shifted from factory to factory 
and from other nonfarm work to the factory. (See Table IX.) The 
box factory was the first place of employment for 5*2 per cent of
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the nonfann dwellers and for 8.0 per cent of the town residents.
Migratory Implications of Last Job Change
The majority of the last job changes (82.7 per cent) of 
the employees interviewed were made within their home parishes. 
One-tenth of the workers had come to the factory from another 
parish and one out of six of the employees had held their last 
job in another state* A number of the workers who had held their 
previous Job outside the parish were really local residents who 
previously had been forced to seek work elsewhere and were simply 
switching closer to home.
Male workers were much more likely than female employees 
to cross parish or state lines for Job opportunities. As indi­
cated in Table X, nonwhite workers crossed state lines in switch­
ing jobs to a greater extent than did white workers. The latter 
finding is explained in part by the fact that a sizeable number 
of the employees, almost 1 of whom were nonwhite, were from 
Mississippi.
The last Job change made by the majority of each residen­
tial group (especially the farm dwellers) occurred within their 
home parishes. The town dwellers, however, were more likely than 
the other residential groups to change Jobs between states. In 
general this is what one would expect from the usual mobility 
pattern of the different residential groups.
TABLE X
AMOUNT OF MIGRATION IN LAST JOB CHANGE OF PLANT EMPLOYEES, BY RACE AND RESIDENCE
Last Job Total White Nonwhite Town Nonfarm Farm
Change Was: ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Hum* Per Num- Per Nun- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
 her Cent her Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent
Within the
Parish 126 62.7 55 60.3 73 60.^ 44 58.7 37 63.8 47 66.2
Between
Parishes 23 11.3 Ik 16.9 9 7*4 8 10.7 7 12.1 8 11.3
Between
States 34 16*7 10 I2*0 19.8 iu 21.3 9 15.5 9 12.7
Not
Applicable 19 9*3 k  4.8 15 12.4 7 9*3 5 8-6 7 9*8
Total 204 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0 75 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0
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Source of Job Information
It is important that those interested in the extension and 
expansion of rural industries have some knowledge of communication 
channels in the pertinent areas. Accordingly, each interviewee 
was asked, "How did you happen to get this job?" The answers 
received are summarized in Table XI.
Approximately oO per cent of the workers said they Just
knew of the factory, put in their application and waited to be
called. Almost one-fourth, however, had heard of an opening through
some friend or relative and obtained their job in that manner. It
is significant that over ten per cent of the workers (primarily 
supervisory or office-clerical help) were contacted by the em­
ployer himself or his representative. The latter practice ap­
pears to be common in hiring farm workers in rural areas.1  ̂ Two 
per cent of the workers had gotten their jobs through a public 
employment office and only one per cent cited the newspaper as 
the source of Job information.
It appears, then, that the Informal channels of communica­
tion are still the most effective ways of reaching the prospective
15Cf • E. M. Birch and J. R. Mothers!, Unemployment and Partial 
Ogployment of Hired Farm Workers in Selected Areas of Louisiana, 
Agricultural Research Service andllnited States Department of Labor, 
Bureau of Employment Security (Washington: U. S. Department of Agri­
culture, June, 195^), p. 6. Birch and Mothers! found that the work­
ers studied obtained their Jobs most often by direct solicitation of 
employers, which indicates that many of them do not actively seek 
work, but wait to hear about employment from an outside source.
TABLE XI
SOURCES CP JOB INFORMATION REPORTED BY PLANT EMPLOYEES, BY RACE AND RESIDENCE
Source of 
Information


























Relative k9 24.0 20 2k. 1 29 24.0 17 22.7 15 25.9 17 23.9
Newspaper 2 1.0 2 2.4 — — 2 2.7
Applied at 
Plant Office 121 59-3 42 50.6 79 65-3 45 60.0 35 60A 1*1 57.8
Public Bcploy- 
nent Office k 2.0 — — k 3.3 — — 2 3*4 2 2.8
Contacted by 
Baployer 26 12.7 17 20.5 9 7.4 10 13.3 5 8.6 11 15.5
Other 2 1.0 2 2.4 — — 1 1.3 1 1.7 — p. m
Total 20k 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0 75 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0
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employees In a rural area. Conversation with the plant manager 
confirmed this point.
Hale employees were more likely than female workers to be 
contacted by their employer, while female workers were more likely 
than male employees to get their Jobs through friends or relatives. 
No nonwhite worker got his Job through a newspaper ad, and no 
white worker got his Job through the public employment office. 
Nonwhite workers got their Jobs much more than did white workers 
by simply applying at the plant office. White workers were much 
more likely to be contacted by the employer than were nonwhite 
workers.
Farm dwellers interviewed had been contacted by the employer 
relatively more than town or nonfarm residents. Relatively fewer 
of the farm residents had obtained their Jobs by applying at the 
plant office, but this was the means whereby the largest per­
centage of each group was hired. The nonfarm residents got their 
Jobs through a friend or relative more than the town or farm 
dwellers, but the difference was very small. All of the workers 
who cited the newspaper as their source of information were town 
residents.
Job Training of Employees
It is significant that only a small percentage of the 
factory workers had had any nonfarm Job training. Over TO per
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cent of those Interviewed stated that they had had no such train­
ing at all. On-the-job training, attendance at a vocational school, 
and armed forces activities, were given as sources of Job training 
by the remaining workers. Indications are that vocational schools 
should be more carefully considered as a means of providing non­
farm Job training for the residents of rural areas.
More of the female than male workers interviewed reported 
no prior Job training. Males who did report training received it 
on the Job, in the Armed Forces, or through vocational schools. 
Females with Job training had obtained it through high school 
(mainly secretarial training), night school, or on-the-job train­
ing.
A much larger percentage of the nonwhite (7&*6) than of the 
white employees (60.2) reported no previous Job training. The 
largest proportion of both groups with training had received it 
on the Job, through vocational schools, or through the Armed 
Forces. Approximately five per cent of the white workers re­
ported training in high school, but less than one per cent of the 
nonwhite employees received nonfarm Job training from this source.
The smallest percentage (6k.0) of the workers with no Job 
training lived in the towns and the largest percentage (78*9) 
lived on farms. Approximately 70 per cent of the nonfarm dwellers 
reported no training. Most of the employees in all three resi­
dence groups who did report training received it on the Job*
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Two factors of significance stand out from the above dis­
cussion. The first and most important is that the large majority 
of the employees, examined by race, sex, or residence, bad had no 
nonfarm Job training at all. The second is that such a sma.11 per­
centage of the workers received tiny formal on-the-job training.
This is indicative of the unskilled labor which predominates at 
factories of the Roseland type.
Farm Training of Employees
Somewhat surprising, in view of the rural character of the 
area, was the fact that even fewer of the employees had had farm 
training than nonfarm training. More than 60 per cent of the em­
ployees interviewed reported no farm training at all. Of the re­
mainder, both whites and nonwhites, the largest percentages received 
their training through G.I. training classes and high school.
Of course, more of the workers living on farms had received
farm training (23.9 per cent) than those living in town or in non­
farm areas. Only about X'j per cent of both the nonfarm and town 
dwellers reported farm training. Most of the individuals report­
ing training, regardless of residence classification, received it 
through G.I. classes.
Yearly Income
It was not surprising, in view of the low wage rate paid at
the factory, that over half of the workers reported a yearly non-
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farm income of less than $2000. Half of those interviewed re­
ceived between $1000 and $2000, and approximately one-third 
earned between $2000 and $3000. (See Table XII.) Only one out 
of ten of the workers interviewed reported an income as high as 
$3000. The median yearly nonfarm income for the group as a whole, 
discounting the persons with unknown incomes, was $1,619.
The median income for the male employees, $1,992, was con­
siderably higher than that for the female workers, $1,500. The 
difference in the weekly wages of these two groups was not high 
enough to warrant such variation. Apparently female employees 
worked less during the year than did male employees. As may be 
seen in Table XII, no female worker earned more than $4000, and 
only 3*6 per cent of them earned as much as $3000. On the other 
hand, as many as 12.4 per cent of the males earned $3000 or more.
There was also little difference in the weekly wages of 
white and nonwhite workers. Again, however, white employees 
earned considerably more over the year than nonwhite employees.
The median yearly incomes were $2,146 and $1,697 respectively.
The explanation lies largely in the fact that when business slowed 
down and work slacked off, the nonwhite workers were more likely 
to be laid off than the white workers. Only one of the nonwhites 
interviewed earned as much as $3000. Almost two-thirds received 
between $1000 and $2000. On the other hand, more than one out 
of five of the white workers received $3000 or more, and 6.0 per
TABLE XII
YEARLY NONFARM INCOME CP PLANT EMPLOYEES, 1956, BY SEX AND RACE
Incone





















Lees than $1000 17 8.3 8 5.4 9 16.4 10 12.0 7 5.8
1000-1999 103 50.5 66 44.3 37 67.3 27 32.6 76 62.8
2000-2999 63 30.9 56 37.6 7 12.7 27 32.6 36 29.8
3000-3999 10 4.9 8 5.4 2 3-0 9 10.6 1 0.8
4000-4999 4 1.9 4 2.7 — — 4 4.8 — —
5000-5999 3 1.5 3 2.0 — — 3 3-6 —
6000-6999 2 1.0 2 1.3 — -- 2 2.4 — —
Unknown 2 1.0 2 1-3 — 1 1.2 1 0.8
Total 204 100.0 149 100.0 55 100.0 63 100.0 121 100.0
Median Incone $1815 $1992 $1500 $2148 $1697
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cent earned more than $5000.
There was little difference in the median yearly income of 
the workers living in towns or on farms, though the median for the 
town group was slightly higher, $1,879, as compared to $1,806. How­
ever, the nonfarm group earned considerably less, $l,76k. This 
group, it may be remembered, was composed largely of Negroes. In­
come will be discussed more fully in the section on industry and 
agriculture.
Coincidence of Last Move with Occupational Change
When a person changes his Job, does he also change his resi­
dence? With this question in mind, the data were examined on the 
basis of relationship of residential change to occupational change. 
As shown in Table XIII, in one out of eight cases, the last move 
of the plant employee coincided with his last occupational change.
In approximately one-fourth of the cases, the last move was made 
prior to the last occupational change and in one-fifth of the 
cases the last move was made after the factory Job was accepted. 
Almost two-fifths of the workers changed their occupation without 
changing their residence, but only one interviewee had changed his 
residence without making an occupational change
however, as Kaufman has pointed out, even though people 
shift occupations without changing residence, this does not assure 
strong comnunity and group life. In fact, it may mean greater dif­
ferences in occupation and interest. See Kaufman, oj). cit., p. 16.
SABLE XIII
COHVCIEBHCE OF last move wi sh last occupational c h a n s  cf plant employees, by race and residence




























Change 25 12.3 11 13.2 14 11.b 13 17.3 8 13.8 4 5.6
Precedes Last 
Occupational 
Change 57 27.9 lo 19.3 4l 33.9 24 32.0 13 22.4 20 28.2
Follows Last 
Occupational 
Change 4l 20.1 16 19.3 25 20.7 22 29.4 15 25.9 4 5.6
No Occupational 
Change but Resi­




Change 77 37.7 39 47.0 38 31.4 lb 21.3 21 36.2 40 56.4
No Change 3 1.5 1 1.2 2 1.0 — " -- — 3 4.2
Total 204 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0 75 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0
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A larger percentage of the moves of the male than of the 
female workers coincided with occupational change. Also, a larger 
percentage of the male workers had made an occupational change 
without a residential change.
White workers had changed residences in conjunction with 
occupational change less than nonwhite employees. Almost half of 
the white employees had not changed residences but had changed 
occupations in the past ten years. This was true for only one- 
third of the nonwhite employees. (See Table XIII.)
Farm dwellers had changed residences in conjunction with 
Job changes less often than either the town or nonfarm residents. 
Well over half of the farm dwellers interviewed had made no resi­
dential change but had changed occupations in the past ten years. 
This was true for only one-third of the nonfarm residents and for 
only one-fifth of the town dwellers. Only 5*b per cent of the 
farm residents reported that their last move coincided with their 
employment at the factory, and only 5*6 per cent said their last 
move followed their factory employment. This is in contradis­
tinction to the findings of some of the part-time farming studies 
discussed in the review of literature, which pointed out that most 
of the workers living on farms had moved there after accepting 
their factory Job. Most of the workers interviewed in the pres­
ent study who had changed residences and occupations in the past 
ten years preceded their occupational change by a residential
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change.
The significant finding, then, is that rural people are not 
likely to change their residence when they change their Job. This 
is important because it indicates that to utilize rural labor to a 
maximum degree, it is necessary to establish the employment oppor­
tunities close enough to the rural centers to make possible a con­
junction of country living and factory or nonfarm employment.
CHAPTER IV
INDUSTRY AND THE WORKER: 
ATTITUDES TOWARD INDUSTRIAL EMPLOYMENT
A primary purpose of the present study was to ascertain 
the feelings of the workers in a rural industry toward indus­
trial employment. Consequently, certain questions in the sched­
ule were designed to discover the attitudes of the workers toward 
job security, to determine their knowledge of the labor market, 
to measure their willingness to migrate, and to learn their 
evaluations of job conditions.^ Comparisons with opinions ex­
pressed by the open-country interviewees were made where possible. 
This group was also studied on the basis of job interests and
^The concept "attitude" has been variously defined. Kim­
ball Young defines it as an internal tendency to respond to some 
situation in advance of the opportunity to do so. Sociology (New 
York: The American Book Company, 19*42), p. 372. La Piere and
Farnsworth similarly define it as "a latent adjustment pattern 
toward some specific situation," Social Psychology (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1936), p. 221. This is the sense 
in which "attitude" is used in the present research. For an 
extended discussion of the definitions of attitudes and opinions, 
see Alvin L. Bertrand, "The Attitudes of Rural Parents Toward 
Dental Care for Children in Selected Areas of Louisiana" (unpub­
lished Doctor's dissertation, Louisiana State University, Baton 
Rouge, 19lf8), pp. "Attitudes" and "opinions" are often
used interchangeably, but Bertrand (ibid., pp. 13-1)4) points 
out that while attitudes are latent tendencies to act, opinions 
are verbal and symbolic expressions. Attitudes are important 
in the situational approach because reaction tendencies largely 




I. ATTITUDES TOWARD JOB SECURITY
Plant Employees
Almost 80 per cent of the plant employees said "yes” In 
reply to the question, "Do you expect the work at your plant to 
be fairly steady in the future?" The main reason given for this 
response was that work had been steady in the past. "It has held 
up in the past, so I guess it will now," was a typical comment. 
Plant expansion and the volume of orders were other reasons cited 
in explanation of an affirmative response. Sixteen of the re­
spondents said "yes,” but failed to give any reason. A few 
(6.9 per cent) said "no." Most of these persons based their 
answers on the probability of slack seasons. As one man put it, 
"Box factories go awhile and then they stop. If they got the 
orders we work— if they don't, we don't." Two persons expressed 
fear that the installment of new machinery and methods would re­
place many workers. Both of these were nonwhite. In fact, most 
of those who did not expect their work to be steady in the future 
were nonwhites.
Males and females differed little in their opinions re­
garding future work, except that a slightly larger percentage 
(9.1) of the female workers than of the male workers (6.0) did 
not expect work to be steady. Fewer farm residents than nonfarm
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or town residents expected their work to be steady In the future.
It Is apparent, frcan the opinions expressed, that the 
majority of the workers felt secure in their employment. In 
view of the type of plant at which they worked and the type of 
work which they did, however, this feeling may have been based
more on desire than true evaluation. In reality, plant employ-
2ment does not always or necessarily mean security. The kinds of 
work most rural people perform in Industry (unskilled and semi­
skilled) does not provide much independence, nor does rural in­
dustry often offer extensive opportunity for the untrained, un­
skilled rural resident. However, the desire for and the value 
placed upon security must be a major drawing power of industry 
for many low-income rural workers.
Open-Country Respondents
Almost 100 of the interviewees in the open-country sample 
group had a wage or salary Job. The attitudes which they ex­
pressed toward Job security, however, differed considerably 
from the attitudes of the plant employees interviewed. Rela­
tively speaking, considerably fewer of the open-country house­
hold heads with wage or salary Jobs than plant employees expected
2See Sidney Schmukler, "Wisconsin Farmers in Industry," 
(unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, 19^7), p. 173*
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their work to be steady in the future. The point of Interest Is 
that only a small percentage of the former group were unskilled 
laborers. When the samples are compared In terms of race, how­
ever, the explanation becomes clearer, and an important and re­
current fact appears. Opinions of whites living in the open- 
country and employed in wage or salary Jobs and of the white em­
ployees of the box factory differed but little. However, non­
whites in the two sample groups differed significantly in opinion. 
This was the first strong indication that employment at the box 
factory had meant more to the nonwhites than the whites in the 
study area.
Relatively speaking, more nonfarm and farm residents work­
ing at the factory than open-country farm and nonfarm residents 
working at nonfarm Jobs elsewhere expected steady employment in 
the future. Perhaps the proximity of the factory which allowed 
people to work "at home," engendered this feeling. Whatever the 
reason, the local factory apparently did give a feeling of security 
to its employees which was not evident among persons employed in 
wage or salary Jobs elsewhere but living in the local coomunity.
II. EXPRESSED ACTION OP WORKERS IF LAID OFF FROM PRESENT JOB
Plant Employees
Plant employees were also asked what they would do if "laid 
off" from their present Job. Their answers are suamarized in Table
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XIV. Two out of five said specifically that they would look for 
another factory Job. An additional one-third indicated that they 
would look for another nonfarm Job, factory or otherwise. Only 
4.9 per cent stated that they would turn to the operation of a 
farm.
Considerably fewer females than males employed at the plant 
said they would look for other types of wage work, and only one 
said she would operate a farm. Considerably more women, rela­
tively, said they would draw unemployment pay or make other ad­
justments. Most of the females who said they would make other 
adjustments planned to quit working altogether and go back to 
housekeeping or other unpaid duties. This is another indica­
tion that the place of employment must be located close at hand 
to attract the unemployed and underemployed female labor in rural 
areas.
It may be significant, also, that considerably more non­
white than white workers specified that, if "laid off," they 
would look for another factory Job. This probably indicates 
their personal assessment of the factory's contribution to their 
economic security. Otherwise, the responses of Negroes did not 
differ greatly from those of whites on this question.
Relatively more of the nonfarm residents than of the farm 
and town residents said they would look for another factory Job, 
should their present Job be lost. A larger percentage of the
TABLE XIV
EXPRESSED ACTION OF PLANT EMPLOYEES IF "LAID OFF" FROM PRESENT JOB, BY SEX AND RESIDENCE
What Would You Do 
IT You Were "Laid 
Off" Fran Your 
Fteeent Job:

























Look for Another 
factory job 69 k3.6 69 16.3 20 36.1 27 36.0 30 51.8 32 15.1
Look for Another 
Nonfann Job 61 31A k6 32.2 16 29.I 27 36.0 18 31.1 19 26.8
Operate a Farm 10 *.9 9 6.0 1 1.8 — — 1 1.7 9 12.7
Look for Farm 
Wage Work l 0.5 1 0.7 — — 1 1.3
Draw Unemployment 
Pay 19 9-3 11 7.1 8 H . 5 8 10.7 5 8.6 6 8.1
Other 17 6.3 8 5.1 9 16.1 10 13.3 2 3.1 5 7-0
Don't Know L 2.0 3 2.0 1 1.6 2 2.7 2 3.1 — —
Total 20k 100.0 1I9 100.0 55 100.0 75 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0
h-oU)
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workers living in towns, however, said they would look for another 
nonfarm Job, factory or otherwise* The action Indicated by the 
farm dwellers, if "laid off," was considered especially signifi­
cant because this is the group with the greatest opportunity 
either to go back to farming or to seek other nonfarm work. The 
fact that more than two-fifths stated that they would look for 
another factory Job and an additional one-fourth said they would 
look for other nonfarm jobs is revealing as to their attitudes 
and values. Only 12.7 per cent said they would operate a farm.
It would thus appear, from the responses received, that 
the rural resident is not only willing to accept nonfarm employ­
ment, but once the move has been made from farm to nonfarm work, 
there is little tendency to return to the farm. These, of course, 
were Ideational responses evoked by an imaginary situation, and
the realistic response with its action result might differ con-
3siderably. The utility of the Ideational response, however, is 
that it indicates a mental set which might well govern practical 
decisions.
Open-Country Respondents
Open-country respondents employed in wage or salary jobs
^See Florian Znaniecki, Cultural Sciences (Urbana: Uni­
versity of Illinois Press, 1952)', pp. 246-47 for a discussion of 
ideational and realistic attitudes.
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differed from plant employees in their responses to the query on 
probable action if "laid off" from their present job. Since the 
former group was totally rural in residence and mainly rural-farm, 
it is understandable that a much larger percentage (20 per cent) 
said they would operate a farm. However, it is equally significant 
that six out of ten said they would look for other nonfarm work. 
Open-country whites were much more likely to respond that they 
would look for other nonfarm work than were open-country non­
whites. Most of the nonwhites in the open-country sample said 
they didn't know what they would do. Also, more of the nonfarm 
residents than of the farm residents in this sample group said 
they would look for other nonfarm work, and fewer said they would 
operate a farm. The most significant point again, however, is 
that even of those individuals living on farms, well over half 
(54.7 per cent) said they would seek other nonfarm work if laid 
off from their present Job. This corroborates the point that 
there is little tendency to return to the farm once the move has 
been made to nonfarm work.
111. KNCRfLEDGE OF LABOR MARKET
Plant Employees
The responses to the questions designed to indicate knowl­
edge of the labor market (see Appendix D) were especially revealing 
since most of the Interviewees said they would seek other nonfarm
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work If "laid off from their present Job. Plant employees were 
asked If they knew of any Job openings In their line of work In 
the locality, or If they knew of any Job openings In the local 
or surrounding area. Approximately four-fifths did not.
Almost 90 per cent of the female workers had no knowledge 
of Job openings and approximately 80 per cent of the male employees 
knew of none* Slightly more of the nonwhites than of the whites 
employed at the factory had no information on Job openings. As 
might be expected, more of the town residents than of the non- 
farm or farm dwellers in the employee sample knew of other Job 
openings, but almost 00 per cent of the town group had no Infor­
mation of this sort. Either information regarding Jobs was 
scarce, the workers were not concerned about other Job openings, 
or other employment opportunities were extremely scarce In the 
area. Probably a combination of such factors explains this lack 
of knowledge.
Open-Country Respondents
Open-country respondents engaged In wage or salary work 
gave essentially the same responses as plant employees. That 
is, only a small percentage had any knowledge of Job openings 
in the local area. The need for some sort of Job information 
center was strongly suggested by the lack of labor market knowl­
edge among both sample groups.
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IV. WILLINGNESS OF INTERVIEWEES TO TRAVEL FOR A JOB
Plant Employee8
Knowledge of job opportunities and willingness to pursue 
them are two different things. Consequently, the interviewees 
were next asked, "If you were laid off, would you take a Job only 
if it were in this parish, if it were in a neighboring parish, If 
it were somewhere in Louisiana, or even if it were outside Louisi­
ana?" The answers received were tabulated and appear in Table XV. 
Almost half (44.6 per cent) of the employees said they would take 
a Job anywhere, if they had to. However, most all of them ex­
pressed the desire to remain close to the local area if at all 
possible. Significantly, one-fourth of the employees stated that 
they would take another job only if it were in their home parish. 
Ten per cent of the total employee sample said they would take a 
Job if it were in a neighboring parish, and one out of six re­
spondents said they were willing to take a job if it were some­
where in Louisiana.
Females were much less willing to travel for a Job than 
were males. This was not too unexpected and is further corrobora­
tion of the finding that female labor in rural areas must be sought 
close to the place of employment.
White and nonwhite employees also differed considerably in 
their willingness to travel for a Job. Over half of the nonwhite
TABLE XV
WILLINGNESS OF EMPLOYEES TO TRAVEL FOR A JOB, BY SEX AND RACE
If "laid off," would 
you take a job:





















Only if it were in 
this parish 52 25.5 26 17.4 26 47.2 2b 31.3 26 21.5
If it were in a 
neighbor parish 21 10.3 15 10.1 6 10.9 7 8.4 14 11.6
If it were somewhere 
in Louisiana 34 16.7 29 19.5 5 9-1 16 19.3 18 14.9
If it were outside 
Louisiana 91 44.6 77 51.7 14 25.5 28 33.8 63 52.0
Not applicable 6 2.9 2 1.3 4 7.3 6 7.2 — —
Total 204 100.0 149 100.0 55 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0
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but Just one-third of the vhlte workers were willing to go outside 
the state for a Job. One out of three of the white employees In­
terviewed said they would take another Job only If It were In their 
home parish. Only one out of five of the Negro workers limited 
themselves to this extent.
As might be expected, a considerably larger percentage of 
the farm dwellers than nonfarm or town residents said they would 
take another Job only If It were in their home parish. There was 
little difference, however, in the proportion of respondents from 
each residence group who said they would accept a Job "most any­
where, " even outside the state.
Open-Country Respondents
Open-country interviewees with wage or salary Jobs differed 
considerably from plant employees In their responses to the ques­
tion under consideration. Roughly one-fourth of the former group 
said they would take a Job only If It were within their home 
parish, and only about one-fifth of the respondents said they 
would take a Job outside the state. It will be recalled that 
over two-fifths of the plant employees were willing to leave 
Louisiana for a Job. The age and residence structure of the two 
groups helps to explain the difference. Almost one-third of the 
open-country respondents said they would take a Job if It were 
somewhere In Louisiana, and approximately one-fourth said they
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would accept employment in a neighboring parish.
Whites and nonvhites in the open-country sample group did 
not differ significantly in their willingness to take employment 
outside the state. Considerably more of the nonwhites than of 
the whites, however, said they would take a Job anywhere in Louisi­
ana.
The nonfarm and farm open-country household heads with wage 
or salary Jobs did differ significantly in their willingness to 
travel for a Job. Over one-third of the farm residents said they 
would take another Job only if it were within their home parish. 
Only one-eighth of the nonfarm residents so restricted themselves. 
However, there was little difference between the two groups in 
the percentage who were willing to leave the state in search of 
a Job.
The significant factor, again, is the reluctance of the 
rural dweller to leave his local habitat in search of occupational 
opportunities. This reluctance to move, to make a change, has 
been noted by many researchers and reflects some of the basic 
values of rural people. The preference for country living, fear 
of moving, and strong family and community ties have been cited
lias factors responsible for this hesitancy. Kaufman lists such
S). Gale Johnson, "Functioning of the Labor Market," Journal 
of Farm Economics, XXXIII (February, 1951), &7*
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things as lack of schooling and training, ill health, and strong 
attachment to the local community as barriers to mobility.^ 
Edmund deS. Brunner also points out that tradition, attachment 
to familiar surroundings, and other socio-psychological factors 
are sometimes more powerful than economic forces in motivating 
individuals*^
It thus appears, and the present study provides additional 
support, that the unwillingness of rural people to move indicates
a preference for social location over economic status. More in-
7come may not be worth the sacrifice of existing enjoyments. In 
other words, the value systems of rural people are major factors 
in their reluctance to move and should be carefully considered 
by those planning for fuller utilization of rural labor.
Harold F. Kaufman, Rural Families with Low Incases: Prob­
lems in Adjustment, Sociology and Rural Life Series No. 9, Mississippi 
State College Agricultural Experiment Station (Starkvilie: February,
1957), P. 6.
^The Growth of a Science: A Half-Century of Rural Sociologi­
cal Research in the United States Tfev York: Harper & Brothers,
1957), p. 51.
See also H. F. Llonberger, Low-Income Farmers in Missouri: 
Situation and Characteristics of k59 Farm Operators in Four Social 
Area B Counties, Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 
kl3 (Columbia: April, 19**£)/ cited by Elizabeth Gould Davis, Low-
Incone Farm People: A Selected List of References, United States 
Department of Agriculture Library List No. 62 (Washington: May,
1953), p. W. Llonberger found that more than half of one group 
of farmers whose average income was only $763 a year, would not 
consider moving, and three-fourths said if they had it to do over 
again they would still choose farming as a career.
^Schmukler, 0£. cit., p. 176.
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Jessie Bernard has connected the reluctance of the rural
g
resident to leave his local area vlth status feelings. A move 
to an industrial center and acceptance of Job training often vould 
raise not only the individual's income but his productive contribu­
tion to society as well. Yet, even knowing this, many such people 
still prefer the rural way of living. Stability or status (in 
the sense of a feeling of belonging) is more important to them
Q
than mobility and ranked status (in the socio-economic sense).
In other words, however humble, the rural individual does have a 
place within a group; his position is secure. The person with 
status belongs. Perhaps this is one reason such a large percentage 
of the plant employees felt secure in their Jobs at the factory.
Findings on the willingness of the interviewees to move 
leads to some interesting conclusions. In general, there is a 
tendency for spatial migration to lag behind occupational migra­
tion.^ People leave agriculture for industrial Jobs and other
^Jessie Bernard, Social Problems at Midcentury: Role, Status
and Stress in a Context of Abundance (flew York: The Dryden Press,
1957), P. # 7  “For an extensive discussion of status as a prime 
determinant of human conduct, see Richard F. LaPlere, A Theory of 
Social Control (Hew York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 195^77
^Bernard, loc. clt.
10Cf. Rudolf Bicanic, "Occupational Heterogeneity of Peasant 
Families in the Period of Accelerated Industrialisation," Trans­
actions of the Third World Conference of Sociology (London” T h e  
International Sociological Association, "19567, IV, 02.
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types of employment faster than they leave their rural residences.11
An hypothesis based on Ravenstein's thesis that most migrants move
12only a short distance may be advanced In this connection. That 
Is, most people first look for employment close at hand and tend 
to accept Jobs only a short distance avay. Even a low-paying Job 
within commuting distance Is likely to be more desirable than a 
better Job In a distant location* Thus, the likelihood of Job 
acceptance is in inverse relationship to the distance of avail­
able opportunities. For this reason the location of Industries 
in the low-inccme rural areas should be a better solution to the 
problem of underemployment of rural people than attempting to 
induce people from these areas to accept distant employment in a 
new social setting.
V. NONFARM JOB INFLUENCE ON "EASE OF GETTING BY"
Plant Employees
Eighty-eight of the 20k factory interviewees had been hired 
in 1956, and at the time of survey had been employed for only one 
year. It was felt that the Impact of the factory would be most 
strongly remembered by this particular group. Consequently, each
11 Ibid.
12E. a. Revensteln, "On the Laws of Migration," Journal of 
the Royal Statistical 8oclety, XLVIII (1883), 167-235, cited by~$. Lynn 
Smith, The Sociology of Rural Life (third edition; New York: Harper
& Brothers, 1953), PP• lTo-171.
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such person was asked if he found it easier to "get by" than be­
fore he took his Job in the factory. Over three-fourths of the 
group answered in the affirmative. The major reasons given for 
their responses were twofold: (l) more income, and (2) steady
income. One Negro male commented that It was easier for M m  to 
get by because his steady Income made it possible to get loans 
and to buy on the installment plan. Apparently, the factory had 
helped some individuals not only through increased income, but 
also through raising their credit rating with local businessmen.
On the negative side, some lp per cent of the persons hired 
in 1950 felt that it was not easier to get by, mainly because of 
the high cost of living. The remainder felt they were getting 
along about the same as before.
A white female indicated an encumbrance which increased 
Income had brought her when she said that she was better off 
before because she owed less. Relatively speaking, however, more 
females than males felt it easier to get by than before accepting 
their factory employment.
About the same proportion of whites and nonwhites hired in 
1956 answered "yes" to the question of whether it was easier to 
get by. However, steady income was a much more important factor 
for the nonwhite than for the white employees.
The majority of the interviewees in each of the residential 
categories agreed that their factory employment had made it easier
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to get by, but a relatively larger proportion of the nonfarm real* 
dents than of either the town or farm dwellers thought so* As 
stated previously, most of the nonfarm residents were nonvhite. 
Knowledge of this fact helps to explain the difference.
Open-Country Respondents
Relatively more of the open-country respondents with wage 
or salary Jobs than plant employees hired in 195^ thought it was 
easier to get by after accepting their nonfarm employment. Their 
reasons were the same, however, as those given by the plant em­
ployees: more income and more steady income. About an equal
proportion of the open-country respondents and plant employees 
felt that it was not easier to get by.
It is clear, from both of the above discussions, that 
factory and other types of wage or salary Jobs have made it easier 
for employees to get by through the provision of more income and 
steady income. As the following section illustrates, these were 
considered the two most important attributes of a Job by most of 
the interviewees.
VI. EVALUATION OF JOB CONDITIONS
Plant ftployeea
What does the rural resident want in a Job? This would 
seem to be a question of considerable Importance to those inter-
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ested In the establishment of rural Industry* Answers to this ques­
tion should also give insight into the value systems of rural per­
sons in relation to industrial work. Thus, in the course of each 
interview, the respondent was shown a list of eight conditions gen­
erally associated with Job desirability and asked to indicate which 
of the conditions he or she considered to be first, second, and 
third in importance. The conditions Included were: pay high
enough, good working hours, good supervision, safe and clean place 
to work, steady work, a good community to live in, a pension plan, 
and good chance for advancement. Respondents were also asked to 
name any other conditions they might consider especially important. 
However, only one individual, a colored female, added an extra 
condition: equal treatment•
In order to arrive at a composite score for each of the Job 
conditions listed first, second, or third, an inverse weight system 
was used. That is, three points were given for each first place 
choice, two points for each second place choice and one point for 
each third place choice. (See Table XVI.) Steady work received 
the highest score (279 points) and can thus be identified as the 
Job condition thought most desirable by plant employees. "Pay 
high enough" received the second highest score (26k points). Pay, 
of course, is a relative factor and must be related to each area 
in which an industry might locate. In view of the willingness of 
the individuals in the present study to work for near-minimum
TABLE XVI
RANKING OF JOB CONDITIO!© BY PLANT EMPLOYEES, BY RACE AND RESIDENCE*
Job Condition Total White Nonwhite Town Nonfann Farm
Nun- Points Num- Points Num- Points Nun- Points Nun- Points Nun- Points
ber ber ber ber ber ber
Pay High Enough
First 57 171 19 57 36 114 18 >4 15 45 24 72Second 34 68 12 24 22 44 15 30 8 16 11 22
Third 25 25 11 11 14 14 13 13 7 7 5 5Total 116 264 42 92 74 172 46 97 30 68 40 99
Good Working Hours
First 28 84 12 36 16 46 8 24 11 33 9 27Second 31 62 10 20 21 42 15 30 7 14 9 18
Third 31 31 12 12 19 19 15 15 4 4 12 12
Total 90 177 34 68 56 109 38 69 22 51 30 57
Good Supervision
First 10 3© 4 12 6 18 5 15 2 6 3 9
Second 36 72 16 32 20 40 lb 32 8 16 12 24
Third 24 24 9 9 15 15 6 6 11 11 7 7
Total 70 126 29 53 41 73 27 53 21 33 22 40
Safe end Clean Place
First 21 63 12 36 9 27 8 24 b 18 7 21
Second 36 72 12 24 24 48 0 12 12 24 18 36
Third 36 36 13 13 23 23 9 9 10 10 17 17
Total 93 171 37 73 56 98 23 45 28 52 42 74
TABLE XVI (continued)














First 61 183 23 69 38 114 23 69 18 54 20 60
Second 30 60 15 30 15 30 14 28 6 16 6 16
Third 36 36 16 16 20 20 10 10 10 10 16 16




7 21 5 15 2 t k 12 1 3 2 6Second 19 38 6 12 13 26 3 6 8 16 8 16
Third 20 20 5 5 15 15 8 8 8 8 k 4
Total 46 79 16 32 30 kl 15 26 17 27 Ik 20
Pension Plan
First 5 15 2 6 3 9 3 9 1 3 1 3
Second Q 16 5 10 3 b 3 6 2 1* 3 6
Third 9 9 4 8 5 5 5 5 1* k — —
Total 22 40 11 24 11 20 11 20 7 11 k 9
Good Chance for Advancement 
First 13 39 k 12 9 27 6 18 1* 12 3 9
Second 7 14 5 10 2 k 2 k 5 10 — —
Third 19 19 9 9 10 10 8 8 1* k 7 7
Total 39 72 18 31 21 1*1 16 30 13 26 10 16
The total number of pointB received by each Job condition is baaed on a veight system of three 




wages, however, "high enough" does not have to he too high. It Is 
somewhat surprising that good working hours was ranked third by 
employees. This could be an Indication that rural residents Teel 
factory work should not interfere too greatly with other activi­
ties. The remaining conditions, listed in the order of number of 
points received, were: safe and clean place to work, good super­
vision, good community to live in, good chance for advancement, 
and pension plan.
A significant finding was the low importance attached by 
the interviewees to a good chance for advancement. This seemed 
to reflect a passive philosophy of life for many of the workers.
In this connection, Joseph A* Kahl has characterized the working
class (factory and similar semi-skilled workers) with the term
13"get by." According to Kahl, this group has little hope of 
rising and their basic value orientation is simply "to get along." 
His characterization seemed to fit many of the workers interviewed 
in the present study. Their way of life was Just "getting by." 
Adjustments to the situation of low-income had been made, aspira­
tions had been lowered, value systems had been created, and a 
good chance for advancement was not highly ranked within them.
If the individual could have a Job which assured him of some
^Joseph A. Kahl, The American Class Structure (New York: 
Rinehart A Company, Inc., 1957)/ P» 205*
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security and high enough pay to "get by," he seemed to be fairly 
well satisfied* More will be said of the over-all character of 
the rural worker in a later section.
To recap, the three Job conditions selected by plant workers 
as most desirable were steady work, high enough pay, and good work­
ing hours. If only first place votes are counted (see figure 6), 
these are still the most desirable conditions and are ranked in 
that same order. A good chance for advancement moves up to sixth 
place, however, and a good community to live in drops down to 
seventh. The other conditions remain in their same positions.
The opinions of the female workers on the importance of 
Job conditions differed little from those of the group as a whole. 
Male workers, however, felt that a safe and clean place to work 
was more important than good working hours and, consequently, 
ranked it third.
White workers' opinions were similar to those of the male 
employees, but nonwhite workers felt that "pay high enough" was 
the most important Job condition. The nonwhlte workers ranked 
the remaining Job conditions as follows: steady work, good
working hours, safe and clean place to work, good supervision, 
good ccemunity to live in, good chance for advancement, and pen­
sion plan.
Workers living in town differed somewhat in their ranking 
of Job conditions from the workers living on farms and nonfarm
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places* (See Table XVI.) Steady work, high pay, and good working 
hours were ranked most Important by the Interviewees living In 
town* Nonfarm residents interviewed chose steady work, high pay, 
and a safe and clean place to work. Workers residing on fazms 
considered high pay to be the most important job condition, fol­
lowed by steady work and a safe and clean place to work.
Open-Country Respondents
All open-country respondents were also asked to rank Job 
conditions. Their responses were then tabulated on the basis of 
whether or not the respondent had ever had a nonfarm Job. The 
results are illustrated in Figure 7* Those who had held nonfarm 
jobs ranked Job conditions largely the same as had plant employees. 
Steady work was ranked first, followed by high pay, good working 
hours, safe and clean place to work, good conmunlty to live in, 
good chance for advancement, good supervision, and pension plan. 
However, open-country interviewees who had never had a nonfarm 
Job held entirely different opinions regarding job conditions.
For this group, a safe and clean place to work was considered 
the most important thing about a job. A good conmunlty to live 
in ranked second in their estimation, good working hours third, 
pay high enough fourth, steady work fifth, pension plan sixth, 
good chance for advancement seventh, and good supervision eighth.
As a whole, open-country interviewees ranked Job conditions





| HAD HAD A NONRMtM JOB 
I HAD NOT HAD A NONFIItM JOB
0000 SAFE-CLEAN SUPOtVtSION PLACE STEADY 0000GOMMUMTY PENSKJN CHANGE FOB PLAN AOMUCEMENT
JOB CONDITIONS
figure 7* Opinions of interTlevees in open-country saaple on tbe single condition most 
desirable in a Job.
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as follows: steady work, pay high enough, safe and clean place
to work, good working hours, good conmunlty to live in, good 
chance for advancement, good supervision, and pension plan* Whites 
living in the open-country differed from this arrangement only in 
reversing good working hours and safe and clean place to work* Non­
whites, however, differed by ranking pay as the number one Job con­
dition, followed by: steady work, safe and clean place to work,
good conmunlty to live in, good working hours, pension plan, good 
supervision, and good chance for advancement* The nonwhites in 
the open-country were apparently even more passive than nonwhites 
who worked at the plant.
Nonfarm and farm residents in the open-country sample also 
differed considerably in their evaluations of Job conditions.
Steady work was ranked first by the farm residents followed by 
pay high enough, safe and clean place to work, a good conmunlty 
to live in, good working hours, a good chance for advancement, 
good supervision, and pension plan* The nonfarm dwellers ranked 
the Job conditions as follows: pay high enough, steady work,
good working hours, a safe and clean place to work, a good com­
munity to live in, good supervision, pension plan, and good 
chance for advancement.
In general, then, the rural resident feels that the most 
desirable Job conditions are: steady work, good pay, good work­
ing hours, and a safe and clean place to work. Such things as
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good supervision, good chance for advancement, and a pension plan 
seem to be of minor Importance. These values should be noted by 
those wishing to establish Industry In rural areas.
VII. JOB INTERESTS AND FUTURE PUNS OF OPEN-COUNTRY RESPONDENTS
The open-country sample group vas questioned on whether or 
not the household heads working on a farm had considered taking a 
Job in a factory or off the farm in the past year. The question 
was applicable to lUl of the 302 Interviewees. Of this number, 
73*0 per cent said that they had not considered taking a Job off 
the farm. Of the remaining group, lU.2 per cent said that they 
had considered taking a Job but had not looked for one (evidence 
again of the reluctance to actively seek out a Job), and only 12.8 
per cent said they had looked for employment. None had tried to 
find work In a different state, but 7*1 per cent had looked in 
the same parish and 5*7 per cent In a different parish. Rela­
tively, more of the nonwhites than of the whites had not consid­
ered taking a Job off the farm in the past year, but more of the 
nonwhites than the whites who had considered a Job had looked for 
one.
The respondents working on a farm were also asked if they 
planned to stay on the farm. Almost 90 per cent answered "yes," 
8.5 per cent said they did not know, i.e., they would take a Job 
if they could get one, and only 3*5 per cent definitely said
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"no." One-third of those who planned to stay on the farm said 
simply that they loved farming and wouldn't leave it. One-fifth 
said they were too old to do anything else, 11*3 P®r cent said 
they didn't "know" anything else, 6*5 per cent gave various other 
reasons, and lk.9 per cent said they planned to stay on the farm 
but were unable to explain why.1**
Indications of the values held by the interviewees may be 
seen in various comments which were made. The desire for security 
was pointed up by one man (white) who planned to stay because 
"one of these days I'll be too old to work outside." A white 
female said she wanted to keep the "old home place" so her son 
could always have the farm to return to. The unwillingness to 
move was indicated again by several comments. One white male 
said, "Why, I would have to leave home to get employment." An­
other said simply, "Even if I do get a Job I will stay on the 
farm." Several of the respondents said they planned to stay 
because of the independence they had. "I like to be my own 
boss," was a frequent comment.
'A feeling of futility and passivity was Indicated by Buch
ill ,Cf. Lionberger, oj>. cit., p. 26 for similar reasons.
About oas-fifth of his respondents stated that they farmed because 
they didn't "know" anything else or because they were unable to 
get other employment. The fact that they "liked" it, that they 
ware better fitted to farming, and that it gave them independence 
were other reasons.
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comments as: “no education and can't get a Job"; "can't do
nothing else"; "I don't see anywhere else to go"; "Have to, we're 
here and nothing we can do about it." The latter statement la a 
good example of what Merton has called the self-fulfilling proph­
ecy, a variation of Thomas' theorem that If men define situations 
as real, they are real in their consequences.^ In all probability 
the man had falsely defined the situation. In all probability 
there were other courses of action he could take to remedy the 
situation. Caught up in his own definition, however, he fulfilled 
his own prophecy by remaining and Justifying his action in the 
belief that "we're here and nothing we can do about it." This 
type of reasoning was encountered a number of times throughout 
the study.
Relatively speaking, slightly more of the nonvhites than 
whites were planning to stay on the farm. The major reason given 
by the whites planning to stay was that they "love farming and 
wouldn't leave it." For the nonwhites the reason given was mainly 
that they were too old to do anything else. The feeling that they 
"don't know anything else" was also more pronounced among the non- 
whites than the whites who were interviewed. None of the non­
whites were planning to leave the fan. All of those who did 
not definitely plan to stay said they might take a Job if they
15Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure 
(Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 19*9)> 179-195•
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could get one, but they "Just didn't know." On the other hand, 
almost five per cent of the whites said they were not planning 
to stay on the farm.
It thus appears that the great majority of the open-country 
household heads working on a farm were fairly well satisfied with 
their situation. At least, very few were planning to leave in 
the near future. The type of farm operations they performed and 
the returns they enjoyed are probably explanatory factors.
CHAPTER V
INDUSTRY AND THE WORKER: LEVELS OF LIVING
It was Initially hypothesized that levels of living of 
the plant employees would be raised due to the increased income 
afforded by their plant employment.^ Of course, money income
and level of living do not always coincide, but usually they are
2closely related. Consequently, seven items commonly used in 
the study of levels of living were selected, and interviewees 
were questioned to determine their possession of these items 
and when they were first obtained. Since the year of obtain- 
ment varied widely, it was decided to use 1930 as a "cut-off" 
point. Use of this year would order the data and would show
^The concept "level of living" generally refers to the 
possession of goods, services, and opportunities. "It consists 
in what people have...the goods and services that they use and 
consume." See T. W. Schultz, The Economic Organization of Agri­
culture (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1953)> P* 152. Margaret Jarman
Hagood defines the level of living concept as "the average level 
of current consumption or utilization of goods and services."
See Margaret Jarman Hagood, Gladys K. Bowles, and Robert R.
Mount, Farm-Operator Family Level-of-Living Indexes for Counties 
of the United States, 1950. and 195^7 Statistical Bulletin
2 &  (Washington; Agricultural Marketing Service, U.S.D.A., March, 
1957), P* 97* See also Sidney Schmukler, "Wisconsin Farmers in 
Industry," (unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of 
Wisconsin, Madison, 19^7), P* 130. According to Schmukler, by 
h ig h e r living standards or levels is meant the ability to procure 
goods and services previously unattainable in rural living.
^Arthur Moore, Underemployment in American Agriculture:
A Problem in Economic Development, National Planning Association 
Planning Pamphlet No. 77 (January, 1952), p. 7•
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the number of Items possessed In 1950 and the number possessed 
at the time of the study. Since the factory began operation in 
1951, its role in the change of the number of items possessed 
could be inferred. The evidence might not be taken as conclu­
sive, but at least it vould be indicative. The items chosen 
were: electric lights, hot and cold running water, mechanical
refrigerator, power washing machine, radio (in operating condi­
tion), television (in operating condition), and telephone.
I. ITEMS POSSESSED
Plant Employees
It is readily apparent from Table XVII and more strik­
ingly from Figure 8 that the level of living of the plant em­
ployees had risen significantly since 1950. At the time of the 
survey, almost 20 per cent of the employees interviewed posses­
sed all seven of the listed items. In 1950 only 1.9 per cent 
of them had all seven. One-fifth of the employees did not 
possess a single enumerated item in 1950. Only two per cent 
(one white and three Negro workers) still did not possess a 
single item at the time of the study. The average number of 
items possessed in 1950 was 2.29. It was U.8l in 1957, a per­
centage increase of UO.O per cent.
The level of living of male plant employees had risen 
considerably more than that of female employees. Female inter-
TABLE XVII
CHANGE HI NUMBER GF LEVKL-CF-LIVUO 1X06 POSSESSED BY PLANT EMPLOYEES
SINCE 1950, BY RACE AND RESIDENCE
Present Rimber Total
TJ,-----------

























One 6 2.9 „ 6 5.0 1 1.3 4 6.9 1 1.4
Two 8 3.9 2 2.4 6 5.0 3 4.0 1 1.7 4 5.6
Three 29 14.2 4 4.8 25 20.7 6 8.0 12 20.7 11 15.5Four 34 16.7 5 6.0 29 23.9 9 12.0 12 20.7 13 18.3
Five ho 19.6 16 19.3 24 19.8 14 18.7 14 24.2 12 16.9
Six 44 21.6 25 30.1 19 15.7 21 28.0 9 15.5 14 19.8
Seven 39 19.1 30 36.2 9 7.4 21 28.0 3 8.6 13 18.3None 4 2.0 1 1.2 3 2.5 — 1 1.7 3 4.2
Total 20k 100.0 63 100.0 121 100.0 75 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0
Items Had in 1930 
One “ 46 22.5 6 7.2 40 33*0 13 17.3 15 25.9 18 25.4Two 30 14.7 8 9.6 22 18.2 8 10.7 11 19.0 11 15.5
Three 35 17.1 14 16.9 21 17.3 16 21.3 7 12.1 12 16.9
Four 20 9.8 10 12.0 10 8.3 7 9.3 9 15.3 4 5-6
Five 13 6.4 13 15.7 -- — 7 9.3 1 1.7 5 7.0
Six 15 7.4 13 15.7 2 1.7 11 14.7 — — 4 5.6
Seven 3 1.5 3 3.6 -- -- 2 2.7 1 1.7 — —None 42 20.6 16 19.3 26 21.5 11 14.7 l4 24.1 17 24.0
Total 20k 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0 75 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0
P E R C E N T A G E  O F  P L A N T  E M P L O Y E E S  O W N I N G  S E V E N  LEVEL-OF-LIVING
ITEMS, 1950 A N D  1957
PER CENT
SEVENTHREE FOUR FIVE
NUMBER OF LEVEL-OF-LIV ING ITEMS OWNED 
ITEMS INCLUDED: ELECTRIC LIGHTS, HOT AND COLD RUNNING WATER, MECHANICAL 
REFRIGERATION, POWER WASHING MACHINE, RADIO, TELEVISIO N, AND TE LEP H O N E
Figure 8. Number of level-of-living items owned in 1950 and 1957 by plant employees 
interviewed*
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vlevees owned an average of 2.95 of the items enumerated In 1950.
In 1957 they possessed 5A 5 items, an increase of 8U.7 per cent. 
Male employees, on the other hand, owned 2.05 Items in 1950 and 
4.58 in 1957t an increase of 123A  per cent.
Both whites and nonwhites working at the plant raised their 
level of living significantly, but the difference was much greater 
for the nonwhite than for the white employees. In 1950, more than 
one-fifth of the nonwhite interviewees did not own a single item 
listed. The average number of items possessed was 1.6U. In 1957 
only 2.5 per cent of the Negro workers had none of the items listed, 
while 7A  per cent owned all seven. At the time of the study, the 
average number of items possessed by the nonwhite group was U.l8, 
a percentage Increase of 1 A  *9 par cent in seven years.
The whites were less spectacular in their level of living 
Increases, but the change was still highly significant. In 1950, 
one-fifth of the white employees did not own a single one of the 
items listed, and only 3*8 per cent possessed all seven. More 
than one-third reported the possession of all seven Items in 1957, 
and only one white person still did not own a single item. The 
mean number of items owned by white workers rose from 3*23 in 1930 
to 5*73 in 1957; an increase of 77A  per cent.
Bnployees residing in towns possessed the largest number of 
items, 5*39; in 1957* The lowest number was reported by nonfarm 
dwellers, 4.29* Farm residents owned slightly more Items, k.63.
13̂ +
This same rank order vas true In 1930* However, although nonfarm 
dwellers owned the smallest number of items both In 1950 and 1957t 
their rate of change was greater than that of either of the other 
two residence groups. The percentage Increase for the nonfarm 
residents was 134.4 per cent. It was slightly less for the em­
ployees living on farms (132.7 per cent), but was much less for 
the town residents (84.0 per cent).
Change in ownership of specific items. The items most 
frequently possessed by interviewees provided an interesting 
sidelight. In rank order they were: electric lights, mechanical
refrigerator, radio, and power washing machine. (See Table XVIII.) 
Only six of the plant employees interviewed did not have electric 
lights in their homes. The items possessed by the fewest number 
of interviewees were, In order: telephone, hot and cold running
water, and television. More than half of the employees inter­
viewed had none of the last mentioned items.
Relatively speaking, more female than male employees had 
each of the listed items in their homes. The same was true in the 
case of the white workers as compared with the Negro employees.
Some idea of the level of living of the nonwhite workers may be 
gained from the tabulations showing their possession of the items 
listed. As late as 1957, seven out of ten of the Negroes inter­
viewed did not have hot and cold running water, and six out of 
ten did not have a telephone or television set.
TABLE XVIII
CHANGES IN SPECIFIC LEVEL OF LIVING XTBtC OWNED BY PLANT EMPLOYEES
SINCE 19̂ 0, BY RACE AND RESIDENCE
Level of Living Item Total White
(Do you Have) ---------------------
Nun- Per Nun- Per
her Cent ber Cent
Electric Lighta
Have Now 61 29.9 21 25.3
Had In 1950 137 67.2 61 73.5
No 6 2.9 1 1.2
Total 201* 100.0 63 100.0
Running Water
Have Now 1*7 23.0 2k 28.9
Had In 1950 51 25.0 to to.2
No 106 52.0 19 22.9
Total 20k 100.0 63 100.0
Mechanical Refrigerator
Have Now 106 52.0 30 36.1
Had In 1950 75 36.8 1*8 57.9
No 23 11.2 5 6.0
Total 201* 100.0 83 100.0
Power Washing Machine
Have Now 95 1*6.6 33 39.8
Had In 1950 53 26.0 1*2 50.6
No 56 27.1* 8 9.6
Total 201* 100.0 83 100.0
Nonwhite Town Nonfarm Farm
Nun- Per Num- Per Nun- Per Num- Per
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent
to 33.1 19 25.7 16 27.6 26 36.6
76 62.8 55 7l*.3 39 67.2 1*2 59.2
5 l*.l -- — 3 5.2 3 1*.2121 100.0 74 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0
23 19.0 21 28.1* 10 17.2 16 22.5
11 9.1 31* 1*5-9 1* 6.9 13 18.3
87 71.9 19 25.7 1*1* 75.9 1*2 59.2
121 100.0 7̂ 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0
76 62.8 32 1*3.2 31 53A !*3 60.5
27 22.3 37 50.0 19 32.8 19 26.8
18 ll*.9 5 6.8 8 13.8 9 12.7121 100.0 74 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0
62 51.2 3** 1*6.0 28 1*8.3 33 1*6.5
11 9.1 21+ 32.1* 11 19.0 18 25.31*8 39.7 16 21.6 19 32.7 20 28.2
121 100.0 74 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0
TABLE XVIZI (continued)
Level of Living Item 
(Do you have)


























Have New 47 23.O 17 20.5 30 24.8 14 18.9 17 29.3 16 22.5
Bad in 1930 116 56.9 54 65.1 62 51.2 47 63.5 26 44.8 43 60.6
No 4l 20.1 12 14.1* 29 24.0 13 17.6 15 25.9 12 16.9
Total 20k 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0 74 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0
Television (Operating) 
Have Nov 96 ^7.1 50 60.3 46 38.0 47 63.5 22 37-9 27 38.0
Had in 1930 k 1.9 b 4.8 - - - - 2 2.7 2 3.5 ~ —No 104 51.0 29 34.9 75 62.0 25 33.8 34 58.6 44 62.0
Total 204 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0 74 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0
Telephone
Have Now 72 35.3 32 38.6 40 33.1 21 28.4 21 36.2 30 42.3
Had In 1930 2k 11.8 20 24.1 4 3.3 16 21.6 3 5.2 5 7.0
No 108 52.9 31 37.3 77 63.6 37 50.0 34 58.6 36 50.7
Total 20k 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0 74 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0
u>ON
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All of the town residents interviewed had electric lights 
in their homes, but one-fourth did not have hot and cold running 
water as late as 1957* Three-fourths of the nonfarm residents, and 
almost 60 per cent of the farm residents, however, still did not 
have their homes equipped with the latter item. Over half of both 
the nonfarm and the farm residents interviewed did not own a tele­
vision set or a telephone at the time of the study* Half of the 
town residents interviewed did not have a telephone, but only one- 
third did not have a television set. The majority of all three 
groups did own a mechanical refrigerator, a power washing machine, 
and an operating radio.
The interviewees were also asked if they possessed an auto­
mobile. Of the 20I4. plant employees interviewed, 65.7 per cent 
said they either owned or had possession of a car. More than two- 
fifths of those possessing cars, however, had obtained them since 
1950.
More of the female than male plant employees reported a 
car in their immediate family, and considerably more of the white 
than nonwhite workers said they owned a car. Over two-fifths of 
the Negro employees did not have a car in 1957, while only one- 
fourth of the white employees were without some vehicle. Rela­
tively more of the farm residents working at the plant owned cars 
than did the employees living in the other two residence areas.
The difference, however, was not great.
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Open-Country Respondents
It Is true, of course, that rural levels of living have 
been rising generally* Data obtained from the interviewees in 
the open-country sample bear out this fact. However, the sig­
nificant point for this analysis is that levels of living of the 
open-country interviewees had not risen as much, proportionately, 
as had those of the plant employees. The percentage Increase 
from 1950 to 1957 in the number of items owned by plant employees 
was 110.0 per cent. For the respondents in the open-country 
sample, it was 7^*9 per cent.
It should be noted, however, that the open-country inter­
viewees possessed a larger number of items, both in 1950 and in 
1957, than did the plant employees. The mean number of items 
possessed by the former group in 1950 was 3.11. It was 5*^ in 
1957. The inference may be drawn that It is the poorer element 
of the rural population that is most likely to respond to rural 
Industries such as the type under study. These are the people 
who are willing to accept the minimum wage because even the mini­
mum may represent an Increase. This point will be explored 
further in later sections.
White respondents in the open-country sample group possessed 
slightly more of the level-of-living items than white plant employ­
ees. On the other hand, nonwhites working at the plant appeared 
to be considerably better off than their open-country counterparts
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in this respect. In 1957* 12*9 per cent of the nonwhite open- 
country respondents still did not have a single item included in 
the list, and only 4*8 per cent had all seven* The mean number 
of items possessed was 3*̂ 3* For the nonwhite plant employees 
Interviewed, it was ^.18.
In the case of both nonfarm and farm categories, the open- 
country respondents possessed a larger number of the level-of- 
living items than did the plant employees in these residence 
groups. The rate of increase over 1950, however, was considerably 
lower in each case than that for the factory workers who were inter­
viewed* The nonfarm dwellers in the open-country sample had in­
creased their possessions by 82.0 per cent and the farm dwellers 
by 69.9 per cent* The rate of increase in both cases for the 
plant employees was over 130 per cent*
Automobile ownership is another Indication of the fact that 
levels of living of the plant employees had risen faster than 
those of the open-country respondents* At the time of the survey, 
still two-fifths of the open-country interviewees did not have a 
car.
Change in ownership of specific items* More of the open- 
country respondents than plant employees interviewed reported the 
possession of every level-of-living item enumerated* The differ­
ence was especially striking in the case of hot and cold running 
water* Only 31*5 per cent of the farm and *H*0 per cent of the
lhO
nonfann people In the open-country sample did not report possession 
of this item. Of the plant employees interviewed, 59*2 per cent 
of the farm and 73*9 per cent of the nonfarm people did not have 
hot and cold running water. The difference, however, is partly 
explained by the race composition of the two sample groups. Most 
of the respondents in the open-country sample were whites. Most 
of the plant employees classed as farm and nonfarm residents were 
colored. The important point, however, is that a much larger per­
centage of the open-country people than plant employees had each 
of the items in 1950* The proportionate gains of the plant em­
ployees had been much greater than those of the open-country re­
spondents. This serves to illustrate the impact of the factory 
upon their levels of living.
II. INCOME
Plant Employees
Family Income is a better indicator of level of living than 
individual income. As shown in Table XIX, the median family non­
farm income of plant employees at the time of study was $2,525.
This was relatively low in comparison to average family income in 
urban areas, but it was relatively high in comparison to the median 
income of families in rural areas. Most of the plant employees 
(&.2 per cent) reported a family income in the $1000-$3000 range. 
Only one out of twenty respondents reported a family Income as
TABLE XIX
FAMILY INCOME OF PLANT EMPLOYEES, NONFARM AND TOTAL, BY RACE AND RESIDENCE
Nonfann Income

























Less than $1000 6 2.9 2 2.4 1* 3.3 1 1-3 „ „ 5 7.0
$1000 - 1999 51 25.0 11 13.3 1*0 33.0 17 22.7 20 34.5 14 19.7
$2000 - 2999 60 39.2 21* 28.9 56 1*6.3 23 30.7 29 50.0 28 39-5
$3000 - 3999 34 16.7 19 22.9 15 12.1* lU 18.7 7 12.1 13 18.3
$1*000 - 1*999 16 7.8 14 16.9 2 1.7 10 13.3 w — 6 8.5
$3000 and over 11 5.5 11 13.2 — — 6 10.6 1 1.7 2 2.8
Unknown. 6 2.9 2 2.4 1* 3.3 2 2.7 1 1-7 3 4.2
Total 201* 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0 75 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0
Median $2,525 $3,184 $2,259 $2,801* $2,293 $2,536
Total Income*
Less than $1000 1* 2.0 — — 1* 3.3 1 1.3 a. — 3 4.2$1000 - 1999 W 23.5 11 13.3 37 30.6 17 22.7 19 32.6 12 16.9
$2000 - 2999 78 38.2 23 27.7 35 1*5.1* 23 30.7 29 50.0 26 36.7
$3000 - 3999 34 16.6 18 21.7 16 13.2 14 18.7 8 13.8 12 16.9
$1*000 - 1*999 18 8.8 15 18.0 3 2.5 10 13.3 — * a « 8 11.3
$3000 and over ll* 6.9 ll* 16.9 — — 8 10.6 1 1.7 5 7.0
Unknown 8 i*.o 2 2.1* 6 5.0 2 2.7 1 1.7 5 7.0
Total 201* 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0 75 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0
Median $2,590 $3,361 $2,300 $2,804 $2,328 $2,692
Includes net farm income.
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high as $5000.
The median family Income reported by female employees 
($2,999) vas considerably higher than that reported by the male 
employees ($2,424). This finding Is not surprising, however, 
since females, more often than males, reported household members 
other than themselves engaged in remunerative employment*
The family income reported by whites in the employee sample 
was well above that of the nonwhltes. Median incomes were $3,184 
and $2,259 respectively. No nonwhite family earned as much as 
$5000, and only 1*7 per cent received as much as $4000. On the 
other hand, 13*2 per cent of the white families in the sample 
group reported an income of $5000 or above, and approximately 
one-third earned more than $4000* Median family Income was 
highest for those employees living in town and lowest for those 
in nonfans places.
As shown in Table XIX, the agricultural enterprises of the 
plant employees residing on farms made little difference in their 
total incomes. A few employees reported earnings from farm wages, 
nonfarm businesses, rent, interest, dividends, royalties, social 
security, etc., but these receipts made little change in the over­
all Income of the employees Interviewed*
Open-Country Respondents
The majority of the open-country respondents reported no
1^3
nonfann workers In their households. Hence, there Is little to 
be gained from a discussion of nonfarm Income earned by this 
group. Total family Income, Including net farm earnings, however, 
can be compared to the total family Income of the plant employees 
with some striking results. The median total Income for the open- 
country families at the time of study vas $1,993* For the plant 
employees, it was $2,590, a sizeable difference. The difference 
between the open-country and plant employee nonwhites vas espe­
cially marked. The total median yearly income for the open- 
country nonvhite families in the sample population was right at 
$1000. For the Negroes working at the plant, it was $2,300.
There vas also significant difference in the income reported 
by the white families In the two sample groups. Open-country 
white families earned $2,M*0 in 1956. White interviewees at the 
factory reported a median total income of $3,361.
The plant employees living on farms also had a considerably 
higher total median income than their open-country counterparts. 
The medians were $2,692 and $1,9^5* respectively. There vas less 
difference between the open-country and plant employee respondents 
classed as "nonfarm," but the plant employee families still had a 
higher income.
Thus, financially, the plant employees were considerably 
better off than the average open-country family in the sample 
area. This assumes special importance in the light of the fact
lUb
that most of the plant workers were Negroes while most of the open- 
country respondents were whites. A review of the figures indicates 
that the total family income reported by the open-country whites 
was only slightly higher than that reported by the Negroes who 
worked at the plant, $2,M+0 as compared to $2,300* It might be 
suspected that this fact would cause considerable resentment, and 
several comments such as, "All they hire down there is niggers," 
or "Why, they pay niggers as much as white folksi" were heard to 
support the suspicion. However, no real evidence of resentment, 
other than a few verbal outbursts, vas encountered. The fact that 
the Negro workers were drawn from a rather large commuting zone 
and were spread rather than concentrated may be an explanatory 
factor. The general tendency of the Negro worker to avoid con­
spicuous consumption m y  be another. As John Dollard has pointed 
out, jealousy of the Negro who rises or threatens to rise in a 
socio-economic sense tends to discourage him from acquiring too 
many of the material symbols of well-being. To an extent, this 
same principle was at work in the area studied herein. It was 
not as strong, however, as one might suppose. As shown by the 
discussion of changes in levels of living, the material posses­
sions of the Negroes who worked at the plant were definitely in-
3John Dollard, Caste and Class in a Southern Town (New 
York: Harper 8» Brothers, 19^9), p.
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creasing. In fact, industry had served, for many of the nonvhites
in the area, as a stepping stone to new opportunities and economic 
4security.
It should be remembered, too, that the level of community 
standards is often the source of much of the striving or passi- 
vity which characterizes an individual. As Jessie Bernard has put 
it, the average consumer evaluates his level of living in terms of 
his contemporaries, his " reference -groups," who set the pace.'’ The 
community situation, in other words, tends to set the prevailing 
standards of living and to hold them at a given level.^ Thus,
total family expenditures are to a large degree a social product
7and are associated with cultural values.
This brings up the fact that living standards and values 
are closely related. It also reminds one that living standards 
and living levels are closely related. Normally, the Individual
Cf. William H. Metzler, "Implications of Changes in Rural 
Manpower in the South,1 Proceeding* of the Agricultural Bconomlca 
and Rural Sociology Section of the Association of Southern Agri­
cultural Workers. Birmingham. Alabama, February'T-57 1957, P. 2.
See also Morton Rubin, Plantation County (Chapel Hill: University
of North Carolina Press, 1951), p. 37*
5Jessie Bernard, Social Problems at Midcentury: Role. Status.
and Stress in a Context of Abundance (New York: The Dryden Press.
19577r p 7~2JT7 ------------------------
^Edmund deS. Brunner, The growth of a Science: A Half-
Century of Rural Sociological Research in the United States (New 
York; Harper & Brothers, 1957), P* 75*
7Ibid., p. 72.
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does not aspire to things too far above his economic and social 
position* This is one of the greatest forces of social stability. 
Especially must the low-status, lcw-income person limit his wishes 
and aspirations if life is to be tolerable for him* Too vide a 
discrepancy between what one has and what one aspires to would 
mean frustration.9
This principle vas at work in many ways in the area under 
study. As stated earlier, lack of incentive and aspiration vas 
noted time and again in personal interviews, both with the plant 
employees and with the open-country respondents of both races.
The long background of lew-income characteristic of most of the 
individuals, and the prevailing community standards (the major 
reference group), apparently had combined to give many of the 
people of the area what Kahl has described as the "get by" char­
acteristic.10
111. NEWSPAPER AND MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION
Plant Employees
Three-fourths of the plant employees interviewed did not
^Francis L.K. Hsu, "Incentives to Work in Primitive Coomunl 
ties," American Sociological Review. VIII (December, 19^3), 6k2.
^Genevieve Knupfer, "Portrait of the Underdog," Class, 
Status and Power: A Reader in Social Stratification, Reinhard 
Bendlx and Seymour Martin Llpset, editors (Olencoe, Illinois:
The Free Press, 1953)# P« 263.
10Loc. cit.
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subscribe to a newspaper of any kind, and only 12.7 per cent took 
a daily paper. Some understanding of the lack of Job information 
evidenced by the workers is gained from this fact. It is signifi­
cant, too, that almost all of the subscribers to papers began their 
subscriptions after 1950.
Though only a fourth of the workers were subscribers, 31A  
per cent said they regularly bought a newspaper. This group in­
cluded some of those who were subscribers, but also some who did 
not subscribe. It thus extends the number with regular news con­
tacts.
Patterns of magazine subscriptions were similar to those 
noted for newspaper subscriptions. Almost three-fourths of the 
workers did not subscribe to a magazine of any kind, and most of 
those who did had done so since 1950. The type of magazines sub­
scribed to were mainly of the farm and general Interest (Reader’s 
Digest, Saturday Evening Post, etc.) type. Approximately one- 
tenth of the workers regularly bought magazines. These were most 
likely to be magazines of the "love" (True Story) and general in­
terest type.
Open-Country Respondents
A larger proportion of the open-country interviewees (31*.1*- 
per cent) than the employees in the factory sample subscribed to 
a newspaper. Also, most of their subscriptions were daily rather
1 kQ
than weekly publications. This is in line with the earlier finding 
that the open-country respondents had more knowledge of job oppor­
tunities than did the plant employees. Most of the open-country 
subscribers had begun their subscriptions after 1950, but not as 
many had done so, relatively speaking, as plant employees.
One out of five open-country respondents regularly bought 
a newspaper. This percentage was considerably lower than that of 
the plant employees who regularly bought papers, but since the sub­
scription percentage was higher, it was not unexpected.
Considerably more of the open-country persons than plant 
employees interviewed reported magazine subscriptions. In fact, 
more than half of the open-country group were subscribing to some 
magazine at the time of the survey, and almost one fourth had held 
subscriptions before 1950. Magazines were mainly of the farm 
variety, but general interest and women's magazines (Ladies Home 
Journal, etc.) were also important. About the same percentage 
of open-country respondents as plant employees regularly bought 
magazines *
It is true that most of the publications subscribed to by 
both sample group* were subscribed after 1950. However, rela­
tively more of the plant employees than the open-country dwellers 
subscribed after that date. This is, perhaps, another indication 
of the economic improvement which had occurred in the lives of 
the former group upon their factory employment.
CHAPTER VI
INDUSTRY AND THE WORKER: SOCIAL PARTICIPATION
One objective of the present study was to measure the im­
pact of plant employment upon the social activities of the factory 
workers. Would plant work detract from social participation, or 
would it bring new associations and new opportunities for partici­
pation? These were pertinent questions to be resolved.
Study of the social participation of employees assumed 
added importance in view of the fact that ’’once one has incor­
porated a particular outlook from his group, it becomes his ori­
entation toward the world and he brings this frame of reference 
to bear on all new situations."1 Since the most important refer­
ence groups are generally those in which the individual partici­
pates directly, it is through social participation that the per-
2spectives of the group become internalized in the individual.
The organizational activities of the workers should, thus, be 
influential in molding attitudes and values, and in determining 
interpretations of encountered situations.
For these reasons an analysis of social participation was
1Tamatsu Shibutani, "Reference Groups as Perspectives," 




undertaken. The use of leisure tine by the employees and changes 
therein are also discussed In this chapter.
I. TYPES OF ORGANIZATIONAL PARTICIPATION
Plant Bnployees
In view of the findings of earlier studies on social par­
ticipation in rural areas, it vas not too surprising to discover
that most of the plant employees (59*3 per cent) were only active
3in religious organizations. Almost one-fifth of the employees
^or instance, see W. A. Anderson, The Memberships of Far­
mers in Mew York Organizations, Cornell University Agricultural 
Experiment Station (Ithaca: 193#), cited by Edmund deS. Brunner,
The Growth of a Science: A Half Century of Rural Sociological
Research in the United States (Mew York: Harper A Brothers, 1957),
p. 104. Anderson found that in Mew York more rural people belonged 
to church than to any other single organization. Farm organiza­
tions came next, followed by lodges and socio-civlc groups* About 
one-fifth of the rural population had no organizational connections 
while about one-tenth belonged to four or more.
Similar findings were reported by Raymond Payne and Harold 
F. Kaufman in Organizational Activities of Rural People in Missi­
ssippi. Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station Circular No.
189 (Starkvllle: November, 1953). PP* 11-13• In fact these
authors found that 98 per cent of those belonging to any formal 
group held membership in seme religious group. Only one-fourth 
of the people studied had membership in other than religious 
organizations•
V. Lloyd Warner in Democracy in Jonesville: A Study in 
gquniitY and Inequality (New York: Harper A Brothers, 19^9)#
pp. 252-253, reported that the church is not only a membership 
group but is often a status-giving group as well. In the Nor­
wegian group in Jonesville, the church was the core of social 
life and the most respected members of the group were not the
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were active In both religious and secular activities, but only 
2.9 per cent vere active exclusively In secular organizations. 
Approximately one out of five of the Interviewees did not belong 
to any organization* The church, then, clearly dominated the 
organizational affiliations of the plant employees.
More of the female than male employees, relatively speaking, 
were active only in religious organizations, but more vere also 
active in both religious and secular activities. Relatively fever 
of the females than males interviewed reported no memberships. As 
indicated in Figure 9, nonwhites vere more active than whites in 
religious organizations only, but they vere also more active In 
both religious and secular organizations. Twice as many whites 
(2k.1 per cent) as nonwhites (12.k per cent) did not belong to a 
single organization.
Proportion-wise, fewer of the farm residents interviewed 
had no memberships than town and nonfarm dwellers in the sample 
group. (See Table XX.) Relatively more of the nonfann residents 
vere active in religious organizations only, but relatively more 
of the farm dwellers vere active in both religious and secular
landowners but rather the devout participants of the church.
W. 7. Ogbura in his article, "Stationary and Changing 
Societies," American Journal of Sociology, XLI1 (July, 1936),
28, pointed out the reason for the strong position of the church 
in the membership activities of rural people. In a stationary 
society, where there is little thought of social improvement, it 
is natural for the individual to turn to religion as an outlet 
of hope. Several statements by interviewees in the present study 
support this contention.
TYPES OF SOCIAL PARTICIPATION REPORTED 
BY PLANT EMPLOYEES
PER CENT
NONE MACTIVE RELIGIOUS SECULAR BOTH RELIGIOUS
ONLY ONLY AND SECULAR
TYPES OF PARTICIPATION
Figure 9* Type* of social participation reported by plant employees Interviewed.
TABLE XX
THE OF SOCIAL PARTICIPATION OF PLANT EMPLOYEES, BY RACE AND RESIDENCE
Total White Nonwhite Town Nonfann Farm
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per









































The restricted activities of the sample group are clearly 
depicted in a review of their organizational memberships* Of the 
20U workers interviewed, only 14*3 per cent were members of a 
fraternal organization, only 2.0 per cent were members of a co­
operative or farm organization, only 3*0 per cent were members of 
a veteran's organization, only 1*5 per cent were members of a 
labor group, only 1+.9 per cent were members of a P.T.A. organi­
zation, and only one per cent (two persons) were members of a 
civic organization. The church was the most popular organiza­
tional activity of the interviewees. More than four-fifths of 
the workers were church members, and almost half were regular 
attenders at church services.
Only one-tenth of the females were not church members.
This was true for one-fifth of the males. Females vere active 
to same degree in P.T.A. organizations (10.9 per cent), and fra­
ternal organizations (12.7 per cent), but the only organization 
(other than the church) in which more than five per cent of the 
males participated vas some type of fraternal group. Approxi­
mately 15 per cent belonged to organizations of this type.
White and nonwhite employees differed scmewhat in their 
organizational affiliations, though the church vas most popular 
among both groups. Whites vere more active than nonwhites in 
cooperative or farm organizations, labor, P.T.A., and civic
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groups* No Negro Interviewed belonged to a labor or civic organi­
zation. Nonwhites were more active than whites, however, in fra­
ternal organizations, veterans' groups, and church activities. Of 
the 36 employees who did not belong to a church, only 14 were non- 
whites •
Relatively speaking, the farm group had the largest percent­
age of church members, 87*3, and the town group had the smallest, 
76.0. More of the farm residents were also members of some fra­
ternal organization, and, naturally, of some cooperative or farm 
group. However, none of the farm interviewees belonged to a civic 
organization.
Open-Country Respondents
The open-country residents, as evidenced by the sample 
group interviewed, had more organizational affiliations than plant 
employees. Only 14*5 per cent of this group reported no member­
ships, and almost 30 per cent were active in both religious and 
secular organizations. Whites in the open-country sample were 
slightly more active than nonwhites. This was the reverse of 
the pattern among plant employees.
The farm and nonfarm open-country residents, however, were 
similar in their organizational affiliations to the plant employees 
in these residential groups. More of the open-country household 
heads living on farms were active in both religious and secular
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activities than the nonfarn dwellers, and relatively fewer of 
the farm residents reported no memberships at all.
Though the open-country respondents were somewhat more 
likely than the plant employees to have organizational member­
ships, they, too, confined themselves largely to the church. For 
instance, only 9.6 per cent belonged to a fraternal organization, 
only lQ.5 per cent belonged to a cooperative or farm organization
(2.6 per cent attended regularly), only 8 . 3 per cent belonged to
a veterans' group, 5*^ per cent to a labor organization, 7*9 per 
cent to a P.T.A, organization, and 3*3 per cent to a civic group.
Almost 80 per cent were church members, however, and 40.4 per
cent attended services regularly.
Whites and nonwhites in the open-country sample were similar 
in their contrasts to those evidenced by the plant employees. Only 
lk.8 per cent of the nonwhites did not belong to a church. Over 
20 per cent of the whites did not. Again, none of the nonwhites 
belonged to a labor or civic organization.
Both the farm and nonfarm dwellers in the open-country 
sample were relatively more active than the plant employees who 
lived in these areas in cooperative or farm organizations, in 
veterans', labor, P.T.A., and civic groups. They were less ac­
tive in fraternal and church organizations.
In both sample groups individuals vere most likely to be­
long to the Baptist, Methodist, and Catholic churches, in that
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order. More than half of the plant employees interviewed and 
only slightly less than half of the open-country household heads 
were Baptists.
II. DEGREE OF PARTICIPATION
The degree of active participation in organizations In 
rural areas has been studied widely. According to Brunner, over 
100 studies have been devoted either wholly or partially to this 
topic. In general, the studies point up the relationship between 
participation and the roles an individual plays as a member of a 
community and within its organizations. According to Brunner
and others, these roles conform to expectations of the social
sgroup and are important in explaining social participation.
Brunner also points out that much of the formal social 
participation in rural areas is apparently more passive than ac­
tive and is confined largely to attendance, listening, or watching. 
In large measure, the results of the present study support these 
generalizations•
hOp. cit., p. 107*
3Ibid. See also John M. Foskett, "Social Structure and 
Social Participation," American Sociological Review. XX (August, 
1955), ^31-^38*
g
Op. cit., p. 108.
Plant Employees
An index of social participation (a variation of the Chapin 
Scale) was constructed by allowing one point for membership in an 
organization, two points for regular attendance, and three points 
for being an officer or committee member, adding the points to-
7gether, and then dividing the total by the number of memberships. 
This procedure produced a social participation score for each re­
spondent • The scores were rounded to facilitate the coding process 
and are given in tabular form in Table XXI.
The median degree of participation, in terms of score, was 
3.0^ for the sample group of plant employees. This was not high, 
but was somewhat higher than one might expect in view of earlier 
findings that rural people are not extremely active in organiza­
tions. Only 12.3 per cent of the Interviewees had a score as high 
as six, which would indicate a high degree of activity.
Females were more active than males and nonvhltes at the 
plant were considerably more active than whites in their organiza­
tional affiliations. The dominance of the church as a membership 
organization and the fact that the Negroes were more active than
?F. S. Chapin, "Social Participation and Social Intelligence, 
American Sociological Review, IV (April, 1939), 137*168* Chapin 
allowed one point for* membership, two for attendance, three for 
contributions, four for committee memberships, and five for holding 
office. See also Donald Hay, "Social Participation of Individuals 
in Four Rural Commmitles of the Northeast," Rural Sociology. XVI 
(June, 1951), 128.
TABLE XXI





























None 35 17.2 21 25.3 14 11.6 20 26.6 11 19.0 4 5.6
One 59 28.9 26 31A 33 27.3 20 26.7 21 36.3 18 25.4
Two 6 2.9 3 3.6 3 2.5 2 2.7 1 1.7 3 4.2
Three 57 27.9 20 24.1 37 30.5 21 28.0 13 22.4 23 32.4
Pour 13 6.4 6 7-2 7 5 . 0 4 5-3 4 6.9 5 7.0
Five 9 4.4 2 2.4 7 5.6 2 2.7 2 3-1* 5 7.0
Six 25 12.3 5 6.0 20 16.5 6 6.0 6 10.3 13 18.4
Total 204 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0 75 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0
Median Score 3.04 1.79 3.28 1.88 1.86 3.46
VJlvo
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the vhltes In their church organizations helps to explain this 
difference. It also serves to explain the finding that the farm 
residents In the sample group were more active than the nonfarm 
and town people interviewed. (See Table XXI.)
Open-Country Respondents
The open-country sample group had more memberships, on the 
average, than the plant employees, but they were not as active 
in their organizational affiliations. The median score on the 
participation index for this group was 2.50.
The differences between the race and residence groups in 
the open-country sample followed patterns similar to those found 
among the plant employees. That is, nonwhites were considerably 
* more active than whites and farm residents were more active than 
nonfarm dwellers.
The low degree of participation evidenced by both sample 
groups may be explained in part by the fact that low status groups
Qgenerally participate in fever organized activities. Lack of 
memberships may be caused partly by economic considerations (the 
cost involved may be prohibitive), and partly by the lack of time
DCf. Genevieve Knupfer, "Portrait of the Underdog," Class, 
Status and Power: A Reader in Social Stratification, Reinhard 
TUnflj* and Seymour Martin Lipsat, editors (Glencoe, Illinois: The
Free Press, 1953), P* 2$6. Kahl also points out that middle and 
upper class people are much more active in formal organizations 
than are members of the working and lower classes. See Joseph A. 
Kahl, The American Class Structure (New York: Rinehart & Company,
Inc., 1957)', p. W .
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and energy due to long hard working hours. Knupfer has also 
hypothesized that economic and educational limitations which 
accompany low status produce a lack of interest in certain areas
of social life and that, as a result, there Is reduced participa-
9tion. Several findings of the present study support her conten­
tion.
III. CHANGES IN SOCIAL PARTICIPATION
Plant Employees
More than two out of five of the plant employees said that 
little change had occurred in their social participation since the 
coming of the factory. One-third said that their social participa­
tion was greater than in the past, and only 9.3 per cent felt that 
they had "slowed down."
Reasons given by those experiencing increased participation 
were mainly: increased Interest, more time to participate, and
the fact that they were better able to participate financially.
One colored male said that be was taking a greater part in social 
activities because he had more money to buy clothes to wear to 
church and other places. A colored female said she could attend 
more and could "give a better contribution." Such conments serve 
to point up the Indirect influence of the factory.
Q^Loc. cit.
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Those less active in organizations at the time of the study 
than in former years gave such reasons as: less interest, lees
time, and the fact that they were "too tired." One female ex­
pressed this feeling quite veil when she said, "When you work at 
the factory all week, you feel like sleeping on Sunday."
Male and female workers differed little in the proportion
reporting no change in social participation, but white and non­
white employees did differ significantly. Almost uO per cent of
the whites, but only hy per cent of the nonwhites interviewed said
that their social participation had not changed. One-fourth of 
the white employees said that their social participation was 
greater, but this was true of almost half of the Negro workers. 
Thus, the social participation of the white employees had not 
changed significantly. For the nonwhite workers, however, par­
ticipation had changed significantly and in a positive manner. 
Here, again, is an indication of the differential impact of the 
plant upon nonwhites as compared to whites. The major reason 
given by both white and nonwhite employees who had increased 
their participation was "more interest." Several of the Negroes 
also said they had more time and that they were better able fi­
nancially to participate.
Over half of both the town and farm residents and more 
than two fifths of the nonfarm dwellers reported that their social 
participation was about the same. Interviewees from all three
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residence groups who had increased their participation gave "more 
interest" as the major reason. The major reasons for less par­
ticipation given by the various groups were less interest and 
less time. The farming activities of many of the farm residents 
seemed to detract from their time available for social participa­
tion. In general these findings support the above discussion as 
to probable explanations of the lack of organizational affilia­
tions of the low-status (low-income) person.
Open-Country Respondents
Although social participation had not increased signifi­
cantly among the plant employees, it had increased considerably 
more than among the open-country household heads. Almost 30 per 
cent of the latter group said that their social participation was 
about the same as it had been in the past, 23*6 per cent said that 
it was greater, and 13*3 per cent said that it was less. The ques­
tion did not apply to 12.6 per cent of the group. Reasons given 
for Increased participation were more interest and more time. 
Reasons for less participation were "too old" and less interest.
The open-country nonwhite interviewees had increased their 
social participation much more, relatively, than the white inter­
viewees. Only one-fourth of the white respondents said that their 
participation was greater than in the past, but two-fifths of the 
Negroes in the open-country sample made this statement. Less
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than half of the Negroes but almost 60 per cent of the whites 
said that no change had occurred. It is interesting to note 
that though the open-country nonwhites had increased their par­
ticipation much more than the whites, they had not increased it 
as much as the Negroes working at the plant.
Neither the farm nor nonfarm residents in the open-country 
sample had increased their participation as much as the plant em­
ployees in these two residence groups. This was especially true 
of the nonfarm group. Only lb per cent of the open-country non­
farm residents in the sample group had increased their participa­
tion. Over 20 per cent said that it had decreased, and 62 per 
cent said that no change had occurred. Over half of the open- 
country farm residents reported no change, 31 per cent said their 
participation had increased, and 16 per cent felt that it had de­
creased.
The role of the factory in bringing about the changes which 
occurred in social participation is difficult to measure. One in­
dication, however, is seen in the fact that 5*9 per cent of the 
plant employees who had Increased their activities were able to 
do so because of a better financial standing* Only 2.6 per cent 
of the open-country interviewees who were taking a greater part in 
their organizational activities were doing so for this reason.
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IV. LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES
Plant Employees
It is believed that one reason for the reluctance of the 
rural resident to leave his locality is the opportunity to maxi­
mize his leisure time activities. This is often considered as one 
of the major values of rural life. The effect of the factory upon 
the leisure time usage of its employees thus demanded careful at­
tention.
According to the data collected, rural industry poses little 
threat to the ruralite who wishes to maintain his leisure activities. 
Well over half (56.9 per cent) of the employees interviewed stated 
that plant employment had made little difference in their use of 
leisure time. Slightly more than one-fourth said that they had 
made one substitute in the main types of leisure activities in 
which they engaged, 12.2 per cent had made two substitutes, and 
only 2.5 per cent had made more than two.
The leisure activities of the female workers had been af­
fected considerably more than those of the male employees and those 
of the nonwhites considerably more than the whites who were inter­
viewed. In each instance, however, over half of the respondents«
reported that their spare time was spent In the same manner as it 
had been before their employment at the factory.
Study of the specific leisure activities of respondents
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showed that television viewing or radio listening had increased, 
as had visiting, reading, gardening, resting, and working around 
the house. Resting had especially increased. On the other hand, 
participation in sports and movies had decreased as leisure time 
activities. Movie attendance, especially, had decreased. Perhaps 
the major change brought about by the factory in the leisure ac­
tivities of those who were affected at all was in keeping the em­
ployees more at home. There they could watch T.V., read, garden, 
rest, or "piddle around" the house without the expenditure of too 
much energy. Visiting was still a dominant activity, however, and 
serves to indicate the rural character of the people.
As shown in Table XXII, the major leisure activities for 
the group as a whole, before taking their factory Jobs, were 
hunting and fishing, visiting, and movies, in that order. Their 
major activities at the time of study were hunting and fishing, 
visiting, and resting. The males and females differed somewhat 
in their leisure pastimes. The males engaged most in hunting 
and fishing, resting, and visiting. These were also their domi­
nant activities before taking their factory Jobs. The females 
engaged most in visiting, resting, and gardening. Before their 
factory Jobs, they engaged most in visiting, sewing, and hunting 
and fishing.
Whites and nonwhites also differed considerably in their 
leisure time activities. The major activities of the whites at
TABLE XXII
USE OF LEISURE TIME BY PLANT EMPLOYEES BEFORE AND AFTER ACCEPTING FACTORY JOB, BY SEX AND RACE
Total  Male Female White Nonwhite




















T.V. or Radio 2 1.0 1 0.7 1 1.8 1 1.2 1 0.8
Reading 7 3.4 4 2.7 3 5-4 - - - - 7 5.8
Sports (Spectator) 2 1.0 2 1.3 — — - - ~ 2 1.7
Sports (Participate) 57 27.9 48 32.2 9 16.3 22 26.6 35 29.O
Gardening or other hobby 13 6.4 9 6.0 4 7.3 0 7.2 7 5-8
Movies 23 H . 3 17 11.4 6 10.9 10 12.1 13 10.7
Visiting 32 15.7 22 14.8 10 lo.l 13 18.1 17 14.0
Resting 21 10.3 18 12.1 3 5.4 5 6.0 16 13.2
Sewing 8 3.9 — — 6 14.5 5 6.0 3 2.5
Working Around the House 12 5.9 9 6.0 3 5.4 6 7.2 6 5.0
Other 17 8.3 14 9.4 3 5.4 7 8.4 10 8.2
No Answer 10 4.9 5 3-4 5 9.1 D 7.2 4 3.3
Total 204 100.0 149 100.0 55 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0
After Factory Job
T.V. or Radio 7 3.4 3 2.0 4 7.3 5 6.0 2 1.7
Reading 8 3.9 5 3.4 3 5.5 2 2.4 6 5.0
Sports (Spectator) 1 0.5 1 0.7 — - - — - - 1 0.8
Sports (Participate)* 46 22.6 42 26.2 4 7.3 21 25.3 25 20.6
Gardening or other hobby 18 8.8 11 7.4 7 12.7 10 12.1 8 6.6
Movies 13 6.4 9 6.0 4 7.3 5 6.0 8 6 . 6
Visiting 36 17.6 26 17.4 10 18.1 18 21.7 18 14.9
Resting 34 16.7 27 18.1 7 12.7 6 7.2 28 23.1
Sewing 4 2.0 — — 4 7.3 2 2.4 2 1-7
Working Around the House 18 8.8 13 8.7 5 9.1 6 7.2 12 9-9
Other 18 8.8 12 8.1 6 10.9 6 9.7 10 8.3
No Answer 1 0.5 - - — 1 1.8 — — 1 0.8
Total 204 100.0 149 100.0 55 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0
*Primarily hunting and fishing.
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the time of study were hunting and fishing, visiting, and garden­
ing. Before their factory jobs, hunting and fishing, visiting, 
and movies were their main enjoyments. The major activities of 
the Negro employees both before and after their factory employ­
ment were hunting and fishing, resting, and visiting. There was 
a major change for the nonwhites, however, in "resting." This was 
cited by 13.2 per cent of the group as a "before Job" activity.
It was cited by 23.1 per cent as an "after Job" activity. This 
is perhaps an indication of the type of work performed by the 
nonwhites at the factory and the difference in that work and 
their former activities.
Before their present Jobs, the major activities of the town 
residents interviewed were hunting and fishing, movies, and resting. 
Afterwards, visiting replaced movies as a major activity. The major 
enjoyments of the nonfarm dwellers before their factory jobs were 
hunting and fishing, visiting, resting, and gardening. Afterwards, 
working around the house replaced gardening. The major activities 
of the farm dwellers both before and after their plant employment 
were hunting and fishing, visiting, and resting.
Open-Country Respondents
Since the leisure activities of the plant employees were 
compared to activities before accepting their factory Job, compar­
able data on the open-country interviewees were not available. How­
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ever, it might be pointed out that their leisure activities at 
the time of the study were essentially the same as those of the 
plant employees— hunting and fishing, visiting, and resting. These 
were the dominant activities for every category, white, nonwhite, 
nonfarin and farm. This is an additional indication that the fac­
tory had not radically disrupted the traditional way of life in 
the area.
Actually, the above discussion of leisure time usage may 
be misleading, for though it indicates how the interviewees spent 
their leisure hours, it does not indicate how often these activi­
ties were pursued. In reality, the respondents seemed to make 
little conscious use of leisure time. As one man put it, "There 
ain't nothin' better than doin' nothin'!" This reflects again 
the passive character of the group.
CHAPTER VII
INDUSTRY AND AGRICULTURE
The economic importance of nonfarm wages to farmers is In­
dicated by the fact that almost 30 per cent of all farm operators 
in the United States have nonfarm incomes that exceed their in­
come from farming.1 In Louisiana, in 195 ,̂ an even larger per­
centage, 1*0.8, of the farm operators had other family income
2exceeding the value of agricultural products sold. In the light 
of these facts and the knowledge that a sizeable number of the 
employees of the Roseland plant came from farm homes, one of the 
specific objectives of the present study was to examine and evalu­
ate the effects (if any) of industry upon agricultural enterprises 
in the area, and particularly to determine major changes occurring 
on the farms of operators accepting plant employment.
Exactly one-third of the employees interviewed lived on 
farms.  ̂ This means that 68 of the 20U interviewees form the
^Edmund deS. Brunner, "Nonagricultural Income of Farmers," 
Rural Sociology, XVII (June, 1952), 168. See also J. R. Motheral, 
"Effects of Alternative Bnployment Opportunities from Industry and 
an Expanding Economy," Proceedings of ‘toe Association of Southern 
Agricultural Workers, LI (I95U), 17• Motheral points out that in 
19^9, two-fifths of the white and one-fourth of the Negro farm 
households received most of their income from nonfarm employment.
2U.S. Bureau of the Census, U. S. Census of Agriculture: 195**.
Vol. I, Counties and State Economic Areas, Part ££ (Washington: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1956), State Table h-, p. 12.
3In Nanny and Nason's study, Rural Factory Industries, one-
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basis of the discussion on farm operations. In view of the smal3 
numbers Involved, only the totals are systematically considered, 
and percentage references are held to a minimum. Comparisons 
of the farm operations of the plant employees with those of the 
open-country sample group are made where possible. The farm 
operations of the two groups are summarized in Figures 10 and 11.
I. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Most of the employees living on farms were males and non­
whites. (See Table III, page 59*) Nonwhite employees (U4) com­
prised approximately two-thirds of the farm dwellers. This was 
significant because in the sample area as a whole, nonwhites 
operated only 22 per cent of the farms. It might appear that 
nonwhite farm residents are much more attracted to nonfarm work 
than their white counterparts. However, a number of circumstances 
such as farm type and farm income of the two groups help to ex­
plain the differential*
Of the 302 respondents in the open-country sample group,
217 lived on farms. Almost 80 per cent of this group were white. 
Negroes made up only 21.2 per cent of the farm residents. This
fourth or more of all employees investigated were from farm homes. 
See T. B. Manny and Wayne C. Nason, Rural Factory todustrles. Uni­
ted States Department of Agriculture Circular 312 (Washington: 
April, 193*0.
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distribution is more in line with the race composition of the 
sample area. Of course, almost all of the open-country house­
hold heads residing on farms were males.
II. DESCRIPTION OF AGRICULTURAL PRACTICES 
Plant Employees
Size of farms. The average farm in tne sample area con­
tained approximately 60 acres, but the majority of the farms 
operated by plant employees were much smaller in size. (See 
Figure 10.) Only 12 contained as many as 50 acres and more than 
half were less than 25 acres in size. Most of the farms exceeding 
50 acres in size were operated by nonwhite persons. However, most 
of the nonwhite employees living on farms of 50 acres or more were 
part-owners and renters, rather than full owners.
Type of farms. Most of the farms on which the plant employ­
ees resided were "general" or non-specialized in type. That is, 
no one product or group of products represented as much as 50
4per cent of the total value of all farm products Bold. As shown 
in Table XXIII, such farms comprised one-fourth of the total num­
ber of employee farms. These were mainly small farms on which a 
variety of vegetable crops were raised, primarily for heme con-
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sumption. On the other hand, specialized farms concentrating on 
stravberries and corn each made up approximately one-fifth of the 
total number. The remaining farms were devoted to the production 
of cotton, milk, and various other specialties.
TABLE XXIII
SIZE AND TYPE OF FARMS ON WHICH EMPLOYEES LIVED,
BY SEX AND RACE
Size of Farm 
(in acres) Total Male
Number Reporting 
Female White Nonwhite
Less than 3 1 „ 1 1
3 - 9 18 lb k k lk10 - 2b 20 lk 6 12 8
25 - k9 17 10 7 5 12
5 0-99 5 k 1 2 3
100 or more 7 5 2 1 6
Total 68 U7 21 214- kk
Type of Farm
General 17 10 7 6 11
Dairy 7 k 3 6 1
Strawberry 15 11 k 6 9
Cotton 11 9 2 3 8
Corn lb 10 k 2 12
Other k 3 1 1 3
Total 68 b7 21 2b bb
Class of farms. As may be seen in Figure 10 and Table XXXV, 
the largest number of the factory workers living on farms cane from 
"part-time" (31) and "residential" farms (26). Only ten of the em-
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Cployees lived on "commercial" farms. This is actually what one 
might expect, though, since the part-time and residential fanners 
are those most likely to be engaged in and most in need of off- 
farm employment. Also, off-farm employment might considerably 
hamper a commercial farm operation.
TABLE XXIV
CLASS OF FARMS ON WHICH EMPLOYEES LIVED, BY SEX AND RACE
Class of Farm Total
Number Reporting 
Male Female White Nonwhite
Commercial 10 7 3 8 2
Part-Time 31 20 ll 8 23
Residential 26 20 6 8 18
Unknown 1 — 1 — 1
Total 68 bl 21 2b M*.
Tenure. Most of the farms on which the employees resided 
were fully owned. (See Figure 10.) Thirteen of the farms were
'’All farms with $1200 or more total income and farms with 
total income of $250 to $1200, provided farm income is greater than 
nonfarm Income or that farmer does not work 100 days or more off 
the farm, are classed as "commercial." Farms with incomes of $250 
to $1200, provided nonfarm income exceeds farm income or farmer 
works more than 100 days off farm, are classed as "part-time."
Farms with total income of less than $250 are classed as "residen­
tial." See Ibid., p. xxii.
partly owned, and 18 were rented. As shown in Table XXV, more 
females than males, relatively speaking, lived on farms operated 
by full owners. Also, whites in the employee sample who lived on 
farms were much more likely than nonwhites to be full owners. 
Differences in the tenure status of the white and nonwhite inter­
viewees may well have been a factor in the willingness of the 
latter group to accept plant employment.
TABLE XXV 
TENURE OF OPERATORS OF FARMS 




Full Owner 36 22 14 16 20
Part Owner 13 9 k 2 11
Renter 18 16 2 6 12
Unknown 1 — 1 1
Total 68 47 21 24 kk
Farm operator. Not all of the plant employees living on 
farms were actually engaged in farming.*3 In fact, only two of
Manny and Nason reported this same finding. Though one- 
fourth of the employees of the factories studied were from farm 
hemes, relatively few were farmers themselves. See loc. cit.
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the 21 female farm residents considered themselves as farm oper­
ators. Husbands, brothers, or parents operated the farm In most 
such instances. Over all, however, 36 of the 68 employees residing 
on farms were actual operators. The remainder shared in varying 
degrees In the operation of the farm, but the actual responsibility 
and the burden of the work involved fell on someone else. In four 
cases the farm was not In operation. (See Table XXVI.)
TABLE XXVI
OPERATOR AND YEARS IN OPERATION OF FARMS ON WHICH 
EMPLOYEES LIVED, BY SEX AND RACE
Operator Total
Number Reporting 
Male Female White Nonwhite






Under 5 13 10
5 - 9  13 12
10 and over 38 23






























Length of operation* Most of the farms on which the employ­
ees resided had been operated for many years. (See Figure 10 and 
Table XXVI.) Only a few of the respondents had moved to a farm 
since their factory employment. Of the 64 employee farms in ac­
tual operation, 38 had been operated for ten years or more. Only 
13 had been operated for less than five years.
The majority of both the male and female as well as the white 
and nonwhite employees living on farms came from farms in operation 
for ten years or more.
Farm income. Information on farm income was difficult to 
obtain. Interviewers often received a "don't know" answer. Never-
theless, it was possible to get a general picture of farm income
from the stated responses. (See Table XXVTI.) The significant
finding is that more than half of the farm resident employees lived
on farms with a total value of products sold in 195b of less than 
$1000. One-fifth of the farms produced less than $250 in sales. 
Thus, the farms were not large commercial enterprises with high 
income returns. On the other hand, eight of the employees lived 
on farms selling products ranging in value from $1000 to $2500, 
and three (two females and one male) lived on farms which sold 
more than $5000 worth of produce. Only half of the farms with a 
total value of products sold in excess of $1000, however, were 
operated by the plant employees living on such farms. In the re­
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maining cases the burden of operation and the profits accrued were 
in other hands.
TABLE XXVII
TOTAL VALUE OP PRODUCTS SOLD AND NET FARM INCOME (1956) 







Under $100 5 5 „ 1 1+
$100 - $21+9 9 8 1 2 7
$250 - $U99 10 6 1* h 6
$500 - $999 it* 9 5 3 11
$1000 - $21*99 8 7 1 1* 1*$2500 - $1*999 1 1 — 1 —
$5000 and over 3 1 2 3 —Unknown 18 10 8 6 12
Total 68 1*7 21 21+ 1*1*
Net Farm Income
Under $100 19 13 2 2 13$100 - $21*9 18 13 5 5 13
$250 - $1*99 8 1* 1* 5 3
$500 - $999 1* 1* — 2 2
$1000 - $21*99 1* 3 1 3 1
$2500 and over 1 — 1 1 —
Unknown 18 10 8 6 12
Total 68 1*7 21 2l* 1*1*
None of the nonwhites lived on a farm producing products in 
excess of $2500 in value, and only four said the farm on which they 
lived produced more than $1000 in salable products. Here, again, 
is an indication of the reason for the large percentage of non-
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whites in the employee-farm-resident category. On the other hand, 
eight of the white employees lived on farms selling more than 
$1000 in produce and three individuals came from farms selling 
products in excess of $5000.
Except for the lower figures, patterns of net farm income 
repeat the relationships described above for the total value of 
products sold. (See Table XXVII.) That is, the overall net farm 
income was low, males had a lower net income than females, non­
whites than whites. Approximately 00 per cent of the farms on 
which employees lived reportedly cleared less than $500. Almost 
half cleared less than $250. The nonwhites, especially, reported 
a low net earning. Such findings make readily apparent the need 
for supplementary income.
Open-Country Respondents
31ze of farms. Respondents in the open-country sample group 
lived on considerably larger farms than did plant employees. Only 
one-third of the interviewees lived on places having less than 25 
acres, and almost half of their farms contained more than 50 acres. 
(See Figure 11.) Five of these respondents lived on farms in excess 
of 500 acres.
Unlike the white plant employees, the white farm dwellers 
in the open-country sample lived on much larger farms than the non- 
white farm residents in this sample group. Three-fourths of the
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open-country Negroes lived on farms of less than 50 acres, but 
less than half of the open-country whites lived on farms this 
size. (See Appendix B.)
Type of farms* The types of farms on which the open-country 
respondents lived were also different, in order of Importance, from 
those of the plant employees. Data on type of farm were obtained 
from 186 of the open-country respondents. Only lU (7.5 per cent) 
of these lived on "general" farms. The largest group lived on 
dairy farms. The remaining farms, in order of Importance, were 
strawberry, cotton, corn, livestock and "other," types.
Class of farms. The majority (56.2 per cent) of the farm 
residents In the open-country Bample group lived on commercial 
farms. Only about one in eight of the farm residents lived on 
part-time farms and one in four on residential farms. (See Figure 
11 and Appendix B.) The much smaller proportion of plant employees 
than open-country respondents residing on commercial farms again 
points up the fact that the small part-time or residential farmers 
are those most likely to respond to the pull of rural Industry.
Tenure. Relatively more of the open-country respondents 
than of the plant employees living on a farm were full owners. In 
fact, three-fourths of the former group lived on farms fully owned 
by the operator. (See Figure 11.) Only one in ten resided on a
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farm where the operator waa a part-owner, and only about one in 
seven lived on a farm where the operator was a renter. As shown 
in Appendix B, a larger percentage of both the open-country whites 
and nonwhites on farms than of their plant employee counterparts 
resided on fully owned farms. This would Indicate that part- 
owners and renters are more likely than full-owners in a given 
area to accept off-farm employment. Such a conclusion supports 
the finding of Schmukler (in Wisconsin) that rural people taking 
jobs in industry are mainly those with little likelihood of at­
taining ownership status.^ The more deeply a person becomes in­
volved financially in agriculture, the less likely he is to leave 
the farm.^
Farm operator. A larger percentage of the open-country 
respondents than of the plant employees living on farms were ac­
tually operating the farm themselves. This was true of approxi­
mately two-thirds of the interviewees in the open-country sample. 
Somewhat surprising, however, was the fact that over one-fifth of
^Sidney Schmukler, "Wisconsin Fanners in Industry" (unpub­
lished Doctor's dissertation, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 
191*7), P. 170.
E. C. Young, The Movement of Farm Population, Cornell 
Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 1*26 (Ithaca: March, 1921*),
p. 88. Young pointed out that persons are most likely to leave the 
farm in the following order: (1) the hired man, (2) the farmer's
son, (3) the share tenant, (1*) the cash tenant, (5) the owner.
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the respondents lived on farms operated by someone else. (See 
Appendix B.) This is largely explained by the fact that a con­
siderable number of the household heads were old and unable to 
work. In most such cases other family members performed the ac­
tual labor involved in farm operation. Over 10 per cent of the 
open-country interviewees (primarily whites) lived on farms no 
longer in operation.
Length of operation. It was somewhat surprising that rela­
tively fewer of the open-country respondents than plant employees 
interviewed were residing on farms which had been operated for as 
many as ten years. Almost one-fourth of the former group were 
residents of farms in operation for less than five years. How­
ever, one-fifth of the farms had been operated for five to nine 
years and 56.8 per cent had been operated for ten or more years. 
Again, the age structure of the sample group may be cited in par­
tial explanation. Many of the respondents were retirees and had 
moved to the farm after their retirement.
Farm income. Only 173 of the open-country respondents 
living on & farm stated their gross and net farm incomes for 1956. 
As one might expect, the gross farm income for this group was con­
siderably higher than that for the plant employees. Only 15*1 
per cent of the farmers in the sample group sold less than $250 
in produce, and only 1+1.7 per cent sold less than $1000. Over
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one-fourth earned more than $5000 and 12.1 per cent grossed $10,000 
or more. The white farmers grossed considerably more than the non­
white farmers. Two-thirds of the white interviewees on farms re­
ported more than $1000 in cash sales in 1958. Only one-fourth of 
the nonwhites living on farms said they grossed as much as $1000. 
Moreover, one-fifth of the Negroes lived on farms producing less 
than $250 in total sales. Only 13 per cent of the whites reported 
such a small income*
Examination of the reported net farm income of the open- 
country respondents indicates the low-income status of the area 
as a whole. As shown in Appendix B, fully one-third of the in­
dividuals reporting said that the farm on which they lived netted 
less than $250 in 1958. Just over 5° per cent had a net income of 
more than $500. Only one-third had as much as $1000 left after 
expenses.
Even if the respondents underestimated their farm earnings, 
the desirability of nonfarm employment in such low-income areas 
should still be evident. It may be remembered that the median 
family income, Including net farm income of the plant employees 
interviewed was $2,590 in 1958. The median family income (in­
cluding net farm and all nonfarm income) for the open-country 
sample group was only $1,993 in 1958. For the nonwhites it was 
right at $1,000. It was almost twice this amount for the non- 
whites living on farms but working at the box factory. This helps
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to explain the complacent attitude evidenced by many of the plant 
employees, both vhlte and Negro, toward the low wages received.^ 
Perhaps the workers realized that, in spite of the low wages, 
they were considerably better off than most of the farmers in 
the area. In fact, as some workers defined the situation, the 
wages paid were not low at all.
The superior economic position of farm families which com­
bine off-farm work with fanning has been indicated by several 
studies.-1-0 Such families generally earn more and have a higher 
level of living than families who merely farm. This may be 
cited as a definite advantage of rural industry.
9Cf. J. J. Rhyne, Seme Southern Cotton Mill Workers and 
Their Villages (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1930T, P. 97.
10See especially Dorothy Dickens, The Rural Family and 
Its Source of Income, Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station 
Bulletin UOl (Starkvllle: March, 1951)• See also "Some Con­
trasts in Levels of Living of Industrial, Farm, and Part-Time 
Farm Families in Rural Mississippi," Social Forces, XVIII (De­
cember, 1939), 2h7-255, by this same author.
Douglas and Mackie also point out that in many cases when 
off-farm returns are added to the value of farm products produced, 
part-time farmers in many low-income areas have returns as great 
or greater than their small commercial farm neighbors. See 
George V. Douglas and Arthur B. Mackie, "Some Social and Economic 
Implications of Part-Time Farming," Proceedings of the Agricul­
tural Economics and Rural Sociology Section of the Association 
of Southern Agricultural Workers, Birmingham, Alabama, February
5̂ 6, 1957, p. 10.
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III. CHANGES IN FARM OPERATION SINCE OFF-FARM EMPLOYMENT
One of the prime objectives of the study was to ascertain 
the changes, if any, occurring on the farms of plant employees. 
What happens to farm operations when the operator accepts off- 
farm employment? Does he stop farming altogether, reduce the 
size of his operations, shift to a different type of farming, use 
substitute labor, or what? These questions are answered In the 
following sections.
Plant Employees
Changes occurring. One of the more significant findings 
of the study was that plant employment had occasioned surprisingly 
little change in the operations of the farms from which the em­
ployees came. In fact, three out of five of the farm residents 
reported no change in farm operations after their plant employ­
ment. However, when one remembers the size and type of farms 
operated, as well as the fact that not all of the farm dwellers 
were farm operators, this fact is understandable. As stated 
above, most farm operations of the employees were small, part- 
time or residential activities which could be conducted in con­
junction with off-farm employment, either through afternoon or 
weekend labor by the employee himself or by some other family 
member assuming the burden of farm labor. Moreover, there were
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times in which the plant itself required less than a full week's 
work, thus providing extra days for farm labor* It is felt that 
this is one reason the employees clung so faithfully to their 
small farm operations. The plant manager pointed out that many 
of the farm residents even requested work with the night shift 
so that they could devote more time to their farm activities.
Such actions strongly reflect the values of the people involved 
and suggest that industry in a rural area is not likely to cause 
drastic changes in farm operations in any general sense. Such 
findings also indicate that it is usually possible to maintain 
the current level of farm operation at the same time family mem­
bers engage in off-farm work. This, in turn, suggests that most 
farm families have enough underemployed family labor available 
to make up for the labor of the person accepting nonfarm employ­
ment and, consequently, that rural Industry may be doubly effec­
tive in more fully utilizing the nation's human resources.11
Small part-time or residential farms were operated in con­
junction with nonfarm activities even before the interviewees1 
employment at the box factory* nils is evidenced by the fact 
discussed earlier that only 21 or 10 per cent of the 20U inter­
118ee Alvin L. Bertrand and Harold V. Osborne, "Rural In­
dustrialisation in a Louisiana Cosnunlty” (unpublished manuscript; 
Baton Rouge: to be published as a bulletin of the Louisiana Agri­
cultural Experiment Station in cooperation with the Agricultural 
Marketing Service, United States Department of Agriculture, 1959).
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viewees came to the factory directly from farm employment. It 
follows that most of the 08 farm dwellers employed at the plant 
were previously engaged in nonfann employment. In fact, this 
may be the explanatory factor in the large number who reported 
no change in farm operations as a result of their factory employ­
ment. Since they were previously engaged in off-farm work, what­
ever adjustments were necessary had already been made. The situa­
tion was different but not especially new. This point will be 
further developed and discussed in the final chapter.
Though most of the employee farm residents reported no 
change in their farm operations, adjustments were necessary on 
approximately 1+0 per cent of the farms from which they came. The 
most common changes were decreases in acreage (or head) and crop 
substitution. It is significant that only one individual stopped 
farming. (See Table XXVIII.) Indications are that while farming 
people are willing to accept off-farm employment, they are not so 
willing to abandon entirely their farm operations. To many of 
them, farming is still more than a living— it is still "a way 
of life."
The majority of the changes, of course, were made on farms 
operated by the employees themselves. Nevertheless, more than 
50 per cent of both the employee operators and the employees who 
only resided on farms reported no change. Of the operators who 
did report a change, two-thirds resorted to crop substitution.
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On farms operated by someone other than the employee, the most 
common change was to decrease acreage.
TABLE XXVIII 
CHANGE IN EMPLOYEES' FARM OPERATIONS AND LABOR 
SINCE PLANT EMPLOYMENT, BY SEX AND RACE
Changes Number Reporting
Occurring Total Male Female White Nonwhite
General Decreases
in Acreage 11 6 5 6
Crop Substitution 11 9 2 k 7
Stopped Farming 1 1 — i —
Other 3 3 - - 2 1No Change k2 28 14 12 30
Total 68 47 21 2k W
Change in Employee's Farm 
Work Since Employment 
No Change B 8 2 6
Net Decrease 28 21 7 11 17
Net Increase - - - - m — —
Total 36 29 7 13 23
Type of Labor Replacement 
Unpaid Family Worker 5 If 1 3 2
Hired Worker 2 1 1 — 2
None 29 24 5 10 19
Total 36 29 7 13 23
Substitute labor. Only a few of the farming employees had 
ever used hired labor in their farm operations. Consequently, the 
vast majority reported no change in the mandays of hired labor used
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after plant employment. Only five persons reported the use of 
more mandays of hired labor, and four persons said they were 
using less. It appears that the latter simply curtailed their 
farm operations whereas the former, through hired hands, at­
tempted to maintain operations at previous levels. Also, two- 
thirds of the workers living on farms reported no change in the 
number of mandays of family labor used.
Farm work of respondents. Only 3b of the o8 workers 
living on farms at the time of the study had been engaged in 
farm operation prior to their plant employment. As stated 
earlier, the changes in farm activities occasioned by plant em­
ployment occurred largely on their farms. Over three-fourths 
of the employee farm operators experienced a net decrease in 
the amount of their own farm work, while the remaining individ­
uals reported no change. (See Table XXVIII.) All of the females 
reported a net decrease.
The decrease in the farm work of the employees, however, 
had not been replaced to any significant extent by substitute 
labor. Adjustments had been made more through decreasing acreage 
and changing to crops requiring less time and attention. Of the 




Changes occurring* Since the factory had made little 
change in the agricultural activities of the workers who lived 
on farms. It was not surprising that the agricultural enter­
prises of the area as a whole were little affected. It was 
pointed out in an earlier section that a very large industry 
and a fairly large population center are generally required to 
effect significant change in local agricultural practices. Nei­
ther of these conditions van present in the area under study.
Although the Roseland plant cannot be assigned a definite 
role in changes In the farm operations of the local farmers, 72 
of the families In the open-country sample living on farms re­
ported that one or mare of their members was employed In sens 
nonfarm occupation. It was thus pertinent to examine the 
changes in farm operation occasioned by such employment. Find­
ings were similar to those reported for the plant employees. In 
fact, 57 of the 72 respondents reported no changes In the opera­
tion of their farm since one or more of their household members 
had taken a nonfan Job. Five said they had to decrease the 
acreage in cultivation, two had made a crop substitution, and 
three had stopped farming altogether. The remainder shifted 
their enterprises to require less labor.
Again, the significant point Is that nonfarm work of
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family members apparently makes little difference in farm opera­
tions. There is ample surplus or underemployed family labor to 
maintain operations, or else the farm enterprise is of such a 
nature that the operator can maintain it himself even while en­
gaging in off-farm work. Thus, the major impact of industrial 
development on farm families is exerted directly on increased in­
come through the participation of family members in nonfarm em- 
12ployment. Apparently, then, rural industry will not only make 
effective use of the human resources in the low-income rural 
areas of the nation but may well accomplish this without greatly 
disturbing the basic habits and values of the local people. Such 
an hypothesis deserves careful consideration.
Substitute labor. A sizeable number of the open-country 
respondents living on a farm and having one or more family members 
engaged in off-farm work utilized hired labor. Again, however, 
such employment occasioned little change in the total mandays of 
hired labor used over a year.
The nonfarm Job of a family member did cause considerable 
change in the total mandays of family labor used. Almost one- 
third of the respondents reported the use of fewer mandays of
^ C f . Vernon W. Ruttan, "The Impact of Urban Industrial 
Development on Agriculture in the Tennessee Valley and the South­
east, " Journal of Farm Economies, XXXVII (February, 1955)> 3&-56.
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family labor. However, the majority (U7 individuals) said that 
no change had occurred. Apparently, moat of the family members 
employed in nonfarm activities had not been engaged in extensive 
farm labor prior to their employment.
Farm work of respondents. Twenty-five of the open-country 
household heads living on farms were employed in wage or salary 
work, but did farm work prior to their present Job. Examination 
of the changes in their own farm labor occasioned by nonfarm em­
ployment corroborates the findings discussed above for the plant 
employees. Twenty of the individuals experienced a net decrease 
in their farm work, and only five reported no change.
Although their own farm labor had decreased, over half of 
the respondents said that no substitute labor had taken over 
their work. Those who did use substitute labor gave unpaid 
family workers as the major source.
IV. PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
Plant Employees
If present plans are carried out, the future will see 
little change in the farm operations of the plant employees.
More than two-thirds said that they planned to maintain their 
current level of operation. Five said they would do less farm 
work and five said they would do more* Only one individual
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planned to give up farming. (See Table XXIX.)
Reasons given by those planning less farm work in the 
future included lack of time, insufficient returns for the ef­
fort involved, and approaching retirement. Those who planned 
more farm work did so mainly because of the need of extra income, 
approaching retirement, and plans to quit their job.
TABLE XXIX
FLAMS OF PLANT EMPLOYEES ON FUTURE FARM WORK, BY SEX AND RACE*
Work Plans 
for Future Total Male
Number Reporting 
Female White Nonwhite
About the same 25 19 0 7 ie
Less farm wtyk 5 5 — 3 2
More farm work 5 h 1 3 2
Family to give up 
farming 1 1 — — 1
Total 3^ 29 7 13 23
#Includes only those who now live on a farm and who did 
farm work prior to their present Job.
Open-Country Respondents
Of the 25 open-country respondents now living on a farm 
and engaging in off-farm work (wage or salary), 17 had no thought 
of changing their farm operation in the future. Five said they
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planned to do more farm work due to such factors as need to 
supplement income, more time available, and plans to quit their 
present Job. Three individuals said they would do less farm 
work because they were getting old and because returns were sim­
ply not worth the labor investment.
The significance of the above data is that most of the in­
dividuals planned little or no change in their future farm work. 
Here, again, is an indication of values held. Even when the main 
occupation and source of income is nonfarm in nature, there is 
reluctance to break with ties of the past. "A little farming" is 
part of their life pattern, and life patterns change slowly.
V. COMPARISON OF FARM WITH NONFARM WORK
Plant Bnployecs
Opinions toward industrial employment were obtained by 
asking each of the farming employees the following question:
"All things considered, Including pay, working conditions and 
the like, how does your present Job compare with working on a 
farm?" Judging from the answers received, most, though by no 
means all, of the farming employees were favorable to plant em­
ployment. (See Table XXX.)
One individual stated it quite well when he said, "When 
you work in a factory you know you gonna get a wage. Farming 
is a gamble." Another said he had rather work at the factory
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because "it has more future* Here you wait for the crops. At 
the factory you have something to depend on* Here on the farm 
it's Just the strawberries. At the factory you know you got the 
check coming." One individual said simply, "You can't make 
nothing on the farm. Factory income Is higher and steadier." 
Five persons said they "Just like factory work better," two said 
plant employment required shorter hours, and one individual felt 
that plant work was not as hard.
TABLE XXX
COMPARISON BY PLANT EMPLOYEES OF PLANT EMPLOYMENT 





Work not so hard 1 1 * 1
Better, more 
regular pay l k 10 k 6 8
Shorter hours 2 2 m  m 2 —
Like factory 
work better 5 5 1 k
Work harder 1 1 - - - - 1
Had rather be 
own boss 1 1 1
Had rather farm 9 7 2 3 6
Other k 3 1 2 2
Total 37 30 7 I k 23
Includes only those who now live on a farm and who did 
farm work prior to their present Job. (Thirty-seven statements 
made by the 36 employees were classified.)
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On the other hand, 11 individuals definitely preferred 
farm work to factory work. One person said factory work was 
harder, one said he would rather be his own boss, and nine said 
simply that they would rather farm (implying that off-farm work 
was a necessity). Typical comments were: "Work in the factory
is harder. I like farm work better, but need the income." "The 
factory provides more income and more steady income, but I'd be 
better satisfied with farm work if I could make a go of it."
When both advantages and disadvantages are weighed, how­
ever, it appears that plant employment generally has been well 
received by those employees who are linked to both factory and 
farm.
Open-Country Respondents
Open-country household heads living on farms and working 
at nonfarm Jobs made much the same comparisons between farm and 
nonfarm work as did plant employees. Of the 25 individuals re­
porting, lh made comparisons favorable to nonfarm work. Five 
Individuals gave better, more regular pay as a definite advan­
tage, three persons said shorter hours were required, and six 
said they Just liked nonfarm work better.
VI. FGRMSR FARM OPERATORS
In addition to the 66 employees living on farms at the
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time of this study, 38 of the interviewees had been former farm 
dwellers* Most of these had lived on farms of more than 90 
acres, but in the majority of the cases the farm had been oper­
ated by someone else. Only nine of the Individuals reporting 
had operated the farm themselves. This helps to explain their 
tendency to move away*
Only 19 of the open-country nonfarm respondents now working 
at an off-farm job had previously lived on a farm. Most had lived 
on small farms of from 10 to >0 acres, and most had not been farm 
operators.
The majority of the interviewees in both sample groups who 
formerly lived on a farm and who did farm work at the time, rated 
their nonfarm employment over farm work. Better pay and more 
certain rewards were given by both groups as major advantages 
of nonfarm work.
It thus appears that the desire for more tangible rewards 
is one of the major drawing powers which attracts persons away 
from the smaller farms into other employment.
VII. EFFECTS OF AGRICULTURE ON INDUSTRIAL WORK
Thus far, nothing has been said of the effects of agri­
cultural practices upon industrial work per se. While these 
were not measured directly, other studies have been made which 
support certain observations. For Instance, industrial managers
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often complain that farming employees interrupt their work in 
factories too often, usually in order to give a hand, in seasonal 
work on their own holdings, that their absenteeism is often more 
frequent, and that their situation is often considered as tem-
13porary, so that not much effort is made to improve their skill.
Some of these complaints were valid in the case of the 
Roseland workers who maintained their farming activities, but, 
in general, the plant management expressed satisfaction with the 
rural laborers employed.
^Rudolf Bicanic, "Occupational Heterogeneity of Peasant 
Families in the Period of Accelerated Industrialization," Trans­
actions of the Third World Conference of Sociology (London: In-
ternational Sociological Association, 1956), IV, 95* Some of 
these same complaints were made by the personnel manager of the 
Roseland plant. He commented that turnover in personnel had 
been "terrific" until he instituted a new policy that anyone 
quitting would not be re-hired. When strawberry season came, 
"people would Just leave their Job and go to work on the berries." 
This would Indicate that the workers, at least in the past, had 
not been too closely Identified with the factory.
CHAPTER VIII
INDUSTRY AND THE COMMUNITY
One of the over-all purposes of the present study was to 
examine the effects, if any, of the factory upon the surrounding 
community. In the light of previous research, it was felt that 
certain community agencies and various phases of community life 
would he affected by the plant.^ Accordingly, all interviewees 
were questioned to determine their opinion as to whether community 
schools and churches had changed for the better, the worse, or
See especially J. M. Stepp and J. S. Plaxico, The Labor 
Supply of a Rural Industry: A Case Study of the McCormick Spin­
ning Mill, South Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 
376 (Clemson: July, 19^8). These authors pointed out that in­
dustrial development in low income rural areas contributes to 
better economic and social conditions throughout the region by 
offering employment opportunities to those who cannot make a 
living on the land. Almost 30 years earlier Dwight Sanderson 
predicted that location of industries in smal 1 towns would in­
crease the purchasing power of the community, making possible 
better stores and businesses and that the Increase of wealth would 
make possible better schools, churches, etc. See The Farmer and 
His Community (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1922),
pp. 5^-55-
In a recent study, R. J. Colbert reported that industrial 
growth in the small community brings improvements and expansions 
in community services, a larger volume of business, Improvement 
in educational, recreational, and health facilities, and "a vast 
improvement in that part of the standard of living which is fur­
nished by the tax dollar." See "Community Development in Wiscon­
sin, " The Role of Industry in Rural Development, Proceedings of 
the Third Community Development Workshop at Mississippi State 
College, October 18, 1956 (Starkville: Department of Sociology
and Rural Life, November, 1956), pp. 31-39*
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whether they had remained about the same in the past five years. 
Other questions concerned changes in neighborliness, community 
pride, and the opportunity to get ahead. Findings are summarized 
in Figure 12 and are discussed in the first section which follows. 
In the second section the evaluations by both sample groups of the 
factory's contribution to the community are considered. Canmunity- 
factory relationships are the concern of the fined section.
I. EVALUATION OF COMMUNITY CHANGES 
Plant Employees
Schools. Two-thirds of the plant employees expressed the 
opinion that schools were much better at the time of the survey 
than they were five years before. The most frequently mentioned 
changes were improved facilities, better teachers, and better 
curricula. Only four per cent of the interviewees felt that 
schools had changed for the worse. Poor teachers or curricula, 
overcrowding, and the belief that "children don't learn as much 
today" were the reasons given. One-fifth of the group said that 
little change had occurred and that community schools were about 
the same.
Relatively speaking, slightly more males than females em­
ployed at the factory felt that schools had improved, and con­
siderably more nonwhite than white employees saw signs of school
OPINIONS OF INTERVIEWEES ON CHANGE IN SELECTED AREAS 
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figure 12. Ccaqierlson of opinions of plant employees and open-country saople respondents 
on changes In selected areas of c o m i t y  life In pest five years.
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improvement. (See Table XXXI.) More than one-fourth of the 
females and whites who worked at the plant said that little 
change had occurred. This was true of only one-fifth of the 
male and Negro employees.
Employees living on farms expressed the strongest belief 
that schools had improved. Employees living in town were least 
convinced that schools had changed for the better. This is 
probably the result of the relative conditions of the schools 
five years before and the tendency of the respondents to answer 
the question not so much in general terms as in relation to the 
schools with which they themselves were most closely connected. 
Town schools were relatively more adequate five years earlier 
than were rural schools. And rural schools in general have im­
proved over the past several years. This comparison might also 
serve to explain the difference in opinions expressed by the 
white and nonwhite workers on school inqprovement • Nonwhite in­
terviewees tended to answer in terms of their own schools rather 
than community schools in general, and attempts have been made 
generally to improve the schools for nonwhites in the past sev­
eral years.
The role of the factory in local school improvement is 
difficult to measure since schools in general have improved in 
recent years. It would go beyond the data of the study to 
attribute large scale improvements to the presence of the fac-
TABLE XXXI
OPINIONS CF PLANT EMPLOYEES ON CHANGE IN CGtMJNITY SCHOOLS AND CHURCHES IN PAST FIVE YEARS,
BY RACE AND RESIDENCE
Are Schools Better, Total White Nonwhite Town Nonfarm Farm


























Sane 1+5 22.1 21 25.3 24 19.8 21 28.0 11 19.0 13 18.3
Better 133 65.2 47 56.6 86 71.1 42 56.0 4o 69.O 51 71.9
Worse 9 lf.lt 4 4.8 5 4.1 — — 3 5.1 6 9.4
No Ccenent 17 8.3 11 13.3 6 5.0 12 lb.O 4 6.9 1 2.4
Total 204 100.0 63 100.0 121 100.0 75 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0
Are Churches Better, 




67 1*2.6 30 36.2 57 47.1 27 36.0 30 51.7 30 42.3
Better 95 46.5 42 50.6 53 43.8 37 49.3 22 37.1 36 50.7
Worse 8 4.0 1 1.2 7 5.8 1 1.3 3 5.1 4 5-6
No Coraoent 14 6.9 10 12.0 4 3.3 10 13.4 3 5.1 1 1.4
Total 20k 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0 75 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0
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tory, but there is little doubt that the plant had at least an 
indirect impact through Increasing the income and tax base of 
the area.
Churches. According to the opinions expressed by the in­
terviewees, community churches had improved considerably but not 
to the extent of the schools. (See Figure 12.) Less than half 
of the plant employees interviewed said that churches were better, 
while two-fifths said that they were about the same. As shown in 
Table XXXI, eight individuals (U per cent) thought that churches 
were weaker. The major reasons cited by employees who felt that 
churches had improved were better facilities and larger attend­
ance. Poor attendance was the main reason given by those who 
said that churches were "worse."
Male and female employees differed little in their opinions 
except that slightly more of the females believed that churches 
had improved. White and nonwhite workers, however, did differ 
significantly. Most of the nonwhites said that community churches 
were about the same. A majority of the white employees inter­
viewed said that churches were better. More of the farm and 
town residents among the employees interviewed than of the non­
farm dwellers felt that churches had improved. (See Table XXXI.)
Again, the connection between the factory and changes 
occurring in local institutions is difficult to measure. Cer-
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tainly, the factory had caused no striking changes in local 
churches. It is believed, however, that the Roseland plant at 
least indirectly affected church improvement through its role 
in increasing church collections and offerings and through its 
part in helping to keep people in the community who might other­
wise be forced to re-locate.
Neighborliness. In reply to the question of whether 
neighborliness had changed for the better, the worse, or had
remained about the same, almost 60 per cent of the plant em­
ployees interviewed said that little change had occurred. One- 
fifth of the sample group said that neighborliness was better 
(due mainly to people being more friendly), but about one-sixth 
felt that it was actually worse. The latter group felt that 
people were too busy or watched TV too much to visit. Males 
saw more improvement in neighborliness than females. Though 
white and nonwhlte interviewees differed considerably in their 
opinions on this point, more than half of each group felt that
neighborliness was about the same. (See Table XXXII.)
Two-thirds of the town residents Interviewed saw little 
change in nelghborllness and stated that it was approximately
the same as it had been five years earlier. This was true of
only half of the nonfarm and farm dwellers. More of the farm
residents than of either the nonfarm or town residents inter-
TABLE XXXII
OPINIONS OF PLANT EMPLOYEES ON CHANGE IN NEIGHBORLINESS AND COMMUNITY PRIDE IN PAST FIVE YEARS,
BY RACE AND RESIDENCE
Is Neighborlinea8 
Better, Worse, or 
About the Same

























Same 119 58.3 1+8 57.9 71 58.0 50 66.7 33 58.9 36 50.6
Better 4l 20.1 12 11+.1+ 29 24.0 10 13.3 13 22.4 18 25.3
Worse 33 16.2 17 20.5 lc 13.3 9 12.0 9 15.4 15 21.1
No Comment 11 5.4 U 7.2 5 4.1 t 8.0 3 5.3 2 2.8
Total 20U 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0 75 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0
Is Community Pride ! 




105 51.5 35 1+2.2 70 57.9 38 50.7 34 58.6 33 46.5
Better 82 40.2 38 1+5.8 1+1+ 36.3 30 40.0 18 31.1 34 47.9
Worse 2 1.0 1 1.2 1 0.8 — -- 1 1.7 1 1.4
No Coament 15 7.3 9 10.8 rD 5.0 7 9.3 5 6.0 3 4.2
Total 201+ 100.0 83 100.0 121 100.0 75 100.0 58 100.0 71 100.0
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viewed said that relations were better.
No respondent specifically mentioned the factory as having 
caused changes, positive or negative, in neighborliness.
Community gride. Community pride, according to the answers 
received from both sample groups, had changed but little in the 
past several years. Slightly over half of the plant employees in­
terviewed said that it was "the same." On the other hand, two- 
fifths of the interviewees felt that it was better (due mainly to 
improved homes and yards, better roads and other community facil- 
ities), and only two persons felt that it was worse. Approxi­
mately half of both the male and female workers said that no 
change had occurred in community pride.
White and nonwhite workers differed considerably in their 
opinions on this particular question. Almost 60 per cent of the 
Negro workers said that no change had occurred, but only about 
40 per cent of the white employees expressed this opinion. On 
the other hand, while almost half of the white workers said that 
community pride was more apparent, only one-third of the nonwhite 
workers agreed.
More of the workers living on farms than on nonfarm places
OCf. Colbert, op. cit., p. 3&* According to this author, 
one of the outstanding results that one sees after a few years of 
industrial growth in a small community is the Increased number of 
new homes that have been built.
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or In town felt that community pride was at a higher level. (See 
Table XXXIX.) Approximately 60 per cent of the nonfarm dwellers 
and half of the town people Interviewed said that no change had 
occurred in this respect. None of the town residents said that 
community pride had deteriorated.
Again, the factory was not mentioned specifically as having 
caused much change in community pride. The fact that the plant 
was not closely identified with the community, except economically, 
helps to explain this point.
Chance to get ahead. One of the direct effects of the fac­
tory, at least upon the plant employees, was its improvement in 
the chance to get ahead. This opinion was expressed by 53.9 per 
cent of the employees interviewed. As shown in Table XXXIII, the 
main reasons given for this opinion were "more job opportunities" 
and "better wages." Only one out of 12 of the employees felt 
that the chance to get ahead was worse than it had been five 
years ago. The major reason given for this view was the high 
cost of living. One-third of the group thought that chances to 
get ahead were about the same.
Relatively more of the females than males working at the 
plant felt that chances to get ahead were better. As stated 
earlier, employment opportunities for women in rural areas are 
generally scarce, and rural industries are perhaps one of the
TABLE XXXIII
OPINIONS OF PLANT EMPLOYEES ON CHANGE IN THE CHANCE TO GET AHEAD IN THE PAST FIVE YEARS,
BY SEX AND RACE*
Consents on Chance 
to Get Ahead





















Same 67 32.5 48 31.8 19 34.0 27 32.6 40 32.5
Better
More Job Opportunities 35 17.0 26 17.2 9 lc.4 19 22.9 16 13.0
More Money in
Circulation 26 13.6 19 12. 6 9 16.4 6 9.6 20 16.3
Aid of Better Education 11 5.3 7 4.6 4 7.2 3 3.6 6 6.5
Other 16 8.7 13 8.6 5 9.1 10 12.1 8 6.5Better - No Comment 19 9-2 13 8.6 D 10.9 4 4.8 15 12.2
Total 111 53.9 76 51.6 33 oO.O 44 53.0 67 54.5
Worse
Cost of Living Higher 9 4.4 9 6.0 — — 4 4.6 5 4.1
Just Can't Get Ahead 1 0.5 1 0.7 — — — - - 1 0.8
Not Many Opportunities 3 1.4 2 1.3 1 1 . 8 1 1.2 2 1.6
Other 1 0.5 - - - - T 1.6 — — j. 0.8Worse - No Consent 2 1.0 2 1.3 - - - - — — 2 1.6
Total 16 7.8 lU 9.3 2 3.6 5 6.0 11 8.9
No Response 12 5.8 11 7.3 1 1.8 7 8.4 5 4.1
Total 206 100.0 151 100.0 55 100.0 83 100.0 123 100.0
(206 replies vere recorded from the 204 interviews taken.)
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better means of utilizing available female labor.
It was somewhat surprising that whites and nonvhites em­
ployed at the factory differed very little in their opinions on 
the chance to get ahead. (See Table XXXIII.) Approximately one- 
third of each group said that no change had occurred, though the 
majority of both groups still felt that considerable improvement 
was evident.
There was little difference in the opinions expressed by 
interviewees in the various residential categories, but slightly 
more of the nonfarm and farm dwellers than town residents thought 
that the chance to get ahead was better. This is perhaps indica­
tive of the general low-income condition of the area as a whole.
Open-Country Respondents
Schools. Respondents from the open-country sample agreed 
with the plant employees that schools were much improved over the 
past five years. (See Figure 12.) "Improved facilities" was 
cited again as the major reason. A few, 5.6 per cent, felt that 
schools were worse, mainly because of poor teachers or curricula 
and the belief that children were not learning as much. One- 
fifth of the open-country respondents felt that schools were 
about the same.
Whites and nonwhltes in the open-country sample did not 
differ nearly so much in their opinions as did the white and non­
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white plant workers. Approximately 70 per cent of both open- 
country groups felt that schools were better, and about one-fifth 
felt that they were the same.
The farm and nonfarm dwellers in the open-country sample 
expressed much the same opinions on school improvement as did 
plant employees residing in such areas. (See Appendix C.)
Churches. Slightly more of the open-country dwellers than 
«plant employees interviewed felt that churches had improved. Also, 
as shown in Figure 12, slightly more of the open-country inter­
viewees said that churches were worse than five years ago. The 
major reasons given by the respondents who believed that churches 
were "better" were the same as those given by the plant employees: 
improved facilities and better attendance. However, for open- 
country interviewees who said that churches were "worse," the 
reasons were the church's demand for "too much money" and the 
lack of interest.
The difference in opinions expressed by the open-country 
whites and nonwhites interviewed was much greater than the 
difference among plant employees. Only one-fourth of the open- 
country Negroes could see any improvement in community churches, 
while more than half of the whites said that churches were better. 
Over one-fifth of the nonwhite respondents believed that churches 
were actually worse. This was true of only 5,b per cent of the
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white respondents. Half of the Negroes said that little change 
had occurred and that churches were about the same. Less than 
two-fifths of the whites expressed this opinion.
As shown in Appendix C, there was little difference in the 
opinions expressed by the farm and nonfarm residents in the open- 
country sample. Approximately half of each group believed that 
churches were better.
It is significant that in the case of both schools and 
churches, white plant employees felt that there was less change 
for the better than did white open-country respondents. In the 
case of nonwhites, the pattern was reversed. Nonvhite plant 
employees were more prone to cite instances of improvement than 
were nonwhites in the open-country sample. Apparently, and the 
point is supported by personal observation, many of the whites 
who worked at the plant did so of necessity. No other choice 
was available. The job was not particularly desirable and, in 
their general outlook, things had not greatly improved. Most 
of the nonwhites, however, considered the Job a real opportunity, 
and the nonwhite plant employees were considerably better off 
than their open-country counterparts. In their general outlook, 
things had improved considerably.
Neighborliness. The open-country respondents agreed with 
the plant employees that neighborliness had not changed much in
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the past five years. Approximately one-fifth of this group said 
that relations were better, and the same number felt that they 
were worse. Reasons given for neighborliness being better or 
worse were largely the same as those given by the plant employees.
Typical comments made by the open-country respondents were 
such as:
Neighborliness is worse. People are following more 
the city routine.
Worse. People have television and they stay at home 
and to themselves more and they Just don't visit like 
they used to.
Better. Neighbors are friendly, but they don't visit 
like it used to be. In case of sickness they'll help but 
don't visit.
Worse. They don't neighbor. They go someplace else—  
don't come around. They used to. Each Sunday people 
used to get together. Now they go someplace else to see 
and do something.
The whites and nonvhites in the open-country sample did 
not differ nearly so much in their opinions as did the whites 
and Negroes who worked at the plant. The relationships, how­
ever, were the same. That Is, more of the Negroes than whites 
felt that neighborliness was better and fewer felt that it was 
worse. (See Appendix C.) More of the open-country whites than 
plant employee whites felt that nelghborllness had improved, 
but more of the Negroes working at the plant than the open- 
country nonwhite respondents believed that it was better.
Most of the farm and nonfarm dwellers in the open-country
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sample felt that neighborliness was the same. It Is perhaps 
significant that more of the farm and nonfarm dwellers who 
worked at the plant than those in the open-country sample be­
lieved that neighborliness had improved. However, the point 
of real significance is that every category in both sample groups 
stated that nelghborllness had stayed largely the same. People 
are motivated largely by habit, and habits change slowly.
Community pride. Slightly more of the open-country re­
spondents than of the plant employees interviewed felt that com­
munity pride was at a higher level. However, the largest group 
still said that little or no change had occurred. Reasons given 
were that people were not interested in improvements (a function 
of general community outlook and standards) and that people were 
not able to improve.
Whites and nonwhites in the open-country sample differed 
considerably in their judgments of community pride. Approxi­
mately one-third of the open-country nonwhite interviewees felt 
that cotmnunity pride was better, but almost half of the whites 
expressed this opinion. While sixty per cent of the Negroes 
believed that community pride had not changed, only U5.7 per 
cent of the whites in the open-country sample group expressed 
this opinion.
It is Interesting and perhaps significant that relatively
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fewer of the open-country Negroes than of the Negroes employed 
at the plant felt that community pride had improved. On the 
other hand, there was little difference between the opinions of 
the whites in the two sample groups. This is further support 
for the earlier contention that the nonwhites employed at the 
factory had been affected much more, relative to nonwhites not 
employed at the factory, than had the white employees in rela­
tion to white non-employees.
The opinions of the open-country farm and nonfarm inter­
viewees differed little from those of the plant employees who 
lived in such areas. The general indication is that the fac­
tory not had a very significant effect upon the community.
It had had an indirect effect, but no radical changes had been 
brought about. Perhaps one reason was the fact that the workers 
at the Roseland plant were scattered over a wide area, retiden- 
tially, and no one community received the full impact of the 
factory's effect. There were little effects here and there, 
but these were difficult to delineate and almost impossible to 
measure.
In an effort to obtain an indication of the factory's 
impact upon local business, the managers of a number of business 
establishments in the nearby town of Amite were questioned.
Amite is four miles from Roseland and served as the shopping 
center for the local factory area. Roseland had no shopping
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center of its own.
In every instance the interviewees stated that the factory 
payroll had increased business both directly and indirectly, but 
none were able to give any measure or percentage estimate of the 
increase. All expressed the opinion that their business had not 
prospered more because most of the workers continued to spend 
their money in their own local community and not in the immediate 
locale of the factory. The lack of concentration of the workers 
in any one area necessarily meant a spreading and a division of 
the factory's impact into smaller units.
Chance to get ahead. An interesting difference between 
the plant employees and the open-country respondents in regard 
to the chance to get ahead is shown in Figure 12, While more than 
half of the plant workers interviewed said that chances to get 
ahead were better, only 39.̂  per cent of the open-country people 
thought so. And, whereas but seven per cent of the employees 
felt that chances were worse, 23.2 per cent of the open-country 
respondents expressed this opinion. Reasons given by the latter 
group were the fact that "a person just can't get ahead these 
days,” the high cost of living, and the lack of opportunities.
^Thls same finding was reported by J. M. Stepp and J. S. 
Plaxico in their study, The Labor Supply of a Rural Industry; A 
Case Study of the McCormick Spinning Mill. South Carolina Agri-~ 
cultural Experiment Station Bulletin 376 (Clemson: July, 19 -̂8)•
For a brief review of their study see Chapter II, pp. 36-38 of 
this dissertation*
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About the same percentage of both sample groups (one-third) 
thought that little change had occurred and that the chance to 
get ahead vaa the same*
As may be seen In Table XXXIV, whites and nonvhltes In 
the open-country sample differed considerably In their opinions 
on chances to get ahead. A larger percentage of the Negroes 
than of the whites felt that the chance to get ahead was better, 
and a smaller number, relatively, said that chances were worse. 
This may be a reflection of the general improvement in the con­
dition of the nonwhites over the past several years. Relatively 
speaking, however, fewer of the respondents in the open-country 
sample, both whites and Negroes, than the whites and nonwhites 
employed at the factory felt that the chance to get ahead was 
better, and more felt that it was worse. This same pattern is 
true when the farm and nonfarm residents in each sample are 
compared one with another. Apparently, while the factory had 
positively affected the way the plant employees defined the 
situation in regard to their chances to get ahead, it had not 
affected the local open-country people to such an extent.
II. EVALUATION OF THE ROLE GP THE FACTORY
The last question (and in many ways the most Important) 
asked of each respondent was, "Do you think that the factory has 
helped this community?" It was felt that the answers received
TABLE XXXIV
COWENTB OF OFKN-COUNTOY RESPONDENTS ON CHANGES IN THE CHANCE TO GET AHEAD IN THE PAST
FIVE YEARS, BY RACE AND RESIDENCE
Cements on Chance ’Satal___________  Nonwhite______ Farm______Nonfarm
to Get Ahead Num- Per Num- Per Nun- Per Nun- Per Num- Per
bar Cent her Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent
Same 103 34.1 82 34.0 21 34.4 66 30.1 37 44.6
Better
Metre Job Opportunities 42 13.9 37 15.4 5 8.2 26 11.9 16 19.3More Credit, Better Wages 28 9.3 16 6.6 12 19-7 23 10.5 5 6.1
Better Education Helps 19 6.3 14 5.8 5 8.2 16 7.3 3 3.6Other 24 7.9 19 7.9 5 8.2 20 9.1 4 4.8
Better - No Cccment 6 2.0 k 1.6 2 3.3 4 1.8 2 2.4
Total 119 39.4 90 37.3 29 47.6 89 40.6 30 36.2
Worse
Cost of Living Higher 20 o.b 18 7.5 2 3.3 17 7.8 3 3.6Just Can't Get Ahead
(produce prices low) 25 6.3 23 9.6 2 3.3 24 11.0 1 1.2Not Many Opportunities 13 4.3 12 5.0 1 1.6 9 4.1 4 4.6
Other 11 3.7 8 3.3 3 4.9 7 3.2 4 4.8Worse - No Cccment 1 0.3 1 0.4 — l 0.4 - - - -
Total 70 23.2 62 25.8 8 13.1 58 26.5 12 14.4
No Cccment 10 3*3 7 2.9 3 4.9 6 2.8 4 4.8
Total 302 100.0 241 100.0 6l 100.0 219 100.0 83 100.0
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would be Indicative of the attitudes of both the workers and of 
rural people in general toward rural industry and that their 
evaluations would reflect their definition of this particular 
situation. The data obtained are summarized in Table XXXV. It 
should be noted that 209 replies were recorded for the 20U em­
ployees .
Plant Employees
The vast majority, 96.2 per cent, of the plant employees 
interviewed answered the question in the affirmative. The largest 
number of those expressing this opinion said that the factory had 
helped most in providing work for local people, in "keeping Rose­
land alive," in helping local merchants, in buying local timber, 
and in providing boxes for local produce. Ccements support many 
of the contentions made earlier. For instance, typical state­
ments were;
Colored male: If It wasn't for the factory I don't
know what the people would do. I tell you if it went 
down I don't know. It gives steady income and now you 
can make enough to live and that's the main thing. /Mote 
the "get-by1' feeling^/
Colored female: Many women are able to get jobs there
to help out In the matter of money. Nen can get jobs 
somewhere else but not women.
White female: If it wasn't for that I don't know what
people would do. They work a thousand people— at least 
800. /lote the exaggeration of the factory's importance 
as an employment source *7
White male: It gives local people a chance to work
and keeps them from having to move elsewhere.
TABLE XXXV
OPINIONS OF PLANT EMPLOYEES ON THE FACTORY1S AID TO THE COMUNITY,
BY RACE AND RESIDENCE
Has the Factory 
Helped this
Total White Nonvhlte Town Nonfarm Farm
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per




people 131 65.2 37 4e.o 94 75.8 46 64.0 4l 73.2 42 60.0
Keeps Roseland 
alive 26 12.9 15 19.5 11 8.9 10 13.3 7 12.5 9 12.9
Has helped merchants 
in the area 13 6.5 11 14.3 2 1.6 5 6.7 1 1.8 7 10.0
Buys local timber 4 2.0 3 3.9 1 0.8 1 1-3 2 3.6 1 1.4
Provides boxes for 
local produce 5 2.5 2 2.6 3 2.4 1 1.3 m M 4 5.7
Other 22 10.9 9 11.7 13 10.5 10 13.4 5 6.9 7 10.0
Total 201 96.2 77 92.8 124 98.4 75 96.1 56 96.6 70 95.9
No
Hires too many out­
side people 2 66.7 2 66.7 1 100.0 1 100.0
N o - n o  comment 1 33.3 1 33.3 — — — — 1 100.0 — —
Total 3 1.4 3 3.8 — — l 1.3 1 1.7 1 1.4
No Response 5 2.4 3 3.6 2 l.o 2 2.0 1 1.7 2 2.7
Total 209 100.0 83 100.0 126 100.0 76 100.0 58 100.0 73 100.0
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White male: If it wasn't for it there would be no town
here. Many homeowners would have to leave if it was to 
close down.
Colored male: It gives work to people who can work and
farm too.
Colored male: It has helped lot of us build new homes.
It employs so many people here. They pay more than most 
other places around here*
Colored female: It has helped us all the way around;
has helped town business; it's the only real Industry in 
here. More people work there than anywhere else in the 
parish.
Colored male: It's helped economically— raised living
standards. We need more of them. Good many around here 
want a factory Job and can't find it. It's helped in most 
every way.
Colored female: It really has helped. I know it's
helped me and others too. We make more and we can buy 
more. If we have a bad crop and my husband doesn't make 
anything, the fact that I'm working helps out.
Such comments point up the feelings of the workers on the 
contribution of the factory to the community. They also empha­
size the general conclusion that the impact has been largely 
economic. "It has given us work and made It possible to have 
a higher level-of-living." One comment made by a white male 
seems particularly appropriate in view of some of the earlier 
findings on the feelings of the workers toward their employment; 
"The factory doesn't pay much, but it beats nothing at all. What 
can you do? It's the only industry in this area. I'd have to 
leave here if it ever closed." As he defined the situation, 
the factory Job was not especially desirable, but ties with his
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"home'r area would not permit migration in search of better paying 
work except in the case of "have to." In his assessment of the 
situation, the factory beat nothing at all. "What can you do?" 
This same feeling was manifested by many of the white inter­
viewees and by a large number of the Negro workers.
Only three persons (l.^ per cent) said definitely that the 
box factory had not helped the community. Two of these gave the 
fact that it hired too many outside people as the reason. A num­
ber of comments were heard which indicate that the people resented 
the employment of outsiders, especially those hired from Missis­
sippi. Actually, about 20 per cent of the workers did come from 
Mississippi, but in the minds of most of the workers this number 
was grossly exaggerated. One colored male stated that "90 per 
cent of the people are from Mississippi who work there." Ap­
parently, though, resentment was only verbal and was not regarded 
too seriously by the plant management. In fact, the personnel 
manager stated that the workers from Mississippi actually made 
the best "hands." If they wanted a job badly enough to travel 
25 or 30 miles for it, he reasoned that they needed it badly 
enough to "work" for it.
Male and female interviewees differed very little in their 
evaluation of the factory*s contribution. Slightly more than 96 
per cent of each group felt that the factory had helped the com­
munity. None of the females but three of the males felt that
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it had not. Likewise, white and nonwhite employees did not 
differ significantly. More of the Negroes (98.1*- per cent), 
however, than the whites (92.8 per cent) said that the factory 
had helped the community. None of the Negroes said that the 
factory had not helped the community.
There was little difference in the opinions expressed by 
the interviewees in the various residential categories. One 
person in each group said that the factory had not helped the 
community, but approximately 90 per cent of each group said 
that the community had been helped.
Open-Country Respondents
The replies of the open-country sample respondents were 
considered especially important. It was expected that the plant 
employees would evaluate the factory in a positive manner. But 
how would the individuals in the local rural area who were not 
employees of the factory evaluate the situation'* Their answers 
are given in Table XXXVI.
The open-country respondents were far less complimentary 
of the factory than the plant employees. Nevertheless, 60.9 
per cent of them still said that the factory had helped the 
community. In explaining how the factory had helped, the ma­
jority again answered that it provided work and increased in­
comes for local people. A sizeable number of the respondents
TABLE XXXVI
OPINIONS OF OPEN-COUNTRY RESPONDENTS ON THE FACTORY’S AID TO THE COMMUNITY,
BY RACE AND RESIDENCE
Do You Think the Box Total White Nonwhite Farm Nonfarm













Provides work and more
incone for local people 31.1 70 29.1 2k 39-k 66 30.1 28 33-7
Keeps Roseland alive 7 2.3 7 2.9 — — 6 2.7 1 1.2
Has helped merchants 
in the area 8 2.7 7 2.9 1 l.o 8 3-7 „ „
Buys local timber 35 11.6 30 12.5 5 8.2 26 11.9 9 10.9
Provides boxes for local 
produce 26 8.6 22 9.1 k 6.6 21 9.6 5 6.0
Other lU k.6 9 3-7 5 8.2 8 3.7 6 7.2
Total lfff 60.9 1*5 60.2 39 bh.O 135 61.7 1*9 59-0
Hires too many people 
from outside local area 5 1.7 5 2.1 5 2.3
Other 10 3.3 9 3.7 1 l.o 7 3.2 3 3.6
No-no consent 17 5.0 ll+ 5-8 3 M 13 5.9 1+ 1+.8
Tbtal 32 10.6 28 11.6 k 6.5 25 11.1+ 7 8.1+
No Answer 86 28.3 68 28.2 18 29.5 59 26.9 27 32.6
Total 302 100.0 2Ul 100.0 61 100.0 219 100.0 83 100.0
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(35) said that the factory bought local timber, 26 said that it 
provided boxes for local produce and eight said that it helped 
merchants in the area. Frequent comments, which again support 
earlier contentions, were such as these:
White male: It gives employment and has added income.
All little rural towns could use a little industry. The 
working man benefits and so does the town.
White female: I've been able to sell timber. It gives
work, brings more money into the community. I would like 
to see more industry come in to help the small farmer espe­
cially.
White male: More people have work. It helps me because
they buy my timber and that is the only way I have of making 
a living. They are furnishing boxes for surrounding areas 
that would otherwise have to buy them from farther away and 
cost would be more.
White female: It has been a wonderful financial help.
People have Jobs and a better living now.
White male: It provides income and Jobs which helps
even those of us who don't work there.
Colored male: It provides work for lots of women; keeps
women out of mischief.
Colored male: They pay a fair wage— from $ .75 to $1.00
an hour.
White male: It provides income to buy things our people
could not have otherwise. Provides employment for farmers 
who would have to go somewhere else to make a living if 
the factory was not here.
White male: It provides work and pay. Gives farmers
additional income. A good thing for country people to help 
them get by.
Again, the impact of the factory, as defined by the local 
rural people, had been almost wholly economic.
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Significantly, one of every ten of the open-country re­
spondents said that the factory had not helped the community, 
primarily because too many people outside the local area were 
employed. Almost 30 per cent made no response to the question. 
Some had not even heard of the Roseland factory. Others simply
had no opinion, one way or the other. Several people made such
remarks as:
White female: They don't take an interest in the town;
don't help the town. All they do is hire 'niggers.' They 
wouldn't sell boxes to local people. They are only in­
terested in exploiting labor here.
White male: No, the factory hasn't helped. Because the
factory has taken labor that was formerly used on the dairy 
farm.
White male: It don't help too much, don't pay enough.
White male: It has provided a lot of work for the neigh­
borhood. However, it Is low-paying and does not work too 
steady.
White female: People who work there really Just don't
have a choice as to a Job.
Slightly more of the nonwhites than whites in the open- 
country sample group felt that the factory had helped the com­
munity. Neither group, however, was nearly so complimentary as 
the white and nonwhite plant employees Interviewed. Also, where­
as 96 per cent of both the farm and nonfarm dwellers employed at 
the plant said that the factory had helped the community, only 
60 per cent of the farm and nonfarm residents in the open-country 
sample agreed.
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In summary, then, the open-country respondents placed 
much less emphasis on the factory's contribution to the com­
munity than did plant employees. However, it is significant 
that three-fifths of the former made a positive response to 
this question. It is also significant that both sample groups 
named economic reasons almost exclusively in support of their 
opinion that the factory had aided the community.
In an effort to probe somewhat deeper into factory-com­
munity relationships, additional informal interviews were held 
with the factory manager and governing officials of the village 
of Roseland. The rather surprising results of these conversa­
tions are discussed in the section which follows.
III. C0M4/NITY-FACT0RY RELATIONSHIPS
The factory, as indicated previously, had made little dif­
ference in the social or community life of the Roseland area.
This finding was partly explained by many indications that the 
community and the factory were not identified one with the 
other, and, indeed, that little cooperation existed between 
them. This was especially emphasized in an informal interview 
with the plant manager. In reply to the question, "Do you 
think the factory has helped the community?" his answer was 
typical: "Oh, yesI If not for the factory, there wouldn't
be a community." The manager was then asked if the comnunity
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had been receptive to the factory, and here a latent antagonism 
was revealed.
The manager had stated earlier that the factory had located 
in Roseland primarily for the tax exemption received. Available 
material close at hand and a sufficient and usable labor supply 
were other important reasons, but the tax exemption was empha­
sized as the main inducement leading to the selection of the 
Roseland site. Nevertheless, with the passage of time, this 
same Inducement became the focus of considerable resentment on 
the part of the village leaders. According to the manager, the 
village governing bodies strongly resented the extended tax 
exemption of the factory and the loss of revenue which would 
otherwise accrue to the community* In fact, at the time of the 
interview, the community had a suit pending against the factory 
with the expressed purpose of forcing its placement on state 
and local tax rolls.
Under state policies, new manufacturing concerns which 
move into the state may file for exemption from property taxes, 
school taxes, etc., (Btate, municipal and parish), for a period 
not to exceed ten years. However, as stated earlier, a small 
box factory had existed in Roseland for several years prior to 
the present operation, and some of the same facilities had been 
utilized by the new plant. The village government thus con­
tended that the factory had been exempted from taxes long enough
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and that its owners should contribute more support to the com­
munity. On the other hand, since the factory was under dif­
ferent ownership and had greatly extended its operations, the 
owners contended that they were legally entitled to the full ten- 
year tax exemption.
Fresh fuel was added to the controversy when, in 1955, the 
Roseland Wirebound Box Factory changed its name to the Martin 
Brothers Timber Company. Whether actual transference of owner­
ship was involved is not known nor especially important. The 
important point is that the community leaders accused the factory 
owners of changing names simply to renew and extend their tax 
exemption. The previous exemption had been in effect since 1951*
For the purpose of this study, it makes no difference which 
side was "right." The important point, sociologically, is that 
coromunity-factory relationships were strained and disrupted.
The factory manager commented to the author that he had seri­
ously considered suggesting to his superiors that the factory 
be moved to a new location. Even those who were critical of 
the tax exemption agreed that this would be a serious loss to 
the entire area. In fact, according to one informant, several 
of the businessmen In Amite had strongly urged the Roseland 
leaders to settle their differences with the factory management 




In order to see both sides of this unexpected situation, 
the mayor of the village and two of the three aldermen were in­
formally interviewed. In the course of these discussions (held 
separately) it soon became evident that the cause of resentment 
lay deeper than the tax exemotion. The factory management, ac­
cording to these respondents, had never identified itself with 
the village nor concerned itself unduly with community affairs. 
And, apparently, it expected the same treatment in return. The 
respondents especially resented the fact that the factory opera­
tors never went through community channels in making decisions 
which affected the village, that they never consulted the town 
council on any matters of mutual concern or benefit, and that 
they made no effort to engage in community affairs. Both the 
plant manager and personnel manager and most of the office 
staff lived outside the community and so failed to particioate 
directly in local activities.
All three of the respondents also felt that more people 
should be hired from the Roseland community and fewer from out­
side areas. All stated that the factory hired Individuals from
^Nevertheless, the factory owners (due to "difficult 
local conditions") have given serious consideration to moving 
the plant from Roseland. At last report the officials of 
Roseland were planning to place the plant up for judicial sale 
on November 8, 1958.
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outside the community in preference to Roseland residents* It 
vas their opinion that the factory had not helped the community 
except indirectly through increasing business by means of the 
increased income of the individual workers.
Probably much of the resentment of the Roseland leaders 
could have been avoided had the factory staff made a conscious 
effort to identify themselves with the community, to partici­
pate in local affairs, and to cooperate in community ventures. 
Surely, a stronger relationship could have existed through 
which both parties might have profited. Perhaps rural indus­
tries should take a lesson from some of their large city cousins
5in the matter of community relationships.
See Roland J. Pellagrin and Charles H. Coates, "Absentee- 
Owned Corporations and Community Power Structure," American 
Journal of Sociology. UCI (March, 1956), ^13-^19• According to 
these authors, many corporations in the cities consciously dele­
gate their executives into all kinds of committees, clubs, and 
civic organisations* They endorse civic projects, provide 
leadership and financial aid, and so win the approval and 
moral support of the community in return.
CHAPTER IX
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The preceding chapters have focused attention on one rec­
ommendation to alleviate the economic problems of low-income 
farm areas of the nation: rural industry* The study is cen­
tered on a single factory in a low-income area of rural Louisiana 
and attempts to describe its impact in a triadic focus: upon the
workers, upon agricultural practices in the area, and upon the 
community in general* Its scope la, thus, by no means limited 
to the economic. It differs in this respect from most other 
studies, which generally have been restricted to a more narrow 
concentration. It also differs from other works in its focus 
on certain values held by the employees and in its emphasis 
upon their evaluation of the factory under study. These same 
factors cure considered in a parallel study of a sample segment 
of the open-country people living within commuting distance of 
the selected plant.
A "situational'1 frame of reference la utilized in the 
study approach. The "situation" in this instance is defined 
as an event— the introduction of Industry into a low-income 
rural area— and the problem under investigation revolves 
around the resulting adjustments. The changes occasioned by 
the factory in the social and cosmunlty life of the area as
23k
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well aa in the economic life of the people involved are all con­
sidered.
It was hypothesized in the beginning that rural industry 
would raise levels of living in low-income rural areas through 
increased income afforded by factory employment. It was also 
felt that considerable change, both social and community in 
nature, would accompany the economic effects of the plant. The 
first of these assumptions was validated by the Btudy. The 
second, however, was not substantiated by the data. An inter­
pretation of these findings and a discussion of their theoreti­
cal referents accompanies the summary which follows.
I. SUMMARY
This study has attempted to answer five basic questions: 
(l) Wham does a rural industry employ? (2) How does rural in­
dustry affect the economic and social lives of its workers?
(3) How does rural industry affect the agricultural practices 
of the area and especially of its employees? (U) How does 
rural industry affect the community? (3) What are the atti­
tudes of the workers and of the local rural people toward 
industrial employment, and what are their evaluations of the 
particular plant In question?
(l) The first of these questions can only be answered 
in terms of the type of Industry Involved. In respect to the
23b
Roseland plant, nonwhites and males comprised the bulk of the 
employees, but the management, apparently, had not been con­
sciously selective of any one type of worker. The employees 
were drawn primarily from the younger age groups in the area, 
came from the towns as well as from farm and nonfarm residences, 
and were spread over a wide area rather than concentrated in 
one particular community. Most of the workers were married, 
and most had only an elementary school education.
In terms of residence the workers were a fairly stable 
group, characterized by strong ties to their home area. They 
had little knowledge of the labor market, and would hesitate 
to move even if they knew of job opportunities. The unwilling­
ness of rural people to move often indicates a preference for 
location over economic standing, and for known status over 
promised gains. It is significant, too, that when moves were 
made by the plant employees, they were made primarily within 
the same residential category, i.e., from farm to farm or town 
to town, and within the same local area.
Most of the workers were unskilled individuals with 
little, if any, formal Job training. Most of them, however, 
had previously had same sort of nonfarm Job experience of an 
unskilled or semi-skilled nature.
As a whole, the workers ranked security as the number one 
condition they would like in a Job. They ranked good hours, a
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clean place to work, and good supervision well above a chance 
for advancement*
Income of the workers was relatively low due both to the 
low hourly wages received and the loss of work-time in slack 
seasons* The Roseland plant, for example, paid minimum wages, 
and the median yearly income of the employees interviewed was 
only $1815 in 1956. The inference may be drawn that it is the 
poorer element of the rural population that is most likely to 
respond to rural industries. These are the people who are 
willing to accept the minimum wage because even the minimum 
is an economic improvement.
One definite advantage of rural industry is the employ­
ment it often provides for women. One-fourth of the employees 
of the plant under study were females* Usually, unemployed 
and under-employed women in rural areas are among those most 
in need of Job opportunities*
It la true that a number of the workers lived on farms. 
Moat of these, however, came from small noncommercial farms 
with lew income returns, and many were only farm residents 
rather than farm operators. A significant point, too, is that 
industry is not likely to draw workers who live on farms away 
from their farm homes. The person may move to a different 
farm more suitable for combined industrial-agricultural em­
ployment, but he usually does not move into the factory center.
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This is indicative again of the "home ties which characterize 
rural people and of some of the values which they hold.
Finally, the workers studied herein were characterized 
to some extent by the value orientation of "getting by."1 Such 
workers were not highly identified with their work, but neither 
were they highly active in community life. Outside the family 
their social participation was largely restricted to the church. 
These individuals were "getting ahead" by slowly adding to their 
homes the material goods and gadgets they had been taught to 
value. Leisure time was spent mostly in such things as fishing 
and visiting. Little participation was alloted to community 
affairs or active group recreations. Such individuals were 
primarily interested in getting by from day to day.
In general, then, the workers who take a Job in a 1ov­
ine ame rural industry are characterized by a syndrome of fac­
tors : low wages frcm nonfarm employment, low educational levels,
ipm-1 1 farms, low-farm income, complex attitudes toward change
and social mobility, and lack of Incentive to change social
2status or place of residence.
See Joseph A. Kahl, The American Class Structure (New 
York: Rinehart A Co., Inc., 1957), PP* 205-210. Kahl charac­
terized the working class with the term "get by."
2Cf. George V. Douglas and Arthur B. Mackie, "Some 
Social and Economic Implications of Part-Time Fanning," Pro­
ceedings of the Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology 
Section of the Association of Southern Agricultural Workers. 
Birmingham, Alabama, February U-6, 1957, P» 7*
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(2) How does rural industry affect the economic and 
social lives of its employees? Economically, the wages received 
by the Roseland workers did make a considerable difference. The 
income of the factory workers was considerably higher than that 
of the average rural family in the study area. The income dif­
ferential between the Negroes employed at the plant and those 
residing in the open-country but not so employed was especially 
striking.
The level-of-living of the plant employees had also risen 
significantly since their plant employment. Of course, rural 
levels of living have been rising generally, and the factory 
can by no means be given full credit for the increase. The 
significant point, however, is that levels of living of the non­
employees comprising the open-country sample had not risen as 
much, proportionately, as had the levels of living of the plant 
employees.
Though the economic life of the workers had been consid­
erably improved by factory employment, their social life had 
been much less affected. According to the opinions of the 
workers themselves, plant employment had made little change 
in their social participation. The workers were characterized 
by a lack of affiliations anyway, and the factory had made little 
change in their participation habits.
The factory, likewise, had little effect on leisure time
2k0
activities of the plant employees. Apparently, its major im­
pact had been in keeping the employees more at home and in 
increasing the amount of time devoted to "resting." Generally 
speaking, however, the employees seemed to make little conscious 
use of leisure time, which again reflects the passive character 
of the group.
(3) How does rural industry affect the agricultural prac­
tices of its workers? The significant answer to this question 
is that it is likely to make only minor changes, if any at all. 
The type of farms on which the workers lived (small, non-com­
mercial, non-specialized) made it possible to maintain opera­
tions either through the labor of other family members or through 
after-hours and weekend labor by the employee himself. The fact 
that many of the farm residents who engaged in off-farm work 
were not main farm operators is also a factor to be considered.
It is significant, moreover, that those who did make changes 
either decreased acreage, thus reducing the size of their opera­
tions, or resorted to crop substitution, substituting crops 
which required less time and attention. They did not cease 
fanning altogether. Again, this indicates values held and the 
fact that farming, to them, is a way of life much more than an 
economic venture. This contention is further supported by the 
fact that most of the employees planned little change in their 
future farm operations. Most, however, did favor non-farm em-
2hx
ployment over farm work because of Its economic advantages.
(4) How does Industry affect the community? According 
to the Interviewees of both sample groups, schools and churches 
in the community had improved considerably, but it would be dif­
ficult indeed to attribute the improvement to the factory. Per­
haps the major contribution of the plant to these institutions 
had been its part in keeping people in the community and in­
creasing income in the area.
Interviewees expressed the opinion that neighborliness and 
community pride had changed but little since the factory began 
its operations. The factory payroll, of course, increased busi­
ness both directly and indirectly in the local shopping center, 
but business had not been markedly affected because most of the 
workers continued to spend their money in their own local com­
munity and not in the immediate locale of the factory.
The major direct effect of the factory, according to the 
opinions of the plant employees, had been to improve their chance 
to "get ahead." However, it had not so affected the opportuni­
ties of local nonemployees• The effect of the factory had been 
widespread rather than concentrated and had not been great enough 
nor accumulative enough to carry over to the community in general.
(̂ ) What are the attitudes of the workers toward indus­
trial employment, and what are their evaluations of the particu­
lar plant in question? Most of the plant workers placed a posi-
2k2
tive evaluation on industrial employment. The majority stated 
that if they were ‘'laid off” they would seek other nonfarm 
Jobs, and a large percentage made specific reference to other 
factory Jobs. Only a small percentage, even of the farm resi­
dents, said they would operate a farm. Apparently, once the 
move from farm to nonfarm work has been made, there is little 
tendency to reverse the process.
The vast majority (yo.2 per cent) of the employees felt 
that the Roseland factory had definitely helped the community. 
Reasons voiced, however, were almost wholly economic and in­
dividual in character--providing work for local people, helping 
local merchants, buying local timber, providing cheap boxes for 
local farm produce. The respondents in the open-country sample 
were not as complimentary of the factory's impact on the com­
munity. Still, almost two-thirds were favorable in their atti­
tudes toward the plant, and most of the remainder expressed no 
opinion rather than a negative evaluation.
At the time of the study, community-factory relationships 
were strained and disrupted. Apparently, the factory had made 
little attempt to identify itself with the local community, to 
participate in community affairs, and to seek the support of 
community leaders. This was strongly resented by the village 
officials, and perhaps was the major reason the factory had 
not more strongly affected the life of the community.
2h3
These are the major empirical findings of the study. Such 
generalizations are limited, of course. They are based on one 
case— one factory. It is felt, however, that many of the fore­
going findings would apply to those low-paying rural industries 
in the South which hire largely unskilled workers in low-incame 
rural areas.
In terms of the objectives set forth, certain limitations 
of the study are evident. To study the impact of a factory upon 
a low-income rural area, one should ideally focus on an isolated 
area where the labor force had had little contact with nonfarm 
work prior to the introduction of the industry under study. This 
would be most difficult to do, however, for industries require 
communication and transportation accessibility and are not likely 
to locate in Isolated areas. Thus, as evidenced by the present 
study, an industry moving into a rural area is likely to find a 
labor supply already experienced in different types of nonfarm 
work.
An alternative focus, however, might achieve the same ob­
jectives. To study the impact of rural industry solely on rural 
people and their agricultural practices, one could begin with a 
large number of rural industries hut study only those workers 
who are actually farm operators and who are working for the first 
time in a nonfarm Job. However, since these people make up only 
a small proportion of the total workers in most rural Industries,
2hh
that type of study would be open to criticism, too.
Future studies of various types of industry locating in 
rural areas should >e most valuable. The present study has dealt 
with a low-paying factory hiring largely unskilled and semi­
skilled workers. How would the findings compare with those of 
a study focused on a high-capital investment, high-wage indus­
try employing technical and skilled workers?
Future studies might also concentrate on interviews with 
the employers in rural areas to determine their satisfaction with 
rural labor and to evaluate their suggestions for improvement. 
This study has discussed the satisfaction of the employees with 
factory employment. But how satisfied are the employers with 
their rural workers?
Broad studies of successfully operating plants in rural 
areas should also be made in an effort to determine the most ef­
fective methods of attracting industries and of encouraging 
factory-community relationships of mutual benefit.
A follow-up study of the present research seems especially 
desirable. The focus of this study has been on the adjustments 
necessitated by the introduction of the factory into a low-income 
rural area. Since the factory has threatened to move from the 
area, it should be most helpful to examine the adjustments nec­
essitated should the threat be fulfilled. The factory has 
offered to relocate its present employees along with the move­
ment of the plant. In the light of the findings of the present
21*5
study, it could be initially hypothesized that not many will 
accept the offer.
II. CONCLUSIONS- AND INTERPRETATIONS
Certain studies have pointed out that industrialization 
in rural areas would result in a significant decrease in the num­
ber of workers engaged in farming and would also make important 
shifts in the type of farming practiced, /see the report by 
Joseph Ackerman and others, "Adjustments in Southern Agriculture," 
Journal of Farm Economics, XXVIIL (February, 19^6), 3 5 8 The 
data of the present study do not support such generalizations. 
There were few shifts in the type of farming practiced, and most 
of the farming employees continued their operations after accept­
ing factory employment. Moreover, the majority of those accept­
ing employment were not farm operators.
Perhaps one of the major advantages of rural industry, as 
was evidenced in the present study, is the fact that the Negro 
workers have received much of the benefit. Higher levels of 
rural welfare can only be achieved as those on the lowest rung 
of the economic ladder are given opportunities for economic ad­
vancement. In the rural South, this generally means the Negro 
worker.
Another advantage of locating industry within the rural
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area Itself is that some of the basic value orientations of the 
employees are likely to remain undisturbed. Too sudden a transi­
tion could be more harmful than beneficial. Certainly, considera­
tion of the values of the people affected should be a major concern 
of planners and administrators seeking to initiate any program of 
refonn or rehabilitation in rural areas. Social situations which 
appear to administrators and planners as intolerable may not be 
problems at all to local residents willing to sacrifice higher
levels of living in order to perpetuate situations and values
5which are cherished. Some individuals, in fact, are much better 
adjusted to life on a sma3 3 patch of land than they ever could be 
to factory routine. As Arthur Moore has put it, "Some are best 
fitted to continue doing JuBt what they are doing now— farming a
little patch of land, hunting, trapping, fishing, or 'Just waiting
6for the sun to go down.'" Such feelings should never be Ignored 
by responsible planners.
Moreover, not only should planners be sure the industry is
^See Robert W. Harrison and Valter M. Kollmorgen, "The Place 
of French Speaking Farmers of Southern Louisiana in Future Land De­
velopment and Reclamation Projects," Journal of Land and Public 
Utility Economics, XXII (August, 19^6), 231* These authors point 
out, however, that farmers in low-income areas of Southern Louisi­
ana can be more easily trained for nonagricultural work than for 
new and more productive farming methods.
^Arthur Moore, Underemployment in American Agriculture: A
Problem in Economic Development, National Planning Association “ 
Planning Pamphlet No. 77 (January, 1952), p. 15.
desired; they should be sure the industry is desirable. The 
present need in low-incorue rural areas is not only for increased
industrialization, but also for a broader and more diversified
7pattern.
Thus, from the foregoing analysis these basic findings 
may be reiterated: (l) that rural industry has a definite in­
dividual, economic effect on the laborers it hires, that it is 
an effective means of raising rural levels of living, that it 
is a good opportunity for nonwhites to better themselves and, 
in fact, is likely to benefit them relatively more than the 
whites employed, but that (2) it is not likely to disturb social 
and community patterns of life nor, indeed, to effect much basic 
change in rural areas.
The second of these findings was especially challenging 
since one of the initial assumptions of the study was that the 
factory would disturb old habits and originate new developments.
QThis contention was based on Thomas' "crisis" concept. The 
assumption was not borne out by the investigation, however, and 
though interest centered on change in the beginning of the proj­
ect, it soon shifted to the persistence of patterns through
7Ibld.
^Edmund H. Volkart, Social Behavior and Personality: Con­
tributions of W. I. Thomas to Theory and SocialResearch (Mew York 
Social Science"T?esearch Council, 1951}*," pp. 127 13*
changing situations. Additional research revealed a number of
9studies concerned with this same persistence, and led to the 
conclusion that persistence and change are best understood in 
terms of social v a l u e s In fact, as Olaf Larson has pointed 
out, among the basic causes of the long persistence of the rural
^For instance, see: Carle C. Zimmerman, The Changing Com­
munity (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1938)* Zimmerman pointed
out (p. 73) that even when a new social organization is estab­
lished in a community, it will probably be nothing more than a 
new combination of the old in somewhat altered proportions. See 
also:
Robert S. and Helen Merrell Lynd, Middletown in Transition 
A Study in Cultural Conflicts (New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Company, 1937)"* After their re-study of Middletown, the Lynds 
concluded that basically the texture of Middletown's culture had 
not changed, that people still lived in the main by their old 
values (p. 489).
F. 0. Thomas, The Changing Village: An Essay on Rural
Reconstruction (London: Thomas Nelson and Sons, Ltd., 190TT*
The situation here was the establishment of a processing fac­
tory for a milk company in a small English village. Thomas' 
conclusion after a study of the changes occasioned by the fac­
tory was that regardless of changes, the local situation still 
centered around accepted and traditional situations and that 
modes of thought had changed but little. (See pp. 12 and U3.)
Richard T. La Pi ere, A Theory of Social Control (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1954), p. 25* La Piere points 
out that the basic problem is not to explain why people change 
from doing one thing to another, but rather to explain why they 
persist in doing very much the same things generation after gen­
eration. As he puts it, "the quantitatively dominant fact of 
social life is continuity" and the basic patterns of social life 
change little.
10See Richard Du Wore, "Persistence and Change in Local 
Values of Two New England Communities," Rural Sociology, XVII 
(September, 1952), 207-217*
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problem areas themselves are the Institutional and cultural pat­
terns «nd the value systems the people hold.1^ Certain values 
(ties to the local area, for instance) have adversely affected 
occupational and residential choices and other adjustments which 
might Improve income*
Additional research also revealed that the fact of per­
sistence which characterized the particular area under study 
could still be explained in terms of the situational approach 
and within the situational frame of reference with which the 
study began. Though the "crisis" concept was initially employed, 
there are many types of situations which may not be crises at 
all* For instance a situation may be new to an individual ex­
periencing it, or it may be very much like others he has had
12before, so that situations range from the routine to the unique.
^Qlaf F. Larson, "Sociological Aspects of the Lev-Inc case 
Problem," Journal of Farm Economics. XXXVII (December, 1955), 1U23.
12C. J* Leasers, "The Situational Approach," Studies in 
Holland Flood Disaster 1953 (Washington: Committee on Disaster
Studies of the Rational Academy of Sciences, National Research 
Council, 1955), Vol. II, Part II, p. 119*
Karl Mannheim spoke of patterned and unpatterned situations, 
the patterned type having been harmonized with mare familiar situ­
ations* As he put it, "Society cannot, In the long run, tolerate 
the unpredictable*..It will smooth the Irregularity of these 
situations by sorting them into patterns which impose some de­
gree at conformity* Thus we get tbs phenomena of patterned 
situations." See Ran and Society in an Age of Reconstruction 
(New York: Harcourt, Brace cud Company, 19**5T» pp. 299-306.
Lowell J. Carr also speaks of types of situations. He
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Routine situations occur regularly In life and do not necessi­
tate a nev definition each tine a person Is confronted vith a 
set of events of that particular class. In fact, by means of 
symbolic and actual experience, society equips Its members with 
predefinitions for certain types of situations
A unique situation, on the other hand, is a hitherto 
unknown event to which people must adjust In some manner. The 
distinction between routine and unique situations Is an hueris- 
tic device, and It Is perhaps more proper to speak of the rela­
tive domination of routine or unique traits In a given situation. 
In either case, social Influence is exerted on behavior through 
pre-definitions (rules on how to act derived frcm similar ex­
perience) and via situation-adaptability, the ability to respond
to a hitherto unknown situation in line with one's own or one's
«. 1* group interest.
V. I. Thomas himself pointed out that the definition of a 
situation oftentimes Is given to the individual by external con­
ditions or by his own tendencies. In fact, one element in any 
situation is the pre-existing attitudes of the individual or of
divides them Into routine situations, those with a minima of 
uncertainty, and dramatic situations, those vith many uncertain­
ties. See Situational Analysis: An Observational Approach to
Introductory Sociology (Sew York: "Harper A Brothers, 1948), p. 11.
^Lammers, oj>. cit., p. 120.
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15the group vhich influences his behavior. When a given situa­
tion is confronted, there is usually a process of reflection,
after vhich a ready social definition (a predefinition) is ap-
16plied or a new definition is worked out.
The empirical referent in the present study is the fact 
that plant employment was not a particularly new situation for 
most of the workers. It was not unique. It was more or less 
routine. Hence, it did not act as a crisis, disrupting old 
habits and establishing new patterns. Most of the plant workers 
had been previously employed In off-farm work, and whatever ad­
justments were necessitated in their life habits or social pat­
terns had already been made.
The persistence of the local village life and its averse­
ness to change may also be related to Vilfredo Pareto's concept
17of social equilibrium. That is, if some modification or dis­
turbance takes place in the form of the social system, reaction 
immediately sets in which tends to restore the changing form to 
its original s t a t e . I n  this connection, George C. Homans has
15w. I. Thomas and Florian Znaniecki, The Polish Peasant 
in Europe and America (second edition; New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 192777 I* 68.
l6Ibid.
1 ̂Vilfredo Pareto, The Mind and Society (edited and trans­




pointed out that two classes of forces which disturb an equilib­
rium may be distinguished: (l) those which are not violent
enough to prevent the return of the system to its original state
/ \ 19of equilibrium, and (2J those which destroy the old equilibrium.
lfoe Roseland plant may be likened to the first of these 
forces. As a routine change, it did not greatly disturb the 
existing equilibrium of social and community life. Where dis­
turbances did occur, adjustments were made through predefinitions 
and situatlon-adaptability. Thus, the factory was not a "crisis" 
and so caused little change in the social or community life of 
the village.
In conclusion, this study has been an attempt to delineate 
the effects of a village factory on its workers and the surround­
ing area. It is hoped that reference points and possible hypoth­
eses have been established which may serve as guides to future 
studies of similar problems.
^George C. Homans and Charles P. Curtis, Jr., An Intro­
duction to Pareto: His Sociology (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
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SELECTED DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF GFEN-COUNHIY HEADS OIF HOUSEHOLDS,
BY RACE AND RESIDENCE
Num­ Per Nun- Per Num­ Per Num­ Per Num­ Per
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent











































































































































Size of Household 
(members)
One 23 7.6 18 7.5 5 8.1 16 7.3 7 8.1*
Two 61 26.8 67 28.0 Ik 22.5 51* 21*.6 27 32.6
Three 3k 17.9 1*5 18.7 9 lh.5 38 17.3 16 19.3
Four 53 17.5 1*7 19.6 6 9.7 1*0 18.3 13 15.7
Five 28 9.3 2k 10.0 1* 6.5 21 9.6 7 8.1*
Six or more 63 20.9 39 26.2 21* 38.7 50 22.8 13 15.6
Median size 3-87 3.78 k.50 1*,.01* 3-1*7
Schooling
None 13 *.3 10 1*.2 3 l*.8 7 3.2 6 7.2
Under 5 years 65 21.6 38 15.9 27 1*3.6 1*8 22.0 17 20.5
5-8 years 12U 1*1.0 99 1*1.2 25 1*0.1* 91 1*1.5 33 39.8
9-12 years 85 28.1 79 32.9 6 9.6 61 27.8 21* 28.9
13 years and over 15 5.0 ll* 5.8 1 1.6 12 5-5 . 3 3.6
Median School years 
completed 7.1 7.8 5.1 7.1 7.2
*Computed on smaller class Intervals
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APPENDIX B
DESCRIPTION OF FARMS ON WHICH OPEN-COUNTRY RESPONDENTS
LIVED, BY RACE
Total_________ White_______ Nonwhite
Description Hum- Per Nura- Per Num- Per
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent
Total 217
Size of Farm (Acres)






















Farm not in operation 30
LOO.O 171 100.0 46 100.0
3.3 5 3.0 2 4.827.2 40 23.8 17 40.524.3 37 22.0 14 33.3
19.5 35 20.8 6 14.321.9 43 25.6 3 7.11.4 3 1.8 . . - -2.4 5 3.0 -- -  -
58.2 99 60.0 18 50.0
13.4 20 12.1 7 19.4
28.4 46 27.9 11 30.6
7.5 10 6.8 4 10.0
39.3 69 47.3 4 10.0
17.7 26 17.8 7 17.5
7.5 13 8.9 1 2.512.4 8 5.5 15 37.58.1 8 5.5 7 17.5
7.5 12 8.2 2 5.0
75.1 131 79.4 20 55-611.0 15 9.1 7 19.4
13.9 19 11.5 9 25.0
64.5 109 63.7 31 67.4



















Under 5 1*2 23.0 31 21.5 11 28.2
5-9 37 20.2 33 23.0 1* 10.3
10 and over 10U 56.8 80 55.5 21* 61.5
Value of Products Sold
Under $100 12 7.0 10 7.2 2 5.7
$100-21*9 ll* 8.1 8 5.8 6 17-1
250-1*99 18 10.1* 7 5.1 11 31.1*
500-999 28 lu.2 21 15.2 7 20.01000-21*99 27 15.6 22 16.0 5 11*.3
2500-1*999 26 15.0 21* 17.1* 2 5.7
5000-7U99 23 13.3 22 15.9 1 2.9
7500-9999 1* 2.3 1* 2.9 — —
10,000 and over 21 12.1 20 11*.5 1 2.9
Net Farm Income
Under $100 29 16.8 20 ll*.5 9 25.7
$100-21*9 29 16.8 17 12.3 12 31*. 3250-1*99 21 12.1 15 10.9 6 17.1
500-999 31* 19.7 30 21.7 1* 11.1*1000-21*99 33 19.1 30 21.7 3 8.6
2500-1*999 21 12.1 20 l1*. 5 1 2.9
5000-71*99 3 1.7 3 2.2 — —
7500-9999 — — — — — —
10,000 and over 3 1.7 3 2.2
The various categories are based on the number actually re­
porting ‘In each case. The farms not In operation and the farms about 
vhlch respondents were unable to give answers do not appear In the 
computations. Far this reason the total numbers vary.
APPENDIX C
OPINIONS or OPEN-OOUN1KY RESPONDENTS ON CBAIKKS IN SELECTED ASPECTS OF CGMftJNOT LIFE, IN
PAST FIVE YEARS, BY RACE AND RESIDENCE
Am  fl̂ hnnla fUfcinr. Total White Nomrhlte Farm Nonfarm






















Sane 65 21.5 53 22.0 12 19.7 48 21.9 17 20.5
Better 210 69.6 167 69.3 43 70.5 157 71.8 53 63.9
Worse 17 5.6 15 6.2 2 3.3 8 3.6 9 10.8
No Content 10 3.3 6 2.5 4 6.5 6 2.7 4 4.8
Total
Are Churches Better, Worse, 
or About the 8ame
302 100.0 24l 100.0 61 100.0 219 100.0 83 100.0
Sc m 121 40.1 90 37.3 31 50.9 85 38.8 36 43.3
Better 148 49.0 132 54.8 16 26.2 109 49.8 39 47.0
Worse 26 8.6 13 5.4 13 21.3 21 9.6 5 6.0
No Consent 7 2.3 6 2.5 1 1.6 4 1.8 3 3.6
Total 302 100.0 241 100.0 61 100.0 219 100.0 83 100.0
APPENDIX C (continued)
I. H.ighborllne.1 Brtter, Total---------i£ii£--------Homblte________Farm________






















Same 173 57.3 137 56.9 36 59.1 121 55.3 52 62.7
Better 58 19.2 45 18.6 13 21.2 44 20.1 l4 16.9
Worse 62 20.5 53 24.0 9 14.8 49 22.3 13 15.6
No Comment 9 3.0 6 2.5 3 4.9 5 2.3 4 4.8
Total 302 100.0 241 100.0 61 100.0 219 100.0 83 100.0
Is Community Pride Better, 
Worse, or About the Same
Same 147 48.7 110 45.7 37 60.6 101 46.1 46 55.5
Better 132 43.7 114 47.3 18 29.5 101 46.2 31 37.3
Worse 9 3.0 7 2.8 2 3.3 6 2.7 3 3.6
No Consent 14 4.6 10 4.2 4 6.6 11 5.0 3 3-6
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First, I would like to ask scr.e general questions atcut you and members cf ycur family living with you. 








I 13 • « «
Color:lex n~e narriecj
C  :(R last sep-rated,
or : cr birth­ divorced,
C) : F) day widowed cr
: never
- married?
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2. Unpaid worker on family farm
3. Farm work for wares
Code (For Column 7 ar 67
h* i.enfsnu wage work 
5« Operate nenfarr, business cr 
profession
6. Unpaid worker in fanily non-farm 
business
7. Lock fcr work 10.
6. C-c to school 11.
5. beep house 12.
Retired 
Unable tc work 
armed Forces
13. Other (specify)
Sec tic a II
RESILFkCk i :. •;
New I vrcuid l i k e  't ret sere ini'crr.r tier, e h c u t  r l a c e e  you have . i e r t r r . . / i - :t rlace cf re:
FL.R.S h_e.
IkCi-iJwE --C . —j
; .x Mr. ccluii:
k i t LIL I-, i i.. .CLVr. .. k .
IklT.





Me, Yr. ::c . fr(l)







r* - v * •
cut r.c L cr.
A 4 • C_k 0 CL L . . •
~ 4 f
vifo : ti.ir kc r.e: r.t) ar 
(h us band J (Ire-re cc c ) ecrr'cr: :.tl-
(kit: ) I"rich cr
::c)
r' • ■ ' ic\c. cr
. t- -_L. •
4- - - *‘ui: ' j. r.cve viir.: nr ye nr I .art 
.'ecu'; : : ;.ce:k
(1C) (11) (12) (Is)




: c v 
(-* ;
• : C-reei: er e) 
(17) : (Ik) : (1/)
tc.Ls :





I f  y*.~~ i r . : . r . : ; v .j -turtle. ycu ccn- 
Ccl.lt: :cki- k r .c-scr. :cic.-r this 
Lie! ycurrfcr :•• vir.- tc tr.cucv (c:-r’
.c
: .c: ■- -b-.:
1. xkc re ccri crtai lo
2. S- ekirr :-;crk jn c: :.c ccmr.nr.i
3. heeded :.tr rccr.
I, k<. ved ir. v i  t a  r - . - Ia t ive  








‘ c , 'c l
:ld here
a • ; e. cl r.y cvm 




.iok rGr. ..Li 
ILCLULIL'G i
ul ' U'J. itioaCL.- .Li I C;. 
i.i-. OJ Or.XT IL I.ILj.1. i.l SXU »'lv --
.oUOH 19L7. LIsL 
CL IL— ii,
i 1 e-x. c .. i i....i Lj.-.-j* .0 oc c. x . Ci. .>rL i-.o i l. .o
L _ .  ;.Lo. L: . u..i' T . S Lcui'.Ij G FCr. e h r .
Lou I v'nt to ask soi e questions it out the î ork ycu are doing r.cu -re ocher work you have had in the past feu ye~rs. 




x rcr. xo 
ho. Tr. Lo. Tr.
(20)
Place of Ir.plcyr.ent












kind cf Lusiness ny for ycur- :this Ir.t is c” did
work .id or elf (CL), LeLp^jcb (was) ou
ycu oc incus try np without pnyp^rt vCur '-men
ir. this was m  fa:ily cusi-t tine L.ly c yet
jet? this? ness (UP) or : cr 
’orkir.r for a :full 









(25) (26) (27) t(2£) (29) (3r)
"TFT xnt kind of ere you ”ork-: "s
■ Fort tix-.e is defined ns working less then 35 hours a week. ___________
Code for Colrm 301. Heard cf opening through friend or rel'-tivc 5. Through public enployrcnt office.
2. iie-jspnper 6. Through priv-te cr.plcyr.cnt cffice-
3- r.-wic cr I. V, 7. inrcurh labor ur.icn1. Just nr plied r.t plant office e. Ccr.trctcd by enploycr cr his rerrcs
9. Cther (epecify)
31. Do you expect the work at yoi r plant, to be fairly steady in the future?
C7  Yes JJ Do / ~ Don't know
If "YDS" On "DO":
32. V’hv do ycu think sc?
33. k.'hat would you do if you were "laid off" from ycur presort .job?
CJ look for arcthor factory job CJ operate a farm
CJ look for onethor nonfarrr. job CJ lc ok for farm vase work
/ / other (ip'ooify)___ _____  ____  _____________  __
/ / Don1t knew
3)j. Do you know (f any job cprninrs in your lino of work in this lcca.li.ty?
CJ ^  CJ ̂
IF Yiv-:
3c. ’’.'hero?_____________________________________________ (h'ai.'io of 1 irm and location'
36. Lo you know of any ether job openings in this locality?
CJ Yen CJ
IF YEJ:
37. 'where?  (Lane of firm and location/
38. that kind of jobs? ______ __  ___ ___
IF AHtf-’ER Ifi 33 13 LOCK FOit LCFL TYPE OF I'hT.E OhK /UK:
39. If you were "laid off" from your present job would ycu take a job: (CHICK CNE) 
CJ only if it were in this Parish?
CJ if it were in a neiwhborinp Parish?
CJ if it wore somewhere in Louisiana?
CJ if it were outside Louisiana?
II'1 "ONLY IN TiilS ILLJCIi":
TO. Arc there any job conditions which would load ,-you to consider a job outride 
this Parish?
C J  Yos £ 7 ^  C J  Lon1t know
IF ",LdiI d jj-IIo PVnlSI!" IL Ql.'i.GTIGi; 39:
11. ’'hero would you look for another job?
_______________________________________ { •  of place)
_____________________ (3 ta te) C J  Don't know
1*2 • V’hich of the foldcwiny jcb c; r. iitior.s do you consider as lirst, second, 
third, etc., in in-.pe-rt-nco so ycu?
C.nr TC cnu ifiDLfi )
a. lay liirb enouyh
b. Gcci! •'crkinp hours
c. Good supervision
d. ^afe and cl̂ '-r. place to yor'
e. .j toady work
f . A "oc ! ccwvn.ify to live in
f- A pension pier.
h. Good, chance for advancer- rt
i. Other volunteered (specif: )
Section IV
F. 'JFIFG
<■ J-* * i-'i ,vcu !■ nny train! rip in farr.inp pr.-icL.icea throurh .any ci‘ t h e  f cllowinf:
/ 7 he niuui:. cf iit'-.iiiiiiG
FhOh TO
Mo, Yr. Mo, Yr,
a . iiif h s c h o o l
b . voca . . ionn l  s c h o o l
c . Li. 1. t.rr ii.ir.r c l a s s e s
Cl • O r - ‘11 - • cb t r a i n i n r
e. CollO'-'G
f . Other (Opacify)
)J; ■ H-’ve you he! .an; I rniiunp for ncr_f cr:. /icbs t hrou h any of r.ho follovin;
/ .,c For >irit
C C C U ’ a lie a ?







b. Ycca ‘ ic.'.al schccl 
(oLi., r  Limn l i i f h  
aciiC'L 1)
c. bipht s c h o o l





US* Vfns any of this treininp financed tlironrh the G. I. Bill? EJYcs EJ No
1' Jvl CP.i
-31. QUil.'ji'ICl'3 Ij6 THutbGh £6 CF ..LL hiiih i.'b’: I -I 7TLG 03 0 Fiji": (OLE OUEOIICH
1 j j , Fob. ILuoE OlcfJlXi r'—iOj ni^bl. •iil'JGE IE QUadrlCi. 13 Id-iCi. TO I ’kLo^-j I
i. .ce, ui.ip jc1 ..ij1 nui'i 'jy,
FOit iliOJE biitJ JUjE POT iI7EL CM .i V wJ! IN THE L.CT 1C YE.JTC, E--.IF .0 eUE^.IeT c3. 
Jj6. Oho opera Lee the form on which you arc living?
/ / Celf C J  Other (dpecify rule vdonsbip to rcceondcrt) ____________
t  D
hi, how many acres of all land in :.his L'ar/ie ___________________________ (acres)
he, Kct-t many acres In C u l t i v a t i o n ? ____________Fnature “ coda
h9» How much cl this l'arr: is ovr.-d by (cpor-a tor)? / / ..11 / /' Tart / / None
IF "h'OI'E" L. hi'j r
50. Tyre cl r r t . r ________________________
51* '• Tta a is he rest, ii-.r crtni.l. cr; p cr ; rc .re t or :: is farm7 __________________
(units in acre, h- ad, > Jc.) ______________________
!'h*- i s  :he 1a nest jr.: c r t-r. i. crop or ] ix-Cuct c r  this farm? ____
(units i n  ncrvs, !;■. “ d, ... tc  . ) __________________________
>3* . t o u t  - . • t v '  :> Mi'- t o t a l  vblue o f  .'.ill j revue Is  s c l . .  ire:1, t i . j s  l a n a  
incl uciinr povernri-.-n t ] •\yj.:onls in 1V5C?
5h* -d'ter farruna e*prns. r u\ r- t.aia :: cut ("uch thuy;; as ccsts lor seed,
fertilizer, hired labor, rvrt. c-f ;ru, 'l.prccjn tier., cost of repairs, etc.) 
about ho’r much < i' t.h.ir total vr s Icf! ?
55. How long has (07. ra ’.cr) cperab u Oris farm? (years)
v'hich, if any, of 11. • follc i v y  liar bt •; u c..:rl(cd in + he operation cf this 
farm since you uook '■ job in i nous try V
56. Hie size or type t.f thi. opera i.icu,
-cres in cultivation: From _____
Crop (specify) _______  From _____
Crop (srec.ii'y) _______  F acr _____
Livostock (specify)   frcr




_  (->cju.s )
  (acres)
_  (acres )
to _____  (units)
to _____  (units)
. 0 Change CJ 
1
57. 11 >c to u".l r.am nya c± r liv . 1-: or used over r> y ;-r.
CJ .o ch: n.-o CJ ■ere i: r.t'rv:
r ■ ( < Vd. toL-r.l i .an: ay a ot IV nil y Id cr (inciu &i ny cron ter) uje d cv r a 
7 cr.CJ Fo Clr' ngo CJ -< / ' / Lens ir.nrdnys
IF lul3FCHLn:!T M D  F.dn ’ ChJ\ OF llild F.AC1 I RICH Vi; dd.dFT JOB, bK QU KOFI OF 59 
11;. I UGH 65. IK KOI, b.IP TC 76.
59. ..bout how nary hours n rook would you cay you ”crK:„o cr the fnrr, during 
th... Lucy cc neon, be f rr̂ . taking a Factory job?
____________ t-if urs)
60. ..tout how nany hours a wo ok ’*culd you 3r<y you have vrrki d on the Farr., 
during the bury season, since taking a ['••d.ciy job;
____________ (hours)
61. Dji. a; t- k i l .g a the! cry job, For do. s (-’ill) the nuiit: r oh d-’ys you verb on
this i'ai'T'i (iurj nr- '-n i n t.ir*• y nr co.r-n tdl n Id, nur.l or you verb-, d K*i civ
t b ; i n ~  jrb : r. ‘Ft I -ct.cry;
(• vern 1 
(- v i-o
62. ii-:' "n/oru. t . n  over
job in the 1 acUry?
c;‘ i arr. work r r  y..-ar brier'. Feeicry joh)
• yr ci . " rr: i n -a p-r y. r r - f t-.r i'̂ ctoi'y job )
. oi' ’'cI'k ye-1 did cn 1i.■■ K  For'. taking a
/ t-C
63.
/ / 1 - 
IF YoK: (duel.)
/ / op. rotor
/"' 7  f a r d l y  '/crka r (Jhr j )
/ / unpid F'u.l];/ : chr r
/ ~7 hi n d  ' Oil.' r
Lo you intend to oo a.out rs i.uch verb cn tie farm in tnu Future as you 
arc now doingV
/~ / a ton t tli. z-': o 
/ / less in it: ’ cr.t
! 7  ■: °1 ■c -1 'i 1r: t-■ or ̂
f  / : c ]■ i'Tij ’-crk 
/  /  I :]' lc . i v o  U]> 1 ''rn.ing
IF "hCrF," "FFdS/' "dTCi1 K..;d ’ eld" l .■ "K.̂ .II.Y TO GIVE UP :h.d .IFG" db :
V'hy
ch. -̂ 11 ti1]-:: ccr.rileri d, ir.clulin'- r vorkinf oc rbi tiers "it' tke like, Lor*
rici .yov-r f r- s. nl jcb cc: -j-n\; • i ti, cr kin r on •' L-riF
..or! QUrJ FIOFJ 6b IbkCUOH 71 CF ..LI, TiiCoF VF0 IF.Vi nI c n  •::: .. F.otii I!' I. ill d ii ' *3. i-
i iiC 1C '.Folk n:hoFi'Fi’ ki .'CL.
..ok FOh L..FT YE.ii CF F.ai'. ill; ^ li:c e ONLY.
6S. k’ho cporTti.ri the i - m  on v/bich you liivd in '.r)
n  .i-ii CJ c c a r (specify rel* ..icr.sbip to re,ope n if r.t)
CC . Not: m-ny ''cr■..s ir. oul t.iv-'icnV Ir. r tun. In t co;ir
67. Nor rueh cf Uiis i u t . v•".s cttk ci by (or-, i ier)'. CJ ..ii C J Pert C J -
II' NOME:
fb, T.i’j i cf ror.iA.r
69. Fes this 1 on cold cr i’■.-n L d cur ■■1 ‘ i., ii; A. ri; rock r job ir •ho 1'-o■cryV
CJ n a - *
IF »Y..b» JFI f TC ■ .1 riffl6.” 73.
70. 'Vr:. ‘Inn n:ny orrnres in M:i or r-tier. of this : - m 'fter you tc ok a job
in ii:< 111.1 try.
CJ i — CJ / / Lcr’t knou
71. IF Y.ro, UN.
IF NO F.uli '-IOUK krl . . TiD (FiFFTICF 13) ..1 1 ±i b (F h L M  1NCE Cl f k?i, IN] P TO 
CUEOiICN 7b.
72. Has .'*nyont: t/Tccn e w r  i:i*„ vrcrk ycu bib on chis i.err; b^ore you went to work 
in tiic. fnckoryt
CJ ̂ - ZZ7-C kc.H
CJ r r , i "  i
CJ fo rd  I,y
CJ ur.p- i d
CJ h i r . - d
or
■’it:! ] ■ ’ crb- r
73. -11 thirds con .Mir1. r- d, includin ? jr^y, ’'crliinr: ocrdi tior.a ond thu lik.■, how
dcos your pr--3>. nt ;jcl compare with x'crlinp cn o form 7
Hoc :,icn VI
rii; j l  r ; i r  71 -l d 73
Li! TC I. CL : .1 V "
73. :fLich cl !.hi; follovinr i !• -r.s 76. W . n
do you c’-n (or irv>- the u:,c cl .
cf) ’t your pr-.Gi.nt *v’drcssV
CliLCh YII .Ii
o. II- c t r i c  lirhtu ______  ____________
b .  i io t  ond ecl- l  r u n r i i i p  v r - to r  _______ _______________________________
c .  IV c l o i . i c '  I r  V r i y c r ” f o r  _______  ______________
d. I or-' r r' -birr r.'chin-.-______ ______  ____________
o. n o d e  (op* r - - : l r , r ) _______  ______________
f .  TVl'-Vi o ic n  (o r  r-Vi up)  _______  ______________
p .  1* 1 .  p h o n e  ________ ________________
hih you Pir.rt ohl.oin 1,hc uro
75. lo you o m  (cr bov-.o the use 
cf) on nutenetlie (oi.d.r 
tnon truck)
77. -.bout I.oh rue! ;'j r yoi' -’nt c :.]i- r r jtiL. r.~ r.f ,y. i;r j. -'r.ily livinp hith you
r- c iV'_ .in j.i.ooi .',. . roi.. the iollcviru ocvrcue uurinf 1 988V
C1 j’i.j.'Jt
3i3LF F.JilLY ..icM'bUS
luce. fro: r,c rf'uv. v: y o or r»''l?r,y .y_______  ■■_____________
I ,  i 'ori :  \t  j ' og
c. It f ii.oo.iron r nrrifo.i'r; busim:r>3 cr
prof', trier.
r. Inocr.o fror. ivr.i, ir.toreot, ivkj,
royol fie t, etc.
o. Joe 1 '-1 Jv. curi ty b..r:t i i t o, otli-'r re i irr—
i■ .r: t ciis-I'ili t,y or jorrioi.r
i'. -.11 ofir.r orurc. .o (< xcvpt
f j • v  ' I;, r r : f
78. fib you r\ ci iv; rj.y fi v-noi-] ntri j forto uriny 19ft frcr. eMlur' n cr 
ofi.-.r r: 1 tiv< u liviny ol.c. :. ,r-. 7
CJ 0 = CJ
..Lei. I i.rv ruclb.
I f  K : U . l J o i .  J i-."J i . c  ■ \  . . J . i i i i  I .  . : : i . j  : i,. 1 .. : I .  19 . . ’ ' }  . W.v . t i v  .. / /  •
77. ft n- roily r.r, kirr, 00 you fine it, yyi. r to f\t by i.ov 1:.̂:, 1.-:.fore you 
took o ,’cl ii. ‘ir f~c t.cry-.
CJ Y  ̂ CJ
' by rio you thirl: to’; __________________ __________________________________
: rt. V I I
ibrCkii./ac:: r j. ,r if. t
8 0 .  bo you o u l .o c r ib "  1c  ̂ r.. r  
I F  "Yo.j" ;
rV / i. C J u
N't.-j_______________________________ .be loru.V   (yr ore or • 1 onths)
81. Do you subscribe to rny i.v yor.inuu: f  / Y, s / / Do
IF "Yivo" :
h’une_____________________________iiov lciir'. __________  (yi or:'; o.tv.l r.< utiis)
ii ti ii ii it ii
82. Do yen re pulrrly buy neyupiTvro cr mvcsirii.'S r t. * r:. -\-:r, Icr.d or drupe tore?
E J ' h  g E J  vo
I F  " Y F o " :
IFnoo
Do you bulono or  Do you ~o t c  roe t.trips cf  ~ny orp'T.ic. c l io ru ' .
■ .re  i  ou c r : ; i "  ■.e you Do vou
. r e  you c nr; ltvrV ‘.Dove \ cu ; c 1VO Q ■y 1.. r:d i v .  t i n p s  :
: h i  ri r u : on cor.- (chock one)
< 5r  r~ i :i  c o ­ i F : v le v v ! 1. : 1 v • c : o l l ' i c i r  . i  • J r ■ ■ ■ u - ' v j c ’-  : i . e w r
t t o n ivu.y : ( l o o t . . . ;■ t. 3 j y :  sic u -  .
\ ,r- ~r : o f f  io i. jd: - • I - . ' l U v  :
:1 r ) : o r  <rFc " )  : l - \ \  8 •  *
: : ( 1 I I '  r i l l ' .  <- / : :
83. Frot.,_rnol _
81l. C  OCT- a. I’ ’ i V l.
83. Fern ______
8 6 .  Vi. terms __





( r> ] ■: c i f  y )
IF .1 1 C.V, /nur I' j\Fln
.iv yr’.; t/ kinj; •> f'rvnt,. r p~rt in Uu nil -<irr; of t.nir. (111* :̂ ■) crr' ri:"': ions 
now 1.1'"j; in Mil p.-c LV
CJ
In *:hnt v ’y?
IF
T'ky- ____
93. ’-'j:'’' r.ic: yrn rio ; cr, 1.1,y in
ycur :r :'.r ■ Li;.c i vtcri 
■' : i: -■ ,] L "t
( t .,3: : c 3 : cr
• • * «
Urn 3)
b< lor,, tnkiny pi\ izi nl ,'irl 
( . P ” '•. .. 1. ' l~ r J
.O'.V
9 k  • ’ n " I  - O  y r u  i o  i ' c r n l y
  i n ycu r  nj-r-ro tiit.L. new
. (u.V.ck n e t  re  r\. t i r n  3 )
; cr >3 n,: 9k
' .1 ■ '.nr:' c. 
ci  !:. r  ; i. n i t . ;  t c  
r r - ’i o  
t' ' inn;
■j t r r t r  ( rr c t r c r  ) 
f r t o  (n'  1‘t i c i p a t A . £ 
"ci  \ y
i vi'. n
. .  J c i n r
C r (: p nil;. )
..t prck' nt tire
{ i r . r .  i 'Xj c c i L  ' 1 t ' ' r )
Suction '/III
cQii Tj,.ny
'Tould you any U m t  in the pest five yoors, nny of the iollo’-’inr. hove ch-u-n ed 
for the better, the ’ orsc or ?ro r.cout the gpj.ic in this coixmnityV
Better ''orcc S'-mo ’’hy do you think g o? 
(CHICK OilIL)
95. Schools ______ ______
96. Churches   _ ____ _ ___________________
97. Id i-hforliness _____  _____  _____ ____________________
90. Choree to t olie"d _____ _ ____ _ ____
99. Cciiiiunity pride ______  ______  ______  _____________ ______
100. Other______________________________ ________  ______  ____________________
101* Do you think tlr-t ..h- f ~ r Lory hcc helped this cor j-.unity?
/ i I>-̂ f™ V 1 O
If "ifS":
102, In Til'1! -'O.y';
Pudget luiveu lie, ij0-3710,1 
..pr rovnl i.xpiivs Juno 30, 1957
oCHJ! ULii I I  
o i k :; 0 v: . m
Loun ::i ‘ur'l Exp. ri:v i: t .j Potion
i->. prri.vi. t of P.ur* 1 occiolory 
in cccp'.'T'1 i ion ■. i Ui 
Hi.it> • J .jt."1 ‘•. o I -.; ' rtr.-: nt r.r ..prior] unt 
..tin r.vl t u’:" 1 w i n  tin,* .i. rvicv
■I’AitJ;, of li v  e I of Int v: Cricl L .u p; .■ ; » cn 
jtco ..iv v  cf u .r-'l Lcu.i-:i?r.v .
Nrar.e rmu n •Jdr-_-sci roar end nt:
i on.v ^ ^  fuj *1 oi’ cr o urcl P.on to I.'o* 
Torn or City   I nrish_____________________ JLnto




First,. I would like to ask some general questions about you and members cf your fanily living >dth you,
LI^T I. I- CRFJ-TICK FOR. 1.ACH FaKILY KK-iRLR BEL0': STAhlli G ' ITH Hl.-.1/ CF HOUSEHOLD,
LAKE : Relation- 
(Last Name First) : ship
: to you
(1 )
I I I l£• * • 1
: : : r.airied, 
Color :Gex : Ape :sep?rated, 
{*' : : last : divorced, 
or : : birth-:wido’-ec or 
C) : : day : never
: t : married;








ASK ONLY FOR FERoOHS 1L AI:D OVER
t*hat did ..........do:
Luring : Host of 
most of : last week? 
1956? : (INSErT CODE) 
(INbj_i;T CG1E) :







b- - : ...
h. :
;
1. Operate farm 1*.
2. Unpaid worker on iamily farm 3,
3. Farm work for va^es
6.
13« Other (Specify) _______
CGLE_(?Cn COLUi J' 7 ALL 6)
Nonfarm wage work 7. Look for work
Operate nonfarm business or C. Go to school
profession 9. Keep house
Unpaid worker in family non-^rrr. business
10, Retired
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oecticn III
C'KL r.I- 1C1.Y t &:■. hiri OF nG..̂ —.-.CLr. on. . ..Ii v̂ IFi.L mArL^n;
ASK rOF. rLL Tlp.'.~ OF 1 ChK HGi.-~rhGIL, iuv-L tlL B.-L'L hu.-JiGm 19V7• LI AI rr.r-jii I JOL Ci: FL-..T LL'is, ACCCi'ilT FCr ALL KCLIiiS 
IL'CLLi-IAG SPLriT Ii; r.ILILn.Y dmc/ICn .-.i . ii^idi- u. ui.r_.; LCY. . c i H U ;  rn-j ̂ 1.1._IIT 'IAS LGCLILG FCH ‘ C-hh.
llcx-r I rant to ask soire questions about the work you are ccin~ nor an.' ether work yen have had in the past fe1-' years• If 
you are new employed, when did you ^tart ycur {.resent jet'.
*• "hat kind r-'hat kind '.’ere you rcrk-: as j.* ..tjL. On JOB:
Feriod : Place of employment cf : cf inr fcr ycur- :this 1 hat Row did
of : rcrk did ycu: tu.ir.css self: (GB) help-: job is (T-as ;ou happen
residence : cc in : ci' inp: without pajrpart ycur to pet
From lo surpl cyer's Cit1" : rsrish Otate w.ic : ir try in family t u s i:time weekly this
r.o. Yr, no. Yr. : me or : cr j cl V : was n_ss (Ur) cr : or take jet?
Tc,.rn : County : this! "crkinr for a :full hcr.e (insert
* -e or sal cr": tir u r'<y : cede)
( -)?
(20) : (21) (22) : (23) (210 (23) : (2d) (27) :(2U (29) (30)
-”v art tix.e is cefinec as~~"crkiri; loss than 35 ’-nurs a reek.
Ucae for vcluim -3(J"
1. Heard cf cpeninp thrcuyh friend cr relative
2. i.ewspaper
3. i.;-;c.io or i. V.




ilu-curh rui lie e.. lcynent office 
Ihreuth private era lcymont office 
'li.rcurh later uricn
Contacted by er.plcyer cr his representative
9. Other Specify)
I F  i:CV' • Oivl.IIT! II! V.OllV.SA '■ CE U; 3 LlnY JOb ( U....I01I 27) ?.SK OULiHlOHS 31
iif. X  L iTi ] j l :
31. i o you coqxct your rork to be fairly s Ur-eh’ in the • u lure?
/  7 /~~7 bo CJ  Jor-’ L kllCU
IF "Ybd" i-;. "IC:|:
3C. hy do ”ou think so?
33* T-"2i«yt vould you do ii' you i-ere ,,l'iici off" from your pv-sunt job?
/ J look lor o fee 1cry job / J opcre-tc o. fen.
C  / look lor '■r.c tn .r ronf^rr. job / 7 lock i'or f-’rin i.-eyu work
£ 7  ctiior (spcify) _ _ _ _ _ _ __________________________________
r j  Lon1 I knou
3u. bo you kuo’- of 'T.y job orcninfo in ycur lino of ”crk in this locality?
r j  / 7 :’o
IF 13:3:
35. hero?_____________________________________ (n'-ro cl i irn cnc! location
36. bo you knoiT of any oiinr jo^ c v.nin .c in tnis locality?
/ 7 Yes / 7 -'o
IF YUJ:
37. ’ here? (d''Pie oi' firm end location)
38, :'hst kind a  jobs? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
IF .'.iiS’.’EH Ii. 33 lb IUv fb -u..u I'll b Lb V I ,  oltk ;ik:
39. IT you wore “lnid off" from your yroaont job yould you take a job: (CHECK ONE
/ / only if it i.erc in this Parish?
n if it vc;ru in a noiohboriny Perish?
CJ if it ocro sorr.o’'here in Louisiana?
/ / if it T-cro outside Louisiana?
IF "ONLY Ik THIS PLiilSH":
!C, iv thei-o any jet conritions "hich would 1̂ .r.d you tc consider n job outside
t.ds parish?
CJ Yes £ 7  Ho CJ Lon't know
IF "OUTSITS Ti'llo r - ISK" h  fUHoIlOiJ 39:
Ijl. 1 here ”ould you look for another job:
(Far.c oi place)
___________________________________(otnte) / / Lon't know
IF NCF 1 OLKIEG 01! F .d; SK yUEGTICK I 2 TIL.CIaIK L7:
li2 . Have you considered t.akinr a job in a factory cr off the farn in the past
yo-rV
n n to
U3> Hava you Icokeo Tor a job in Thu- past year:
/ 7 Yes (Ihnc of locality)  __________________________________
/“I  To 
IF YES:
Ijlw vhy didn't you take ra job?
US. Co you plan to stay cn the t'’rn?
CJ Yes £ 7  h« CJ Lon't know 




LL ill:.:ii l'i 1. i\ J
h:lch oT t.h • foil oT’in; jot cc.r-i tic-ns to .-you consider as first, cc ccnd,
L.ird, cic.j in 1,..■ crnncv *.c ;cuV
[•’•) (1- it . ' !,:.!) (b) Ii’ resp. micnt h^s never
kiih. Ir'o a nom'ann job chuck
a. lay hif-.h uiourh rwre.  £7b. Good ■ cikinn hours ______
c. Good sup ervision ______
d. ^ l Y  ■ r:h clean pl"co to 1 'ork ______
o» jte'’dy 1'oi‘k ______
f. rood cor r.ur.i tp tc live in
runsior. : hr.
h, Good cJ.-ncc ter v^ncc: ■ r.t
i. Other . olvnte crod (crucify)
Section IV
I': d you get r.ny trnirdnj; in forming: practices through nny of thu following:
/  7  No I t i a O L 1 CF T c . J I i l ’IG
FkGii TO
Mo. Yr. no. Yr.
o. High school ____________  ____________
b. Voce eionnl schcci ____________  ____________
c. G .  I. trainin' c I c o s l  s  ____________________  ____________________
d. Cn-the-pob tr-inirr ____________ _________________
e. Coll', fo ___________  ____________
f. Other (sp.cify) _______  _____________
59. How you hod spy treir.ing tor ncnirrm ,11.bn ! hrc ugh sr.y ci' (1*. • following:
/ / ’.o For vh->t For. IGF OF Fj-.iIFING
cc cu r :■f 1 on: r i .OF TO
to. Yr. Mo. Yr.
n. lil'.h cchrr.l
b. Voc'1 ticnsl school 
(oth r then high 
school)
c. Ni>ht school




p. 0 th-r (or c.ify)















Lu ■ * _i_ c , o 51 il ii'.O j wi i 6j Li ill oi L: i.ji ■. in i.G1 i T ̂ 11 L Lu1 .. I1..iiia (noiii ‘UnoiIOij
L,. i': Ubm . iiri t'i i ii. G i.ni' .r ~i Jni: I. fiL^'Fu-F 13 i ..lUK 10 hr. .ICLI'L-
io ■ u„oi'lon 70.
ii'Cnh ’FLU 1: .Vii JOT il/:_ Oi. .. F .m, Ii! ih.e L ,.,i 10 y,...:.b, C U P  10 f l i ’lCI. 75. 
Vho operates this farm?
/ 7 ;jclf f~ / Other (brecify relationship to respondent) _____________
i.o-i.; many aci cl '’ll lar.d in this farm? (acres)
Hovr many acres in cul oivation? ______ Pasture _ _ _ _  ’'oods
Hon riuch ci this farm is ovned hy (operator)? CJ All CJ Fart / / Hone 
IF "IICFE" ILL Shi
55. ljTe oi’
'■'hat is the r.ost important crop cr rro .uct on this Tarn? ___________________
(units in acres, Load, etc.) _ _ _ _ _ _ _
! hat is the next most ir.f ortant crop or i rcciuct cn this farm? _____________
(units in acres, head, etc.)
Atcul --hat i:as the total value of all products sold from tliis farm includ­
ing ycvernmcnt payments in 1956? i i _____________________
Alter farminr; expenses mere taken out (suet. thin; s as costs for seed, 
fertiliser, hired labor, rent of i arm, nop reel ~ tier., cost cf rcrairs, etc.) 
about hou much ci this total -vs left? ._____________________
Hon lonr has (operator) opera ;.o; this farm'. __________________ (years)
IF AMY i . J C i 1 IiLu.ĵ ..oL»- r.A U.T._b ' ifisi 0.4 o/iLui-lY Crh. Ii.' GUr.JiTOH 7 Abi\:
hich If any on' ti.e fcllcvin■ has been champed in the operation of this 
farm since ______  took an off fair: job?
61. The size or type of Lfo operation.
■teres in clucivation: From t.0 (acres) r 7Crop (specify) From to (acres) /, /Crop (specify) 1 -on t 0 (aci es) / 1
Li ves Lock (apt:c ify) . ron to (uni t.s) 1 /
Livestock (specify) From to (uni to) / 7
I Jo chanye in last six years / 7
6.';, 'j’lii. too j maneays cl' hir\;d 1: nor used o^ur r. y... r.
/ ~'/ o chan c / / , cr-. mendnya [___/ us [..and.ays
o3. flic; total i -.anaayr; of f:u :i.',y 1. for (including o • rater, ur,</l ov-r a year.
/ ~7 -O chan i; / 7 * or-', a.. ndays j__/ i su no ays
i - - ■ . i L J. . .1 . . . - : . I . : V ' ’ ( . i 1 . . a i'U 1 - .......
L .  L . J  i  . i d .  I 1  . .  J 1, j  .1 .1  . . .  1 • . u .  - ' U  i i  .1 ■- / •  1  *  ■ )  J  i
iv vt.
64. j i-oat Low ::.uny hours a ’.'auk viculc you nay you .r'.rk_.d cai t.u far:during 
the busy Goasrn, I ufc.ru t’ kin,. a job off the far..:.
_______  (hours;
oi>. ubo t \>.r,.s r.any Iv. urn . va-..k would r. u • y you • . vu . ■.r: ■ a on t..u fr.rr.;,
■ aria;; t:.u i us a a a, ni.uce Utkin ; ;. ur i r- t jed .
   6a uro,
i , .riuua. t: itiny your . v- a at jc , h-’’ u r, (• d L L I be auabor of a "a ’ ou ■ fori;
on Lno f- r. cl ri.i ;.:i entire y- .r c. . .ru with 0: - on h i' you '.a r: . a 1 f faru
La kin thin jo;
 ____ , v ra . u-iyn of far?;. rk •. r " : r r •’•ii re. off
f r.,. jot:
   __ ,.\vr: e of y. r. . a if. i !' ; :r ft- r off
f :aa job
67. baa . ji co.o taken t v- r no:.a of the acrk you u;io cn t!. - far balhra t -.a.iny 
your r-.uent job
’ CJ a = CJ a
If "7. .J": (clxck(
CJ oJ ora ter
/ / f".icily worker (for voyt-s)
/ / unyaid famil,/ v;or;a r
CJ hired worker
68. Jo you intend to do about as a:uch work on ti.u farm in the fi lure as you are 
now doing ICJ about the same CJ aero farm work
/ / lues farr; work / / stop far;:, work
/ / family to ,-y.ve up fnrminr
I F  " i ' . e R J " ,  ' h . - . h o " ,  " . j i ’l 1 i b m i ,  n k i " ,  i d  "FiU U l i\ h-JVd i t  i V f  n .
69. -.11 thin;_;s considered, including fa;/, working conditions arid the like, how 
does your present job compare aitn -crkinf on a farm:
'iji o 70 d- ,v L ri 7o >. 1 IV1 ../j, da h». / 1 j j - .D ‘! a 1 '.jo Id daid >•„>
1 kiv it 1 > i!;. .lit ; h j.; j.'• T ii .jlltd'Cd.
/ i on i 1,. 11 . a . j j. i . ,. !  1 I1 i . l .. 1 d . ..' i \) ' C. j i . I  Y.
70. ..ho operated the farm on which you lived in ____________  (year;
/ / .j'.if / / (. t,i.‘ r i e i fy re int. ions!, i | tc respondent j _________
71. how many acres in cultivation. l.n j nature'. _____ in woods"; _______
72. Hew much of this i*ar,;. was owned by (o:.i. r a t e r [ / nil / 7 ; art / / I
I F  i d i l d :
73. iyi-o of renter________________________________
I f  d :> ,f t  i d  d .  1 . d 1 :. .. . . : . j  d F h . wd i  d e  I k  /. 'U 7 5 .
7k. * as this farm sold or rented cut at hue time head of household took an 
off-farm job.
f ~ l Yes J J
I F  "Y.,d" J U i  r c  I d J T i i b C T I t i !  i d ; d  - I ^ . Y i C U  7 6 .
75. .ere td.oro any chanres in this f. r*n .after you took an off-farm job:
/ / Yes / / do I__•' -c.d „ ka./w
76. If Yi.d, explain:
i f  c i s d .  f  i d  d i . 1.: i.. Yd- i d  i\ t,:r. crt 3/. :.  fy  j c b  i i f Ufb f a  a ry. i k i c f
TC- i jLued.lT JeB ( x.. FUF 25) ...-F ii.eTleao 77 -el- 78. JF if, Fall it 79.
77. Has anyone taken over ti.o work you diu cn this farm, before you took your 
present job';'




8c.. Dr ;/'-u 'wvn ( ~ r  L f  
o f ;  -in :i- t '  ( ot
truck)
7. .bout l .o 'r .. u c 1. did ;ou -11’.1' of or .leaders ui .our Dually living with you
rcC'.'ivc in incOi io from f o folio' -in y; ;o ureas r.urii) ■; 1
. 1
i. JL7 7 ... I 0.' .
a .  ,.nco:.:c . . ro;:  non-.ur .  t ' a  ;as  o r  
salary
b .  i  i rni ' co
c. et inco.'.e froi.i a noinfr:.;
burine 53 or in'oroiGion
Incouc fro..', r e n t ,  interest,
: i v i d e 11 cl g , r o y; \ IK. e:;, o t c .
o. .Jociul jocarity benefits, otlicr 
retirement i'iu bility or yensiai.:'
f. -.11 other O'.ui'Cvu: ( rucopt cm r:i- 
tioii of a fur:.:)
. Did you receive uny fin -.r.ciul • .ui . to. .cc ■' ’.ring 1 7;f f res. r’-il.lron or
other relative;:; living el ;;vio.’c V
/ _ /  Yog /__/ ho
About ho’.' arch _
I? ad fi 1 . ha ■„ .: i.:i id : . ..i,. ;i j-'-d ...a.:
'CA. da.icivvlly Gyoahiny, do you _f ind it easier to yet by ..oc; than before you
too;, your . resent job . / _J Yes /__/ bo
by do you td i.d: g o '.
lection 'II
Iff A., .Tied ■ . • J . .-.II
85. Do you cub.. cribe to a n.r::y y erd /_ ~J Yec / / To
17 'Y U 1:
daae _ _ _  dou l o n g ? ___________________ r̂fiont1lt'^nd
C6 » Do you subscribe to uny i.uiya since? / / Yes / / Ho
17 ■''/ IJ ■ :
i.aine          itow long   _ _  (years and
months)
. i  , 1 . 1  , ,
®7, io you rot ularly buy newspapers or magazines at a newsland or drugstore?
CJ Y e s  CJ 1!o
IF "Yiib":
Kane
Do you belong cr do you [O to meetings of any organizations?
Are you a member?
Organisation Dame How :Fornerly 















arc you: Have you : Do you
or have:served cn :attend meetings: 
you beenrcoraiittccs: (check one)
ai officer (La s t r.egu-tOcca- never?
(last : year icrlsicv: -
year of + served : : all y?
x icc leiki 
cr ’He" :
or "Ho" -> • «
IF AI’Y ORGAFIZATiCF LAIiEE:
97. -''*re you taking a greater part in the affairs of this (these) organizations
non than in the past?
CJ Greater CJ fame CJ Less
nr  IT f   ̂ 11 1 [  f f  *’ j  * i  ^-Mr h 1  i - i l  *
In vhat nay? _________________________________________________________________
IF :.-rf:
i-'hv?
AGK ClhjLTlLii S 96 ALL 99 Cr AlL h.uj 1 Cn.. :.i' Tii hC’ C: L1LG .'.T 1 ;»GF L.t iiAL/u».Y JOL* 
.-.Li lUoileu 99 Ci’ .1.L ; iTtf.n..; 'n*.
98. ’ hat did you do ..ostly in
your spare tine before 
taking a job at . . . . ? 
(Check not nore than 3)
Code 
for 98 and 99
99. ’"hat do you do mostly
  in your spare time now?
(Check not r.ore than 3)
Before taking present job ft present time 
Tlnsert code letter)(Insert code letter)
a. ’hatching television 
or listening to 
radio
b. he-ding
c. f; . rts (spectator)
d. ■ arts (participate)
e. Lc~L.'
1 » - l ios 
p . - ' - i ting
h. li :.t. ‘ nd fishing
i. Lifer (s ceify)
Section VIII
C?:-'i'iU?’ITY
T'ould you soy chat in tlie past five years any of lie follouinp have cl.ani <’d for 
the letter, the ’-orse or are alert the sane in this ccnnunity?
letter 1 rorse har.e Vhy do you think so?
(ClihU. Oho)
ICO. ociiccls ______  ______  ______  _________________________
101. Churches ______  ______  ______ ____________________________
102. lei'hicrliness ______  ______  ______  _________________________
103. Chance to pet ahead ____________    _____
10l;. Gor.jaunity pride ______  ______  ______  _________________________
1C5. Other ____________       ____________________
1G6. ho you think li.a t th" factory I.as helped this co; :i .uni ty':
/ / Yes /~ / ho / /’ .or’t kno,:
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